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INSTRUCTION MANUAL  

FOR SWISS TURNING CENTER SW-20-Series 

 

Thank you for your selection and purchase of our maximum performance 

SW-20 Swiss Turning Center. This instruction manual describes the 

instructions and cautions as to the installation, operation and maintenance in 

order to use this machine for longer years while exerting full performance of 

the delivered machine. 

Accordingly, it is hope to make perusal of this manual not only by the 

persons in charge but also by the actual operators. In addition to this manual, 

refer to the instruction manuals and maintenance manuals issued by 

NC-maker for exact operation and maintenance of this machine. 

 

The specifications and descriptions given herein are subject to change 

without previous notice. 

 



 

 

IMPORTANT 

 

It is the responsibility of the user of this machine to be acquainted with the 

legal obligations and requirements in it's use and application. 

 

Before attempting to install and use this machine, the owners, 

programmers, operators and maintenance personnel must carefully read and 

understand all the instructions and safety features given in this manual. 

 

INSTALLATION 

 

The machine must be installed in a safe operating position, with all 

service connecting pipes and cables clear of the walk area around the 

machine. Sufficient access space must be allowed for maintenance, disposal 

of swarf and oil, stacking and loading of components. 

 



 

 

MACHINE GUARDING 

 

The machine is provided with totally enclosed guards as standard. All 

moving transmission parts of the machine are covered with fixed guards, 

which must not be removed which the machine is in operation. The work area 

which contains moving parts directly involved in the machining process is 

completely enclosed by guards which can be moved to allow setting of the 

machine, loading of the un-machined component and unloading of the finished 

component. The guard door is provided with clear observation window, and is 

fitted with safety interlock device which immediately stop all parts of the 

machine which are in mode in the work area when the guard door is open 

including: the work spindles, feed sliders, tool holders. 

 

When the guard door is opened, very limited movement of the powered 

elements in the work area is permitted -- see information contained in the 

following chapters of this manual. 

The guards and interlocks must be kept fully maintained and regularly tested 

and must not be removed or physically or electrically made in operative. 

Un-authorised interference or changing of the machine mechanics, electrics, 

control parameters or software may be hazardous and GOODWAY MACHINE 

CORP. and their authorised representative will not under any circumstance 

accept liability for un-authorised changes in these areas. 
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1. Safety Precaution 
1.1. General Safety Reminders 

1. The operator to operate the machine should be properly trained. 

2. Operation of the machine should not contradict with the instructions in operation 

manual. 

3. The area where the machine is to be used should be well lit. 

4. Keep the machine and work area neat, clean and orderly. 

5. Do not store any articles around the machine that will impede the safety of the 

operation. 

6. The operator should wear safety shoes to protect the feet and avoid slipping. 

7. The operator operating the machine should wear safety glasses to protect the 

eyes. 

8. Do not work with long hair that can be caught injury by the machine, tie it up at 

the back or wear a hat. 

9. Do not operate the machine with gloves on. 

10. Necklace and necktie should be taken off or put inside of clothes before 

operating the machine. 

11. After drinking alcohol or if the body is not in good condition, do not operate or 

maintain the machine. 

12. Do not clamber the machine, use the ladder if necessary. 

13. Do not touch the turning part of the machine with hands or body. 

14. Do not touch the turning part of the machine with hand-tools or the other article. 

15. Do not open the electrical cabinet, wire terminal or any other protection covers. 

16. Do not use screwdriver or hand-tools to hammer or pry. 

17. Do not use air compressor to clean the machine, electrical cabinet or NC 

control. 

18. Do not pull the chip by hand. 

19. Do not wear magnetic accessory, which could influence the control unit of the 

machine. 
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1.2. Safety Precaution for this Machine 
This machine is provided with a number of safety devices to protect personal 

and equipment from injuries and damages. So, the operator must fully under stand 

what special precautions to take. 

It is assumed that the operator has been properly trained, has the requisite 

skill and is authorized to operate the machine. The following safety regulations that 

should be observed: 

1. Before operating the machine, be sure people who are not operating the 

machine are kept away from the area that may cause danger during machine 

running. 

2. Before operating the machine the operation manual should be peruse contact 

the manufactory for more details, if anything is unclear. 

3. Please follow the instructions of the operation manual to check and maintain the 

machine. 

4. Don't take off any protection covers or interlock functions. 

5. Don't take off any warring plate on the machine, if discard or ambiguous please 

contact with GOODWAY MACHINE CORP. 

6. Before starting the machine, be sure of the ways to can stop the machine in 

case of emergency. 

7. Before starting the machine, be sure which function will be executed after 

pressing the push button on the machine. 

8. Don't touch the tools and workpiece while the spindle motor and feed motors 

are running. 

9. Don't use obtuse or damaged tools. 

10. Don't clean or load/unload the workpiece while the spindle motor and feed 

motors are running. 

11. Don't open the door while the spindle motor is running. 

12. Before operating the machine, be sure the workpiece is properly clamped in the 

collet and running in a balance condition. 

13. Be sure the tools are fixed in correct way fastened tightly. 

14. Don't use the coolant with a low flash point. 

15. Before starting the program, be sure there is no mistake in the program with the 

Dry Run function. 
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16. Use the synchronization control to help clamp long work pieces. 

17. Don't cut the workpiece with the direction of away from spindle, it may caused 

drop out the work piece. 

18. Before cutting the workpiece, be sure of the cutting condition between tools and 

workpiece. 

19. Please don't try to use the hands to stop the spindle while it has not come to a 

complete stop. 

20. Don't lean on the machine or operation panel which may caused the wrong 

operation. 

21. Please don't try to maintain the machine without proper training or permission. 

22. There should be a support for the shaft work piece extending beyond the chuck 

cylinder, during operation, all people should keep away from this area. 

23. The maximum speed is 10,000 rpm (main spindle), don't run the spindle at 

maximum speed if the spindle has not rotated in a long period. 

24. Don't use this machine in an explosive environment. 

25. Replacement is necessary if coolant deterioration occurs. 

26. Be sure the illumination of halogen lamp exceeds 500 Lux. Change the lamp if        

it is fail or broken. 

27. Always keep the machine clean and tidy. It is particularly important that the 

operation panel be kept free from oil and cutting chips to avoid operational 

mistakes and personal injury. 

28. To avoid injury to personnel, keep the area around the machine neat and tidy to 

work in a clean environment. 

29. Release of trapped person: Carry the selector switch key with the operator; 

knock door cover and shut for help. 
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1.3. Safety Precaution for Electricity 
1. The required electrical source for the machine is 220V AC 3 Phase. 

2. Enough space should be reserved to open the electrical cabinet for maintenance. 

There is an earth plate inside of the cabinet that should be connected with the 

earth line outside of the machine. 

3. All maintenance and adjustment related with the electrical control should be 

executed by properly trained personal. 

4. Before opening the electrical cabinet, the main power should be turned off. 

5. Before replacing the electrical elements, be sure the power has been turned off. 

6. To avoid turning the power on during the maintenance, put a warning plate in front 

of the machine. 

7. Don't remove the connections that are related with the safety interlock functions. 

8. Before operating the machine, be sure to peruse all warning plates and wire 

connection. 

9. During the maintenance, be sure the power has been turned off and use tools with 

insulated material. 

10. Don't use the fuses that are over the current standard or replace by metal wires. 

11. Replace any wires only if corresponding with the original standard specifications 

and colors. 

12. Before turning on the power after completing the maintenance, be sure there is 

nobody on the machine for any operation. 

13. Install an earth connection and connect to the machine, if there is no earth 

connection in public electrical source. 

14. Don't put any article (ex, food…) inside of the electrical cabinet and on operation 

panel. 

15. Electric leakage or a malfunction may occur if liquid enters electric parts of the 

machine. Do not splash the machine whit liquid when clean, etc. 

16. Make sure to contact GOODWAY before modifying the control unit and circuit. 

Follow our instructions to avoid serious damage to the control system. 

17. High voltage current flows inside the cabinet and operation panel. Receiving an 

electric shock may result in personal injury or death. The qualified servicing 

personnel always keep the cabinet keys and opens the cabinet door if need. In 

case of opening the cabinet door and removing the operation panel cover, always 

the qualified servicing personnel need to do them. 
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18. Be sure to use designated fuse for replacement. 

19. Keep the control unit away from any shocks or vibrations. 

20. Do not give strong force to the connecting parts. 

21. Please do not lean against the operation panel. 
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1.4. Safety Signs on this Machine 
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1.5. Safety Caution for Operation 
A. Cautions before operation 

1. Check that the lubricant, coolant and hydraulic oil are proper amount to 

prevent the machine damage and malfunctions. 

2. Confirm that the program and tooling are matched to prevent the machine 

damage and malfunctions. 

3. Be sure to confirm the location of the EMERGENCY STOP button for an 

unexpected accident and hazard. 

4. Check whether tool compensation details are appropriate. 

5. Run the idling for main/sub spindle at 3000 rpm for 15 minute before starting 

an operation. 

6. Confirm that the tools, machine parts etc. are correctly installed to prevent 

the machine damage and malfunctions. 

7. Confirm that the coolant is sufficient before starting operation. 

 
B. Cautions during operation 

1. Be sure to close all the doors and turn the DOOR INTERLOCK key switch 

to ON. 

2. Never put your hand into the machine during operation to avoid personal 

injury. 

3. A cover is installed on the guide tube of the parts ejector with long guide 

tube. The tube moves inside this cover, however, the bottom of the cover is 

open and you might get your get body parts caught in there. Keep away 

from this cover during operation. 

4. Check whether a coolant flow rate and the direction proper. 

5. The bar and/or tools clogged with cutting chips affect coolant efficiency 

remarkably, which may cause a fire. Clear away the chips depending on the 

situation. 

6. Be sure to stop the machine before removing cutting chips. 

7. Watch the operating condition periodically during automatic operation. Pay 

special attention to the conditions of accumulated cutting chips, coolant flow, 

broken tools, tools wear and guide bush seizure. Leaving any problems 

behind may cause a serious accident. 

8. Make sure to perform dry running before starting automatic operation. In 

this time check the operation by lowering the RAPID TRAVERSE 

OVERRIDE switch to minimize the damage at machine collision. 
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9. Confirm that the hydraulic pressure gauges read 3.4Mpa respectively. 

10. Confirm that the pneumatic pressure gauge reads 0.5Mpa. 

11. Net sheet or filter is easy to get clogged according to the cutting chip shape. 

Remove those cutting chips safely using a suitable rake and gloves so that 

the coolant flows smoothly. Before doing this, always stop the machine.  

12. After starting an operation, watch the operating condition until you ensure 

that the automatic operation is being running properly. 

13. Before the automatic operation, check the cutting chips disposal, coolant 

amount, coolant flow rat, etc. Make sure to understand the current 

conditions of them and set the automatic operation time. 

 

C. Cautions after completing operation 
1. Turn the CNC POWER switch OFF and main breaker OFF. 

2. Clean the machine, remove chips and apply the rust prevention oil. 

3. When using water-soluble coolant, you need to consider preventing the 

machine from rusting. After wiping the coolant off as much as possible, refill 

lubricant manually and reciprocate all axes in full stroke a couple of times to 

spread the lubricant to the sliding contact. Also, rotate the main/sub spindles 

at 3000 rpm for 1 minute to spread the lubricant to the rotating area. 
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D. Cautions for coolant use 
      Non-water soluble coolant may cause a fire as it vaporized or became misty inside 
      the machine. 

1. For both water-soluble and non-water soluble coolant, follow the directions of a 
coolant maker about quality degradation, inspection interval, replacement time 
and safe disposal of the coolant to prevent biological hazard. 

2. In case of generating much coolant mist according to material or machining 
condition, install a mist collector to exhaust mist to outside of machine to prevent 
biological hazard. In addition, concerning the installation of mist collector. 

3. This machine performs sealing to a rotation part etc. and invasion of the coolant 
may be prevented so that water-soluble coolant can be used. However, as 
compared with the case of using non-water soluble coolant, the life of bearing 
that is being for power-driven tool unit or revolving guide bush unit becomes short. 
In addition, when you stop a machine for a long period, please remove the 
coolant from the main part of a machine, each unit especially a rotation part and 
guide way, and rustproof those parts. 

4. Pay attention to the cutting chip conditions in the coolant or chip tank, clogged 
chip filter and twisted or clogged coolant hose to circulate sufficiently in the 
machine. 

5. When machining a combustible material (magnesium, titanium, zirconium, 
sodium alloy, etc.), be sure to prepare an extinguisher near the machine. It is 
better to stay near the machine and watch over the machining condition. 

 
E. Caution for fire prevention 

      Pay great attention to the following points to prevent a fire. 
1. When coolant performance remarkably falls off because a bar or tools got caught 

in cutting chips may cause a fire. 
2. When a coolant flow rate is insufficient for lack of coolant, clogged cutting chip 

filter or damaged coolant pump may cause a fire. 
3. When coolant effect is being degraded or inflammable coolant is used may cause 

a fire. 
4. When sparks easily occur due to an electrical system error inside or around the 

machine may cause a fire. 
5. When insufficient amount of coolant is supplied to the cutting point due to 

improper nozzle direction. It need to change the nozzle direction, it is suggested 
to stop machining. 
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F. Cautions for the observation window of the cutting room 
1. Observation window is made with polycarbonate. When the window becomes 

so dirty with discoloration and deterioration by long-time coolant use that the 

operator cannot see inside, replace the window to new one. When the 

observation window has damages such as cracks or dents according to 

conditions in use, replace the window to new one immediately. 

2. Life cycle of the observation window is approximately 5 years, so that 5years 

are followed as a guide of replacement even if no doubt of visibility. 

3. When you clean the observation window, use mild detergent and soft material 

such as sponge.  

4. Contact with GOODWAY MACHINE CORP. when the observation window 

needs to replace. 

 
G. Cautions for the control unit 

1. Make sure to contact GOODWAY before modifying the control unit and circuit. 

Follow our instructions to avoid serious damage to the control system. 

2. High voltage current flows inside the cabinet and operation panel. Receiving 

an electric shock may result in personal injury or death. The qualified 

servicing personnel always keep the cabinet keys and opens the cabinet door 

if need. In case of opening the cabinet door and removing the operation panel 

cover, always the qualified servicing personnel need to do them. 

3. Be sure to use designated fuse for replacement. 

4. Keep the control unit away from any shocks or vibrations. 

5. Do not give strong force to the connecting parts. 

6. Please do not lean against the operation panel. 
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1.6. Check and Maintenance of Safety Critical Item 
It is important to make sure some of the critical safety devices are well 

functioned. We strongly recommend that the function of following items to be 

checked prior to start machining work each day. If they are not functioned, 

maintenance will be required. 

1. Emergency stop button on control panel. 

2. Door interlock switch. 

3. Cabinet door interlock switch. 

4. Emergency stop button on chip conveyor. 

 

Maintenance procedure: 

1. Check wiring. 

2. Check switch, replace if necessary. 

3. Contact local agency. 

 

Cautions for inspection and maintenance: 

1. Be sure to stop for machine before maintenance and adjustment of the machine 

and cleaning the cutting chips. 

2. Verify if the main/sub collet and other tool unit collet work properly. Insufficient 

collet gripping force mat pop a material bar and tools out of the spindle, which is 

very dangerous. 

3. Never handle cutting chips with bare hands in order to prevent injures. When 

cleaning cutting chips, please work by equipping with protection implements, 

such as a leather glove. 

4. Be careful not to touch a tool edge when replacing tools. 
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2. Overall Description 

2-1. Machine Description 

The machine is intended for use by persons who have a basic knowledge of 

machine tools, including cutting theory, tooling and fixtures. 

 

The intended life limit of this machine is ten years, under normal operating condition 

and with well maintenance, it will be not necessary to renew many components 

except those are consumable. 

 

The machine is a numerically controlled lathe of swiss type configuration. All axes 

are driven by A.C. servo motors and one(or both)Cs axial controlled spindle. All slide 

ways are building on Linear Guide. Lubrication of all surfaces is automatic. Manual 

jogging of the slides is effected using push button or hand wheel. The machine is 

also equipped with auto. hydraulic clamp. 

 

The machine has two operating models, i.e. AUTO, MANUAL; each has their own 

sub-function. Please don't change randomly operating model during cutting. 

 

Before operating the machine, please peruse the instruction manual by the NC 

control manufacture and the operation manual provide by the manufacturer. 

 

With regarding to cutting fluid, lubricant, hydraulic oil, all are contained in containers. 

the throwing away liquid depends on the local law to deal with. 

 
Note 1. Don't operate the machine in potentially explosive atmosphere. 

Note 2.The material which can be machined in the machine are Iron, casting iron, 

aluminum, copper, stainless steel and alloy steel. Please don't machine 

graphite, wood which may cause powder, and plastic, magnesium which 

may caused toxic or burning. 

Note 3. Don't operate the machine without authorization. 
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2-2. Specifications 
2-2-1. Machine Specifications 

A. Control axis specifications 

Item Specifications 

Z、X、Y、ZB、XB 24 m/min 
Rapid feed rate 

C 550 RPM & 198000°/min

Z、X、Y、ZB、XB 10 m/min Maximum turning feed 
rate C 27.8 RPM & 10000°/min

X、Y、XB 0.001 mm 

Z、ZB 0.001 mm Minimum input increment

C 0.0010 

 

B. Machining capability 

Item Specifications Remarks 
Maximum machining diameter φ20 mm  

Maximum headstock stroke 

Standard:207 mm 
(Module spindle type: 

120mm / 50mm 
Guide bush / Bushless) 

One chucking 
stroke 

Stationary φ10 mm Maximum drilling 
capability Power-driven φ8 mm 

Stationary M8XP1.25 Maximum 
tapping capability Power-driven M6XP1.0 

ER16 

Maximum milling capability φ10 mm  

Maximum slotting capability 1.5 mm(W)X4 mm(D)  

Maximum die cutting capability M8XP1.25 1 piece cutter
The machining capabilities apply to SUS303 material. The machining 
capabilities may differ from the listed data depending on the machining 
conditions and material or tools to be used. 
 

C. Machine configuration 
Item Specifications Remarks 

Operation mode Right-handed  
L X W X H 2,330X1,350X1,720 mm 

Center height 1060 mm 
Include leveling 

pad Dimensions 
Weight 2300 Kg  
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D. Main spindle 
Item Specifications Remarks 

Spindle speed 2~10,000 RPM  
Spindle control S code + direct 5 digit command  

Rotational control AC spindle drive  

Indexing 0.001° (C-axis control)  

Motor specification 2.2Kw(Cont.) / 3.7Kw(15 min)  
 

E. Tool post 
Item Specifications Remarks

Tool 6 tools
□12X100~135 mm 

□12.7X100~135 mm 
Sleeve 4 tools 

Number of 
tools 

Power-driven tool 5~10 tools 

X/Y axis 
control

Spindle speed 5~8000 RPM  

Speed control S code + direct 4 digit command  

Rotational control AC servo drive  

Power-driven 
tool spec. 

Motor specification 1.2Kw  
 

F. Coolant unit specifications 
Item Specifications Remarks 

Installation method Stand alone type  
Coolant tank capacity 150L  

Pump motor spec. 1HP  

Coolant level detector
Detecting the shortage of 

coolant in tank 
Safety device 

Coolant flow detector
Detecting the shortage of 

coolant flow 

Coolant 
Water-soluble 

/ Non-water soluble 
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G. Hydraulic unit 
Item Specifications Remarks 

Installation method Installed on machine body  
Tank capacity 15L  

Normal pressure 3.4MPa  

Pump motor spec. 1HP  

Hydraulic oil 
Mineral oil type 

Viscosity: ISO VG32 
Recommended oil：

Shell Tellus Oil 32 
 

H. Pneumatic unit 
Item Specifications Remarks 

Normal pressure 0.5MPa  

Piping bore Rc1/4  

Pneumatic amount 4.1 m3/h (ANR)  
 

I. Lubrication system 
Item Specifications Remarks 

Ball-screw Z、X、Y、ZB、XB 
Lubrication parts 

Linear guide Z 
Oil discharge amount 3~6 CC Discharge interval：30 min

Tank capacity 2L  
Pump motor spec. 4 W  

Safety device Lubricant level detector  

Lubricant 
Sliding surface Lubricant

Viscosity: ISO VG68 
Recommended oil： 

Mobil Vactra Oil No.2 SLC
 

J. Power supply 
Item Specifications Remarks 

Voltage 3 phase AC220V ± 10%  

Frequency 50/60Hz ± 1Hz  

Capacity Average 15 KVA  
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K. Back attachment specifications 

Item Specifications 

Maximum chucking diameter φ20 mm 

Maximum part length 80 mm 
Pick-up 
capacity 

Maximum part projection length 30 mm 

Spindle speed 2~8,000 RPM 

Speed control 
S code + direct 4 digit 

command 

Rotational control AC spindle drive 

Indexing 0.001° (C-axis control) 

Sub-Spindle 

Motor spec. 2.2Kw(Cont.) / 3.7Kw(15 min)

Number of tools 4 tools 

Stationary φ8 mm Maximum drilling 
capability Power-driven φ5 mm 

Stationary M8XP1.25 Maximum tapping 
capability Power-driven M4XP0.7 

Machining 
capacity 

Maximum milling capability φ5 mm 

Spindle speed 3~ 8000 RPM 

Speed control 
S code + direct 4 digit 

command 

Rotational control AC servo drive 

Power-driven 
Spec. 

Motor spec. 0.4Kw 

The machining capabilities apply to SUS303 material. The machining 
capabilities may differ from the listed data depending on the machining 
conditions and material or tools to be used. 
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2-2-2. CNC Control Specifications (for FANUC 0I-TD controller) 
A. Standard functions 

Item Specifications 
Control unit FANUC Series 0i-TD 

Control axis 
Total 6-axes: HEAD1 simultaneous 4-axes (X, Y, Z, C) 
            + HEAD2 simultaneous 3-axes(X, Z, C) 

Synchronous control Z-ZB axes 

Interpolation function 
Linear interpolation……………………G01 
Circular interpolation…………………G02 (CW), G03 (CCW) 

Synchronous rotation of main 
& sub spindle 

Synchronous control of rotation and phase for main and 
sub spindle are possible 

Operation panel 10.4 inch color LCD display 

Input/Output code 
ISO or EIA 
Input: automatic distinction, Output: parameter change 

Input/Output interface RS232C 
Coordinate command system Absolute/incremental can be used jointly 
Decimal point incremental Possible 
Diametric direction command Input a diametric value (X, Y, XB) 

Feeding command method 
Feed per minute (mm/min)………G98 
Feed per revolution (mm/rev)………G99 

Continuous manual feed 0~1260mm/min (change with 16-step rotary switch) 
Step feed 0.001mm/step, Input a diametric value for X, Y, XB-axes.
Feed rate override 0~150% (change with 16-sep rotary switch) 

Override cancel 
Cutting override 100% ON……..…….M88 
Cutting override 100% OFF………….M89 

Rapid traverse override 0, 1, 5, 25, 100% (5-step selectable) 

Tool selection and plane 
selection 

T code commands tool selection 
HEAD1 side 
T □ 00 (T3 digit) …………. ( □ is 1~6) 
T □ □ 00 (T4 digit) …………. ( □ □ is 11~14,31~35) 
T3411~T3412 
T3511~T3512 
T3421~T3423 
T3521~T3523 
It also selects the plane that does circular interpolation, 
tool nose radius compensation, etc. 
HEAD2 side 
T □ □ 00(T4 digit) …………. ( □ □ is 20~24,29) 
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Item Specifications 

Tool wear offset 
64 pairs each on HEAD1&2 (±99.999 mm) 
Both absolute/incremental input are available 

Program memory capacity 
512K equivalent tape length for each HEAD1&2 (2 paths 
amount 1MB) 

Number of registration 
programs 

400 programs for each HEAD1&2  (2 paths amount 800 
programs) 

Buffer register Function to read 1 block ahead to prepare for next work.

Absolute position detector 
Reference point return is unnecessary at turning the 
power on. 

MDI operation B Plural blocks can be input and operated in MDI mode. 

Custom macro B 
Enables user-macro, which is registered in memory as a 
subprogram, and this call from the CNC command 
program. Input or output the program with ISO code. 

Background editing 

Editing is possible in background during other program 
operation. 
Following operations are possible in background: 

 Program editing 
 Program input from external device 
 Program output to external device 

Threading function 
Threading……..…….G32 
Threading cycle……..…….G92 

Threading (tapping, die 
cutting) function 

Threading (tapping, die cutting) is simplified in a block. 
Front off center tapping……..…….G484 
Cross tapping……..…….G784 (rigid-tapping) 
Back 4-spindle off center tapping……..…….G984 
(rigid-tapping) 

Continuous threading 
G32: Available in the tool selection T100~T600 on 
HEAD1 and HED2. 

Multiple repetitive canned 
Cycle 

G70~G76:HEAD1 is effective under G150 mode. 
         HEAD2 is effective under G154 mode. 

Cut-off process function Cutting off in preparation can be done easily 
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Item Specifications 

Tool geometry offset 
function 

This function has the tool offset amount for each tool, 
positioning the tool where offset amount has been 
calculated at the tool selection, executing the coordinate 
setting. Offset of X, Y, Z-axis. 

Servo torque limit and 
servo monitor function 

Applies a torque limit (current limit) to the servo motor, 
sets the parameter rapid traverse, cutting feed rate and 
so on to restrains a damage from tool collision during air 
cut or parts pickup, also checks the servo motor load 
(current load) on LCD display. 

Memory protect function Prohibits a program editing. 
Error detect ON/OFF M21, M22. Function to switch ON/OFF to make the 

geometry of the corner sharp. 

Chamfering ON/OFF 
M23, M24 Function to switch chamfering effectual / 
ineffectual. 

Main/sub indexing 
command function 

Commands an indexing angle easily with using the 
address (C, H). Main & sub spindle: C-axis command. 

Automatic coordinate 
setting function 

G131……..……ZB-axis coordinate system for sub spindle 
parts pick-up 
G130……..……ZB-axis coordinate system setting cancel 

Position display function 
Current position of each axis (X, Y, Z, ZB and XB) and 
current tool number is displayed on LCD screen. 

Offset display function 
Displays the wear-offset amount of each coordinate 
system on LCD screen. 

Program list display 
function 

Display: 
program number, remarks, capacity, remaining program 
number of registrations, memory capacity, and 
remaining memory availability on LCD screen. 
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Item Specifications 

The hardware/software 
system configuration 
display  

Display the configuration of hard ware and software of 
CNC on LCD screen. 

Parts counter  

This will count the machined parts with M20 in a 
program operation, and will display the number on the 
LCD screen, The machine will stop is one cycle stop 
when counted up  
Counting……..……0~99999 

Tool life management Available up to 45 tools  

Automatic erase display 
function 

When any key operation is not executed in certain time, 
(initial settings 15 minutes) the backlight of the LCD 
screen is automatically turned off. 

The alarm message history 
History of NC alarm and operator message can be con 
firmed. 

Clock display 
Hour/minute/second is displayed on LCD screen. 
(Year/Month/Day is displayed on a certain screen.) 

Constant surface speed 
control  

G96, G97, and G50: Available on main/sub spindle. 

Spindle speed fluctuation 
detection 

G25, G26: Available on main/sub spindle. 

Tool nose radius 
compensation 

G40~G42 

Run display function 
It displays the machine run hour and cycle time on LCD 
screen. (1/100 second unit) 

Auto-power shut off 
function 

This function automatically shuts off the main power 
supply when machine stops in condition of AUTO 
POWER OFF key ON by their abnormality or no bar 
stock. 

Spare M code 2 pairs M152~M155 commands are possible from either 
HEAD1&2 

Automatic chamfering 
corner R 

It practicable in X-Z plane with using other than address 
C. It can use with direct drawing dimension command 

Canned cycle drilling G80~G89 
Variable lead threading  G34 
Threading retract  This can be used in the X-Z plane  
Programmable data input G10: Tool offset can be changed in a program. 
Direct drawing dimension This can be used in X-Z plane with use of the address C 
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programming and R Chamfering corner R is not available when using 
this function. 

Cylindrical interpolation G107 (G7.1) 
Polar coordinate 
interpolation 

G112 / G113 (G12.1 / G13.1) 

Rigid-tapping M29 must be used with canned cycle for drilling. 
Inch/ metric conversion G20, G21 
Run hour, parts number 
display 

It displays the powered on hours, automatic operation 
hours, machining hours, machining parts number and 
parts numbers to be required on LCD screen.  

Custom macro common 
variables addition 

#100~#199 
#500~#999 

Extended part program 
editing 

Program copy, movement and inserting are possible. 
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B. Optional functions 
Item Specifications 

Spare M code 2 pairs 

M156~M159 Commands are possible from either 
head1&2 
Note) 2 pairs (M152~M155) are prepared as a 
standard 

Automatic bar feeder 
interface 

 

Register program 400 400 for each HEAD1&2 
It needs tape length 320m or more 

Memory tape 1280m 1280m tape length each for HEAD1&2 Additional 
memory is required. 
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2-3. Overall Drawings 

General structure-1 
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General structure-2 
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Control axis configuration diagram-1 
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Control axis configuration diagram-2 
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External dimension-1 
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External dimension-2 
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2-4. Main Units 

This is the sliding headstock type CNC automatic lathe and it is composed of the 

following main attachments. 

 
A. Main spindle 

The headstock comprises the main spindle and sliding unit. The main spindle 
chucks a bar with the collet and gives it a rotary motion and sliding unit gives 
it reciprocating motion in Z-axis direction (longitudinal) with the CNC control. 
Feeding motion of a bar in the Z-axis direction is given by the headstock 
during front machining. 

 
 Main machining: The machining by the main spindle and gang tool post. 
 Back machining: The machining by the sub spindle and the back 4-spindle unit.
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B. Tool post 
This provides reciprocating motion in direction of X-axis and Y-axis with the 
CNC control and feed a bar in diametric direction for front machining. 
This unit makes the cutting tool contact the bar at near the guide bush and 
executing the machining cooperating with the headstock. 
Tool holder, the sleeve holder and 5-spindle cross unit are installed to the tool 
post. The cutting tool will be attached to the tool holder to execute the turning. 
Front machining tool holder will be attached to the sleeve holder, and 
executes a front drilling, tapping and boring. Power-driven tools will be 
attached to the 5-spindle cross unit, it gives a rotary motion to a drilling, 
tapping and end milling, etc., to perform cross/front drilling, tapping and 
milling. 
The X-axis performs a diameter direction feed of the tool holder and the tool 
selection of the 5-spindle cross unit. And the Y-axis performs the tool 
selection of the tool holder, tool selection of the sleeve holder and feeding in a 
diametric direction of the 5-spindle cross unit. 
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C. Guide bush 
The guide bush supports a bar near the machining point to prevent it from 
bending due to cutting load, and enable the high accurate machining. In this 
machine, the guide bush supports most of the cutting load in diametric 
direction, and the machining accuracy is almost depending on a clearance 
between the guide bush and a bar. Therefore choose a bar having high 
precise outer diameter. This machine has Revolving Guide Bush that 
synchronizes with the main spindle. 

 
D. Back 4-spindle unit  

This unit performs drilling, tapping and boring the back by attaching tool 
holder for machining the cutting-off face. Selecting the drive system for 
power-driven attachment permits attaching the power-driven tool unit and 
machining the back off-center drilling and the off-center tapping/milling. 
The sub spindle gives the rotary motion of the bar, and the XB-axis executes 
the tool selection. 
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E. Sub spindle 
The back attachment comprises the sub spindle and the sliding unit.The sub 
spindle chucks a bar after front machining with collet and gives it a rotary 
motion and the sliding unit gives it reciprocating motion in ZB-axis direction 
(longitudinal) and XB-axis direction with the CNC control. Back attachment 
feeds a bar in the ZB-axis direction upon back machining or XB-axis direction 
upon tool selection for the back 4-spindle unit. Roles of the back attachment 
machining are roughly classified as follows. 

․Non-pip machining  
The back attachment chucks a bar with a sub collet. And it rotates 
synchronously with the main spindle and executes cutting-off, by doing this a 
cutting-end surface is finished without dowel. 

․Z-ZB synchronous control  
The back attachment chucks a bar simultaneously with the main spindle 
during front machining, and performs a synchronous movement in Z/ZB-axis 
direction or it rotates synchronously with a main spindle, it prevents the bar 
from vending or wearing excepting high precise and endurance for heavy 
machining. 

․Back machining 
The back attachment performs back machining of the cutting-end surface and 
periphery of it in cooperating with the back 4-spindle unit or the tool post. 
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2-5. Tool Information 
2-5-1. Tool System 

In the operation manual, the tool position is expressed with the tool number as below 

according to the tool selection command. 
A. Tool post 

The tool is expressed with T-6-digits (only for cutting tool) or T-4-digits. The 
first or the first 2-digits of tool number is indicated by arrow in the following 
drawing. 

 
B. Back 4-spindle unit 

A tool is expressed with T-4-digits. The first 2-digits of tool number is 
indicated by an arrow in the following drawing. 
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C. Tool system 
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NO. Name 
Metric 

Part No. 

Spec. 

（mm）

English 

Part No. 

Spec. 

（inch）
Qty.

1 Clamp piece LC-3006  LC-3006  1 

2 Clamp piece LC-3005  LC-3005  5 

3 Clamp piece LC-3020  LC-3120  1 

4 Clamp piece LC-3019  LC-3119  1 

5 Face slotting holder LC-ZDR0  LC-ZDR0  OP 

LC-3024 ψ4 LC-3124 ψ3/16 1 

LC-3025A ψ6 LC-3125A ψ1/4 1 

LC-3025B ψ8 LC-3125B ψ5/16 1 
6 Boring sleeve 

LC-3025C ψ10 LC-3125C ψ3/8 1 

7 Drill sleeve LC-3004 ER16 LC-3004 ER16 2 

8 Back turning tool holder LC-ZDN0 □10 LC-ZDN0 □10 OP 

9 Back milling unit LC-ZDI2 ER16 LC-ZDI2 ER16 2 

10 Milling unit LC-ZDE0 ER16 LC-ZDE0 ER16 OP 

11 Milling unit LC-ZDH0 ER16 LC-ZDH0 ER16 OP 

12 2-spindle front drilling unit LC-ZDB0 ER16 LC-ZDB0 ER16 OP 

13 3-spindle front drilling unit LC-ZDG0 ER16 LC-ZDG0 ER16 OP 

14 
Counter face 2-spindle front 
drilling unit LC-ZDL0 ER16 LC-ZDL0 ER16 OP 

15 Threading whirling unit for outer LC-ZDD0  LC-ZDD0  OP 

16 Front offset drilling and tapping LC-ZDC0 ER16 LC-ZDC0 ER16 OP 

17 
2 spindle drill/milling unit 
(0~360° angular adjustable) LC-ZDU0  LC-ZDU0  OP 

18 T34 transmission LC-ZDS0  LC-ZDS0  OP 

19 Deep hole drill holder LC-ZDQ0  LC-ZDQ0  OP 

20 Face slotting holder LC-ZDT0 ER16 LC-ZDT0 ER16 OP 

21 Drill sleeve for deep drilling LC-3009 ER16 LC-3009 ER16 4 

22 Drill sleeve LC-3010 ER16 LC-3010 ER16 OP 

23 Counter-face drill sleeve LC-3021 ER16 LC-3021 ER16 2 

LC-2029A ψ6 LC-3129A ψ1/4 1 

LC-2029B ψ8 LC-3129B ψ5/16 1 

LC-2029C ψ10 LC-3129C ψ3/8 1 
24 Drill sleeve 

LC-2029D ψ4 LC-3129D ψ3/16 1 
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2-5-2. Consumable Tool List 
A. Guide bush 

Prepare the guide bush in the following sharp. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Max. machining dia. 
(mm) 

Type 
D 

(mm) 
L 

(mm) 
a 

M 
(mm)

Pitch
E 

(mm)
Round Hexagon Square

VNC20 30 59.2 16.5∘ 30 1 35 20 16 12 

VNC SR20 28 82 16 25 1 34 20 16 12 

 
Some important tolerances are omitted in the drawing that may influence the 
machining accuracy, to make sure to contact GOODWAY MACHINE CORP 
before replacing the guide bush that not offered by GOODWAY. 
 

B. Collet 
Prepare the collets of main/sub spindle in the following sharp. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Max. machining dia. 
(mm) 

Type 
A 

(mm) 
B 

(mm) 
C 

(mm)
E 

(mm)
F 

(mm)
α 

Round Hexagon Square
VNC 26 36 67 7 28 16∘ 20 16 12 

R20 25 35 77 7 25 16∘ 20 16 12 

 
Some important tolerances are omitted in the drawing that may influence the 
machining accuracy, to make sure to contact GOODWAY MACHINE CORP 
before replacing the collet that not offered by GOODWAY. 
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2-5-3. Travels and working area 

Standard type 

 
Unit:mm 
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Module spindle - Bush type  

 
Unit:mm 
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Module spindle - Bushless type  

 
Unit:mm 
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2-5-4. Tool Holder Dimension Drawing 

A. Tool Holder 
Name Wedge type 6-station / □12 mm Name 15 mm over-hang type / □12 mm
Parts No. LC-3005、LC-3006、LC-3007B Parts No. LC-3019、LC-3020 
Position T0100~T0600 Position T0400~T0600 

 
 

Name Wedge type 6-station / □1/2” Name 15 mm over-hang type / □1/2”
Parts No. LC-3005、LC-3006、LC-3107B Parts No. LC-3119、LC-3120 
Position T0100~T0600 Position T0400~T0600 
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B. Sleeve for 4-spindle sleeve holder 

Name Drill sleeve ER16 Name Drill sleeve ER16 for deep 
drilling 

Parts No. LC-3010 Parts No. LC-3009 

Position T1100~T1400 Position T1100~T1400 

  

 

Name Counter-face drill sleeve ER16 
Parts No. LC-3021 
Position T1100~T1400 
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Name Boring sleeve φ6  Name Boring sleeve φ1/4”  

Parts No. LC-3029A Parts No. LC-3129A 

Position T1100~T1400 Position T1100~T1400 

 

Name Boring sleeve φ8  Name Boring sleeve φ5/16” 

Parts No. LC-3029B Parts No. LC-3129B 

Position T1100~T1400 Position T1100~T1400 

 

Name Boring sleeve φ10  Name Boring sleeve φ3/8”  

Parts No. LC-3029C Parts No. LC-3129C 

Position T1100~T1400 Position T1100~T1400 
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Name Boring sleeve φ4  Name Boring sleeve φ3/16” 

Parts No. LC-3029D Parts No. LC-3129D 

Position T1100~T1400 Position T1100~T1400 
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C. Sleeve for back 4-spindle unit 
Name Drill sleeve ER16 

Parts No. LC-3004 

Position T2100~T2400 

 

Name Boring sleeve φ4 Name Boring sleeve φ3/16” 

Parts No. LC-3024 Parts No. LC-3124 

Position T2100~T2400 Position T2100~T2400 

 

Name Boring sleeve φ6 Name Boring sleeve φ1/4” 

Parts No. LC-3025A Parts No. LC-3125A 

Position T2100~T2400 Position T2100~T2400 
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Name Boring sleeve φ8 Name Boring sleeve φ5/16” 

Parts No. LC-3025B Parts No. LC-3125B 

Position T2100~T2400 Position T2100~T2400 

 
 

Name Boring sleeve φ10  Name Boring sleeve φ3/8” 

Parts No. LC-3025C Parts No. LC-3125C 

Position T2100~T2400 Position T2100~T2400 

 

Name Turning tool holder Name Back face slotting holder 

Parts No. LC-ZDN0 Parts No. LC-ZDR0 

Position T2100 Position T2200 or T2300 
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D. Power-driven tool for cross 5-spindle unit 
Name Milling unit ER16  
Parts No. LC-ZDE0 
Application Cross-drilling, tapping, milling
Position T3400、T3500 

 
Name 2-spindle front drilling unit ER16 Name 3-spindle front drilling unit ER16 

Parts No. LC-ZDB0 Parts No. LC-ZDG0 

Application Front off-center drilling, 
tapping 

Application Front off-center drilling, 
tapping 

Position T3400、T3500 Position T3400、T3500 
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Name Threading whirling unit for outer 
Parts No. LC-ZDD0 
Application Outer diameter thread whirling (+100~100) 
Position T3400 

 
 

Name Counter face 2-spindle front
drilling unit 

Name Front offset drilling and 
tapping 

Parts No. LC-ZDL0 Parts No. LC-ZDC0 

Application 
Off-center drilling, tapping 

(Front/Back) 
Application Front drilling, tapping 

Position T3400~T3500 Position T3400~T3500 
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Name 2 spindle drill/milling unit Name Face slotting holder 

Parts No. LC-ZDU0 Parts No. LC-ZDT0 
Application 0~360° angular adjustable Application Slotting, 2-side milling 
Position T3400 or T3500 Position T3400 or T3500 

  
 

Name Deep hole drill holder 
Parts No. LC-ZDQ0 
Application Front deep hole drill 
Position T3400~T3500 
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E. Power-driven tool for back 4-spindle unit 
Name Milling unit ER16 
Parts No. LC-ZDI2 
Application Back off-center drilling, tapping
Position T2100~T2400 

 
Name Milling unit 
Parts No. LC-ZDH0 
Application Cross-drilling, tapping, milling
Position T3400~T3500 
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2-6. Safety Device 
2-6-1. Door Interlock 

This device will lock the closed doors of the cutting room and the headstock room 

when the DOOR INTERLOCK key switch is turned to ON. The machine will enter the 

emergency stop state with turning DOOR INTERLOCK key switch to ON, when one 

of the doors is opened. Closing the door will lock the door. 
Refer to the section 「6-2 Explanation of the Operation Panel」 about details. 

 
 Be sure to keep the DOOR INTERLOCK key switch to ON during the 
machine operation. 
 The machine controller should keep the key of DOOR INTERLOCK key 
switch. 

 
2-6-2. Safety Device for Lubrication System 

Lubrication system has a lubricant level detector ○1  as a safety unit. This device ○1  

detects a shortage of lubricant in the tank. If the lubricant lowers the line L, the 
lubricant-level-detector ○1  works and the machine carries out ONE CYCLE stops. 
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2-6-3. Safety Device for Coolant System 
A. Coolant level detector 

The coolant level detector ○1  is a device for detecting a shortage of coolant 
in the tank. 

Keep relay 
 

K0.1 K1.4 
Operation when shortage of coolant is detected 

1. 0 0 
Machine will enter the feed hold state and main/subs-spindle 
motor, power-driven tool motor and coolant motor will stop. 

2. 1 0 Machine will stop by single block. 
3. 0 1 Machine will stop by one cycle. 

 
 If the coolant flow detector is not mounted, it is necessary to put the 
machine into the feed hold state when the coolant level detector works. Set 
both of the keep relays: K00-bit1 and K01-bit4 to 0 before starting the 
operation. 

 
B. Coolant flow detector 

The coolant flow detector ○2  is a device for detecting insufficiency of the 
coolant discharge. When it detects an insufficiency of flowing, stops the 
main/sub spindle motor, power-driven tool motor, and coolant motor. 
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2-6-4. Broken Cutoff Tool Detector 

This unit detects a breakage of the cutoff tool by mechanically detecting existence of 

material that is near the guide bush after cutting off. When breakage of the cutoff tool 

is detected, an alarm message will be displayed on the screen. The machine will 

enter the feed hold state, and the main and sub-spindle motors, power-driven tool 

motor and coolant motor will stop. 

 
 Breakage of the cutoff tools will cause the machine damage or fires. 
Replace the new one immediately in case of breakage of the cutoff tool. 
Be sure to operate this unit after the cutting-off process is completed. 
 Be sure to check the operation of this unit before starting the parts 
machining newly. 
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2-6-5. Parts Ejection Detector 

This device confirms the position of the parts ejecting shaft ○1  with the switch ○2  

and detects failure of sub spindle parts pick-up and parts ejection. 

 

When this device detects a failure of the parts pick-up, it puts the machine into feed 

hold state and stops the main spindle, sub-spindle, sub-spindle, power-driven tool, 

and coolant motor. 

 

And when this device detects a failure of the parts ejection, it puts the machine into 

the single block stop state. Both cases will display an alarm message on the screen. 
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2-6-6. Safety Function of CNC Device 
A. Spindle speed fluctuation detecting function 

When the speed difference between the specified spindle speed of the main 
or sub spindle and the actual spindle speed becomes large than the set value, 
this function puts the machine into the feed hold state and stops the main 
spindle, sub spindle power-driven tool and coolant motor. 
The function is used for prevention of seizure of guide bush, and spindle 
overload detection. 
 
Spindle speed fluctuation detection ON：G26 
Spindle speed fluctuation detection OFF：G25 
 

B. Servo torque limit function and servo monitor function 
A damage, which is caused by the tool collision during dry run or parts pick up 
by the sub spindle, can be reduced by applying a torque limit (current limit) on 
the servomotor and setting a rapid traverse, cutting feed rate and 
acceleration/deceleration time constant, etc., to the parameters. The 
servomotor’s load state (current value) can be checked on the screen. 

 
C. Auto power-off function 

This is the function to automatically shut off the main power (main breaker) 
when the machine’s malfunction occurs or there is no bar-stock in the 
condition that the AUTO POWER OFF switch lights up. 
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3. Preparation for Reception 

3.1 Requirements of the Space 
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3.2 Requirements of the Foundation 

The foundation has great effects on the accuracy of the machine, and machining 

accuracy by machine installation. Therefore, a foundation site must be selected with 

full care. The periphery of installing area should be free of the occurrence of acid 

and corrosive gases. 

 

* Dimension should be according to the conditions of the ground. 

* Foundation strength: at least 23.7 kPa  
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3.3 Installation and Storage Requirements of the Environment 

1) Do not install the machine where it may be exposed to direct sunlight. 

2) Chips or other refuse, water, oil, etc. from other equipment. 

3) Ambient temperature (in use)：+5℃~+40℃ 

4) Ambient temperature (in transport or storage)：-20℃~+60℃ 

5) Humidity：95% maximum. 

6) Altitude：1000 m max. above sea level. 

7) The floor of installing area should be free of a vibration and shock felt by human. 

8) Vibration：undesirable effect of vibration, shock, bump. 

9) Electromagnetic compatibility：less than IEC 810 level 3 . 
 
 

3.4 A-weighted sound pressure level 

1) Maximum 75dB. 

2) Measuring condition： 

3) Maximum spindle speed is commanded for the main and the sub spindle, 

all-feeding axes are stopped. 

4) Measuring place：Center of machine operating side, 1m from machine and 1.6m 

height. 
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3.5 Requirements of Power Source 

3.5.1 Power consumption 

NO. Unit Output 
Power-Co
nsumption

1 Main spindle drive motor (Rating) AC 2.2 Kw 2.75 

2 Sub spindle drive motor (Rating) AC 2.2 Kw 2.75 

3 Cross power-driven tool attachment. (Rating) AC 1.2 Kw 1.5 

4 Back power-driven tool attachment. (Rating) AC 0.5 Kw 0.6 

5 Servo motor (Rating) AC 2.95 Kw 3.7 

6 Hydraulic pump motor AC 0.75 Kw 0.9 

7 Coolant pump motor AC 0.75 Kw 0.9 

8 Lubricating pump motor AC 0.004 Kw 0.005 

9 Electric cabinet 0.25KW 0.3 

10 NC unit 0.25KW 0.3 

11 Chip conveyor AC 0.4 Kw 0.5 

12 Parts conveyor AC 0.05 Kw 0.06 

Total power consumption 15 KVA 

Current capacity of building which shall be provided by user is figured out as 

followings. 

3
1000

×
×

=
V

KVAA
 

A: current capacity (ampere) 
V: power supply voltage of building (volt) 
KVA: total power consumption (KVA) 
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3.5.2 Required input voltage 

3-phase AC 200/220V±10%, 50/60HZ±1%. 

If the power supply voltage of the building where the machine is installed is higher 

than above voltage, however, transformer shall be used to get required voltage as 

shown in the universal transformer connecting chart. 

 

3.5.3 No fuse breaker of main power switch 

Amperes of fuses which shall be provided in the factory main power switch for the 

machine refer to below: 

 

Fuse 
SW-20 SW-20  

(with HEAD2) 
220V 32A 40A 
380V 20A 25A 

 

3.5.4 Wire size for power supply cable 

A. Power cable 

Wire size shall be selected depending on power supply voltage of machine shop. 

[Recommended wire size] 

In case of 200-230V: 8mm2(0.012in2) 

In case of 380-460V: 8mm2(0.012in2) 
 

B. Grounding 

The machine should be ground by the power supply cable connected to the PE 

terminal. 

Wire size: 8mm2 (0.012in2) or more. 

If it is not possible Ground the machine to the earth system and the grounding 

resistance is less than 100 OHMS. 
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3.5.5 Check the supply voltage to the machine 

A. Check the supply voltage to the machine 

Measure the voltage across the phase wires. 

Permissible supply voltage are within plus 10% and minus 15% to rated  voltage. 

If voltage is low, however, it will result in malfunctioning or trouble with controls. 

Therefore it is better to maintain the voltage plus 10% and minus 0% to the rated 

voltage. 
 

B. Check the phase 

In order to check a phase, fill the hydraulic tank and lubrication tank with the oil 

recommended first. 

Then turn 'ON' the main power switch which is located at the electric cabinet and 

press the POWER ON button on the operation panel. 

When the power is turned on to the NC unit, the hydraulic pump will start rotating 

by pressing "MACHINE READY" button. 

If the power cable is connected properly, the indication of the pump pressure 

gauge will increase and point at 30-35kg/cm2. 

But if the indication of the pump pressure gauge does not increase, press the 

POWER OFF button on the operation panel immediately. 
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4. Handling、Storage and Installation 
4-1. Handling and Storage 
4-1-1. Safety Regulation Moved by Crane 

1. The operator of crane equipment should have been trained. 

2. Before the slinging and moving procedure, be sure of the followings: 

The weight and the center of gravity of the machine. Suitable lifting hooks 

and rope should be selected. Are there enough space for slinging and 

moving by crane. During the slinging and moving, take precaution not to 

damage the machine. 

3. Be sure the safety of crane equipment before use. 

4. Be sure all wire connections have been removed before slinging and 

moving. 

5. Don't stand below the machine while slinging and moving by crane. 

 

 
4-1-2. Safety Regulation Moved by Fork Lift 

6. The operator of fork lift should have been trained. 

7. Select the suitable fork lift. 

8. Make sure the weight and the center of gravity of the machine. 

9. The forks should extend under the full length of the machine body during 

transportation. 

10. Be sure the balance and don't lift too high. 

11. Be careful when climbing or descending down a slope. 

12. Be sure all wire connections have been removed before moving. 

13. Someone should to guide the operator of the fork lift. 
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4-1-3. Wooden Transportation 
Machine weight approx: 2600 kgf. (5732 lbs) 

A. Using crane 

 Pay attention to s balance when it is suspended in order to prevent a 

damage of the package and the equipment. 

 Never enter below the machine when it is lifted. 

 Use a rope with a loading bearing strength of 20.0kN or more. 

 

B. Using fork lift 

 As far as it is possible, insert the forklift claws under the case. 

 Never enter below the machine when it is lifted. 

 Do not put the forklift claws into the insert prohibition section of the case.
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C. Unpacking 

1. Remove the four corner fittings. 

2. Remove the bolts from the top plate and remove the top plate. 

3. Check the condition of the machine by watching from above, and 

remove the bolts at the side plate. 

4. Remove the bolt which is fixing a machine at the bottom. 

 

 Always check the inside of the case before removing the side plates 

because devices may be fixed on shelves. 
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4-1-4. Transportation and Lifting of Machine 
This machine is an integrated mechanical, electrical and structure with a 

weight of approximately 2300kg. Usually a truck is used for transportation, so 

the machine should be fastened firmly to the truck so that it does not bounce 

when transported on rough roads. 

Use a forklift to unload the machine from the truck. Put the forklift claws into 

hole ○A  and ○B . 

 

 

Machine weight approx: 2300 kgf. (5070 lbs) 
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 Never enter below the machine when it is lifted. 

 When transporting the machine, turn off the factory power supply for the 

machine, and then remove the power-cables as well as remove the wiring 

and piping of the coolant unit beforehand. 
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4-1-5. Position of fix block 

Mount the fix block (LC-5009, LC-5033, LC-5036) to control box, XB-ZB axes and X-Y 

axes before transport.  
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4-2. Installation of the Machine 
Place the machine on a flat concrete floor (the concrete thickness: 30cm or 

more). The concrete floor should be laid at least two month before installation of the 

machine. Install the machine and keep the clearance approximately 800mm around 

the machine for maintenance (maintenance work should be able to be done during 

cabinet doors opened). 
4-2-1. Adjustment of Leveling Bolt 

The machine has four level adjustment screws (LC-1047) at the leg. 

Unset the leveling pads (LC-1048) into the contact positions of the screws. 

Adjust the machine level according to the following instruction after the 

installation. 

1. Put the levels ○1  and ○2  as shown in the drawing. 

2. Tighten the level adjustment screw ○4 , ○5  and ○6  for the bottom of the 

machine to rise by 10 mm. 

3. Adjust the level adjustment screws ○4  and ○5  to level the level ○2 . 

4. Adjust the level adjustment screw ○6  to level the level ○1 . 

5. Adjust the level adjustment screws ○4 , ○5  and ○6  slightly to level the levels 

○1  and ○2 . 

6. Tighten the level adjustment screw ○3  to function slightly. 

7. Check the all level adjustment are functioned. 

8. Tighten the fitting screws of all level adjustment screws ○3 ~○6  to fix them. 
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4-2-2. Installation of Coolant Unit 
Place the coolant unit after installation of the machine body has 

completed. The coolant unit has casters to move easily. When moving this unit, 

remove all piping and wiring. Make the tank empty when moving this unit 

except cleaning the chip filter○9 . 

Install the coolant unit according to the following instruction. 

5. Attach the chip filter○9  and the net plates○10、○11  to the coolant tank○1 . 

6. Put the coolant tank○1  into bottom of the machine and push it to innermost 

of the machine. 

7. Supply coolant (specified amount：150L) into the coolant tank○1  to the 

upper limit of the level gauge○2 . 

8. Attach the cover○8  to the coolant outlet. 

9. Tighten the coupling○10  to fix the coolant hose○3  to the coolant pump. 

10. Attach the connectors○4 、○6  to the receptacles○5 、○7 . 
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4-2-3. Installation of the Optional Accessories 
A. Reference dimensional for the mist collector 

In case of generating much coolant mist according to material or 

machining condition, install a mist collector to exhaust mist to outside of 

machine. Please make a duct hole for mist collector with reference to the 

following drawing. 
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B. Connecting the bar feeder 

This machine should be used together with bar feeder. Never expose a 

bar in between the connection of the machine and a bar feeder. Therefore 

attach the protection cover on bar feeder with reference to the following 

drawing. Please adopt a bar feeder which is conformed to EN12415. 

Because of the improvement of machining accuracy and elimination of 

vibration, it is necessary to align the center line of the machine spindle and 

bar feeder precisely. Align outer diameter of the feed pipe of bar feeder not 

to touch inside diameter of the sleeve attached back side of headstock as 

inserting feed pipe into the headstock. After the completion of alignment, 

insert bar into the main collet and collet bar, then main spindle (every 1000 

min-1, up to maximum rotation sped), verify if no abnormal vibration is 

generated. If abnormal vibration is occurred, align the bar feeder once 

again. 

 

 Connection of the connector 

The interface connector ○1  for the automatic bar feeder is 

provided on the leg side. By doing this, the cable between the machine 

and the automatic bar feeder can be connected and disconnected 

simply. 

The supply voltage of the connector ○1  is AC200V (single or 3 

phase, max. 5A). When AC230V (single or 3phase) is required, supply 

the voltage from the terminal block of the transformer. 

Execute connection and disconnection of the connector at the state 

of machine main breaker OFF. 
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 Connector interface 

Power cable 
Contact No. Wire Use 

1 U10 Power supply 
2 V10 Power supply 

13 W10 Power supply 
 -- Grounding 

14 -- Shield ground 

Signal cable (CNC→bar feeder) 
Contact No. Wire Use 

5 291 
Door open/close signal (Machine side) 
(Note5) 

7 287 Emergency stop signal (Machine side) 
8 293 Main collet unclamp signal 
9 294 Main collet clamp signal 

10 298 Feed torque stop signal 
11 296 M00 SIGNAL  
12 297 Output signal common 

Signal cable (bar feeder→CNC) 
Contact No. Wire Use 

16 732 
Emergency stop signal of Automatic Bar 
Feeder (Note 4) 

17 898 Shield grounding 
18 -- No bar stick signal 
19 497 Preparation completion (Note 1) 
20 495 Bar feed completion 
21 496 Error signal (Note 2) 
22 498 All bar stock completion (Note 3) 
23 499 Input signal common 
24 +24N  

Note 1) To use this signal, move the dip-switch A771(8) on P.C.B(A701) in the cabinet 
to “0”. 

Note 2) To use this signal, move the dip-switch A771(7) on P.C.B(A701) in the cabinet 
to “0”. 

Note 3) To use this signal, move the dip-switch A771(6) on P.C.B(A701) in the cabinet 
to “0”. 

Note 4) To use this signal, move the jump bridge XB762 on P.C.B(A701) in the cabinet 
to “0”. 

Note 5) To use this signal, move the jump bridge SA771(2) on P.C.B(A701) in the 
cabinet to “0”. 
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 Connection of signal cable 

1. Turn the machine main breaker OFF. 

2. Remove the cabinet door of machine rear side○4 . 

3. A lead hole ○3  (φ29mm) to attach a conduit for power cable of the 

automatic bar feeder is provided at the leg side. Insert the power 

cable into the cabinet from this lead hole ○3 . User should prepare a 

conduit suited to this lead hole ○3 . At this time, let the cables pass 

through the conduit. 

4. Clamp the shied of the cable by the shield grounding clamp portion 

closest to the lead hole in the cabinet. In this case, strip the sheath 

of the cable about 40mm. 

5. Remove the cabinet door of front side ○5 . 

6. Connect the cable to the terminal of terminal block XT780 on P.C.B 

(A701). 

7. Fix the conduit to the lead hole ○3  and the automatic bar feeder 

securely. 

8. When the power is supplied to the automatic bar feeder, attach the 

cabinet door of machine rear side ○4  and front side ○5 . 

 Connection when the power of the automatic bar feeder is supplied 

from the machine body. 

1. Turns the machine main breaker OFF. 

2. Remove the cabinet door of front side ○5  and rear side ○4  of the 

machine. 

3. A lead hole ○2  (φ29mm) for attaching a conduit of power cable of 

the automatic bar feeder is provided at the leg side. Insert the power 

cable into the cabinet from this lead hole ○2 . User should prepare a 

conduit suited to this lead hole ○2 . At this time, let the cable pass 

through the conduit. 

4. Clamp the shield of the cable by be shield grounding clamp portion 

closest to the lead hole in the cabinet. In this case, strip the sheath 

of the cable about 40mm. 

5. Connect the cable to the terminal of the terminal block XT202. 

6. Fix the conduit to the lead hole ○2  and the automatic bar feeder 

securely. 

7. Attach the cabinet door of machine rear side○4  and the front side○5 . 
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C. Connecting the chip conveyor 

Please adopt a chip conveyor which is conformed to EN12415. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Chip conveyor shape will vary according to its manufacturer. The 

drawing above is an example. 
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 Wiring of the run/stop signal cable and the error sign cable 

In this case, connect the power cable, error signal cable and 

emergency stop signal (in case of equipped emergency stop button) to 

the terminal block in the cabinet. Prepared two cables (or three cables) 

as follows. 

 Power cable: Use a shield cable having an allowance current: 10A 

or more. 

 Error signal cable; Use a shield cable having a conductor 

cross-sectional area: 0.5mm2 or more. 

 Emergency stop cable: Use a shield cable having a conductor 

cross-sectional area:0.5mm2 or more. 

1. Turns the machine main breaker OFF. 

2. Remove the cabinet door of front side ○7  and rear side ○8  of the 

machine. 

3. A lead hole ○6  (φ29mm) to attach a conduit for power cable of the 

chip conveyor is provides at the leg. Insert the power cable into the 

cabinet from this lead hole ○6 . User should prepare a conduit suited 

to this lead hole ○6 . At this time, let the cable pass through the 

conduit. 

4. Clamp the shield of the cable by the shield grounding clamp portion 

closest to the lead hole in the cabinet. In this case, strip the sheath 

of the cable about 40mm. 

5. Connect the cable to the terminal of the terminals block XT264 (on 

P.C.B A201 in the cabinet) and XT782 (on P.C.B A701 in the 

cabinet). 

6. Fix the conduit to the bottom of the machine and the chip conveyor 

securely. 

7. Attach the cabinet door of front side ○7  and rear side ○8  of the 

machine. 
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D. Piping the pneumatic unit 

Perform the piping of pneumatic unit and the compressed air supply 

source. Connect the sir supply hose to the joint○3  of the pneumatic unit. 

The coupling bore is PT 1/4. Confirm that the pneumatic pressure gauge○2  

reads 0.5MPa. 

Prepare piping from a compressed air supply source to the pneumatic 

unit. The pneumatic unit is set to 0.5MPa. If it was changed by any reason, 

adjust the pressure according to the following instruction. 

1. Put the machine into the machine ready status. 

2. Pull the pressure adjustment handle○1  to release the lock. 

3. Adjust the pressure adjustment handle○1  so that the pressure 

gauge○2  reads 0.5MPa. The pressure will increase by turning the 

handle○1  to the right, and decrease by turning the handle○1  to the 

left. The correct pressure might not be displayed just by turning the 

handle○1 , so after adjusting the pressure, confirm it by turning one of 

the solenoid valves ON/OFF. 

4. Press in and lock the pressure adjustment handle○1 . 

The adjustment of the air purge amount will be required according to 

coolant types. Loosen the nut and turn the throttle valve for adjustment. Set 

it as needed following instructions. 

a. In use of the non water soluble coolant：To open, start from the closed 

position of the throttle valve and turn it one full turn. 

b. In use of the water soluble coolant：To open, start from the closed 

position of the throttle valve and turn it three full turn. 
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5. Check before Operation 
5-1. Check before Turning Power On 

Be sure to execute the following preparation and inspection before turning the 

power on. 

 
5-1-1. Cleaning the Cutting Chips 

Be sure to clean chips every day. 

1. Remove the cover ○5 . 

2. Remove the lid ○3 . 

3. Using a cutting chip scraper, etc., scrape off the cutting chips accumulated 

in the cutting chip tray ○1 . 

4. When chips are accumulated in the bottom of the chip tank ○4 , pull out the 

chip tray ○1  from the machine, and scrape off the chips from the cover ○5 . 

The cutting chips can be scraped from the coolant outlet ○2 . 

5. Insert the chip tray ○1  into the machine. 

6. Attach lid ○3 . 

7. Attach the cover ○5 . 

 Be sure to stop the machine before starting the cleaning of chips. In 

addition, do not put your hands in moving parts where are although given 

the protection covers 

 Do not blow air toward the chips because chips scatter may cause an injury.

 Do not touch chips directly because there is a possibility of getting hurt. 

When cleaning cutting chips, please work equipping with protection 

implements, such as a leather glove. 
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5-1-2. Cleaning and Checking the Coolant Unit 
The coolant oil cools the cutting tool and parts during the machining; by 

this anti-friction function realizes satisfactory cutting finish surface and extends 
the life of tool. 

 

 Do not use a coolant that is containing chlorine because it will shorten the 
life of rubber parts such as a belt and seal. 

 Follow the directions of a coolant maker about quality degradation, 
inspection interval, replacement time and safe disposal of the coolant to 
prevent biological hazard. 

 
 

A. Position of coolant tank 
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B. Inspection and replenishment of coolant 

Use the oil gauge  to check the coolant oil level. Be sure to replenish 

coolant before starting operation every day. The capacity of the coolant tank 

is 150L. Supply the coolant to the upper line of the oil gauge  when 

machine is stopped. 

 

 When the discharge amount of coolant is insufficient due to the shortage 

of the coolant; there is a fear of causing a fire. Be sure to replenish the 

coolant every day. 

 Make sure that the coolant is sufficient for the operation beforehand. 

 
C. Cleaning of the coolant tank 

a. Cleaning the chip filter 

Be sure to clean the chip filter ○9  in the coolant tank every day by 

following the instruction. 

1. Remove the cover ○8 . 

2. Pull the chip filter ○9  out from the coolant tank ○1  and then clean it. 

3. Attach the chip filter ○9  to the coolant tank ○1 . 

4. Attach the cover ○8 . 

b. Cleaning coolant tank 

Be sure to clean the coolant tank once or more in a week by following 

the instruction. 

1. Remove the connectors ○4 and ○6  from the receptacles ○5  and ○7 . 

2. Remove the coupling and then remove the coolant hose ○3  from the 

coolant pump. 

3. Pull the coolant tank ○1  out from the machine, and remove the chip 

filter ○9  and the mesh plates ○10  & ○11  from the coolant tank. And 

then take the accumulated chips in the bottom of the coolant tank 

and chips clogged in the holes of the mesh plates away. 

4. Attach the chip filter ○9  and the mesh plates ○10  & ○11  to the coolant 

tank ○1 . 

5. Insert coolant tank ○1  deep into the machine. 

6. Install the coupling and the coolant hose ○3  in the coolant pump. 

7. Put the connectors ○4  and 6 in to the receptacles ○5  and ○7 . 
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D. Inspection of coolant cock and coolant nozzle 

Be sure to inspect the coolant cock and coolant nozzle direction every day 

by following the instruction. 

1. Open the cutting room door. 

2. Set the pipe ○2  as shown in the following diagram, and tighten the lever 

○3  to fix the pipe ○2 . 

3. Set five coolant nozzles ○4  toward the cutting point of the toll post 

respectively. 

4. Set four coolant nozzles ○6  toward the cutting point the back 4-spindle 

unit respectively. Open the coolant cocks ○1  and ○5  totally. 

5. Close the cutting room door. 
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5-1-3. Checking the Hydraulic Unit 

A. Type of hydraulic oil 

This machine uses “Shell Tellus Oil 32”. Do not mix the oil with any 

other brand, because the performance of hydraulic oil will be dropped. If 

other brand oil is unavoidably to be used, flush the unit and then exchange 

the whole hydraulic oil. In this case, select the hydraulic oil of viscosity 

grade/ISO VG32. 

Never mix hydraulic oil with different brand because the performance of 

hydraulic oil will drop.  Follow the directions of a hydraulic oil maker about 

quality degradation, inspection interval, replacement time and safe disposal 

of the hydraulic oil. 

 

B. Inspection and replenishment of hydraulic oil level 

Shortage of hydraulic oil may cause a failure or malfunction of the 

hydraulic unit. Inspect and replenish the hydraulic oil every day, and 

exchange it every 3000 hours. Rubbish causes most of the troubles of the 

hydraulic unit. Keep the rubbish away from the hydraulic tank during oil 

replenishment. 

Use the oil gauge ○4  to inspect the hydraulic oil level. When the level 

of hydraulic oil is lower than the center position of oil gauge ○4 , replenish 

hydraulic oil. 

The capacity of the hydraulic tank is 10L. Remove the cap ○3  and 

supply hydraulic oil fully up to the upper line of oil gauge ○4  in the machine 

stop state, and then attach the cap ○3 .  
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5-1-4. Checking the Lubricant Unit 

A. Lubricant type 

This machine adopts the automatic centralized lubricating supply 

system. The lubricant designated is Mobil Vactra oil No.2 SLC. Never mix 

lubricant with different brand because the performance of lubricant will drop. 

If another brand oil is unavoidably to be used, flush the unit and then 

change the whole lubricant. In this case, select the lubricant as classification 

is side way lubricant and viscosity grade is ISO VG68. 

Never mix lubricant with different brand because its performance of 

lubricant will drop. Follow the directions of a lubricant maker about quality 

degradation, inspection interval, replacement time and safe disposal of the 

lubricant. 

B. Checking and replenishing the lubricant 

Shortage of lubricant may cause a failure or malfunction of the unit. 

Inspect and replenish the lubricant every day. Use the Min line (Lower limit 

of the lubricant) at the side of the lubricant tank as a guideline for inspection 

and replenishment. Replenish the lubricant is lower than middle of the tank. 

Remove the cap ○1 , replenish it, and close the cap ○1 . The capacity of the 

lubricant tank is 2L. 

C. Manual replenishing method 

This centralized lubrication device uses an automatic intermittent 

lubricant supply system. However, if the machine has been stopped for a 

long time, supply the lubricant manually before starting the machine. Pull 

the manual handle ○2  completely upward, and release the handle. The 

manual handle ○2  will gradually lower, and the oil will be lubricated. 
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5-1-5. Checking and Supplying Lubricant for the Main/Sub Spindle Shifter 

Be sure to give maintenance and supply lubricant for the main/sub spindle 

shifter portions twice a day. 

Insufficient lubricant to the shifter portions may result in a malfunction to 

the main/sub collet. Check the lubricant around the main spindle shifter ○1  and 

the sub spindle shifter ○2  with slanted lines illustrated in the following drawing, 

and supply lubricant.  

Upon checking, if no lubricant left around the shifter portions, supply 

lubricant much more times than the usual. The recommended lubricant oil is 

“Mobil Vactra oil No.2 SLC”. If another brand oil is unavoidably to be used, 

select the lubricant oil as classification is side way lubricant and viscosity grade 

is ISO VG68. 

 

 Be sure to close all the doors before ht e machine operation. 

 Be sure to perform in a state of the emergency stop or the main breaker 

OFF. 
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5-2. Check before Operation and after Connecting Power 
Be sure to carry out the following preparation and inspection before starting the 

operation in machining ready state. 
 

5-2-1. Check the Alarm Messages 

Every day, be sure to check that no alarm message is displayed on the 

screen when the machine is in the machine ready state. 

If alarm message is displayed on the screen, follow the chapter 11. Trouble 

shooting to remove the cause and release the alarm state. 
 

5-2-2. Check and Adjustment the Hydraulic Pressure 

The hydraulic pressure has been set at the factory before shipment, but if it 

has changed by some reason, adjust the pressure according to the following 

steps. 

1. Loosen the lock nut ○2 . 

2. Adjust the pressure adjustment screw ○3  so that the pressure gauge ○1  

reads 3.4MPa (35Kgf/cm2). Turning the pressure adjustment screw ○3  to 

the right, the pressure will increase and turning it to the left the pressure will 

decrease. 
3. Tighten the lock nut ○2 . 
 

 Be sure to stop the machine before the adjustment of the machine. 

 When the hydraulic pressure in not correct, it may cause a failure or 

malfunction of the hydraulic unit. Be sure to inspect the pressure every day.
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5-2-3. Check the Pneumatic Unit 

The pneumatic pressure is set to 0.5MPa, but if it has changed by some 

reason, adjust the pressure according to the following steps. Check the 

pneumatic pressure by watching the pressure gauge ○1  from the window ○5 . 

1. Pull up the pressure adjustment handle  and release the lock. 

2. Adjust the pressure adjustment handle ○4  so that the pressure gauge ○5  

indicates 0.5MPa. Turing the pressure adjustment handle ○4  to the right 

increases the pressure and turning it to the left decreases the pressure. The 

correct pressure cannot be obtained by only turning the pressure 

adjustment handle ○4 . After adjusting the pressure check it by turning one 

of the solenoid values ON/OFF once. 

3. Press in and lock the pressure adjustment handle ○4 . 
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5-3. Handling the Automatic Bar Feeder 
A. Automatic bar feeder interface 

The following signal contacts are prepared in this machine for the automatic 

bar feeder. The contact outputs are all relay contact (with contact) outputs. 

(1) Machine → automatic bar feeder (maximum load DC30V and 1.5A) 

a. M00 (program stop) signal 

This signal is output when the program stop command (HEAD1: M00) is 

executed. The output time is 1 second. The contact for output. 

b. Feed torque stop 

This signal is output when the grip ON command (HEAD1: M12) and the 

automatic bar feeder feed torque OFF command (HEAD1: M62) are 

available. The contact is open for output. When the grip OFF command 

(HEAD1: M13) and the automatic bar feeder feed torque ON command 

(HEAD1: M63) are executed, the output is turned off. 

c. Main collet clamp 

This signal is output when the main collet is clamped (the M code 

command is HEAD1: M10). Either clamp or unclamp can be selected to 

the contact for output. 

d. Emergency stop 

This signal is output when the machine enters the emergency stop state. 

The contact is open for output. 

e. Door open/Close signal of machine side 

The signal will be output and the contact will be closed with pressing the 

CYCLE START button in a state that all of the doors of the machine body 

are closed. 

 

(2) Automatic bar feeder → machine (no-voltage contact) 

a. NO BARSTOCK signal 

Output this signal when a bar becomes too short for the machining. Set 

this signal for each bar. Open the contact for output. 

b. Bar feed completion 

Output this signal in one shot (100ms or more) when bar replenishment 

is completed after NO BARSTOCK signal is outputted. Close the contact 

for output. The program stopped with M00 Will automatically reset with 

this signal. 
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c. All barstock completion 

Output this signal when all bars of the automatic bar feeder are used up. 

The alarm message No.2075 will be appeared on the screen after 

outputting this signal. If this occurs, the main spindle, the sub spindle, the 

power-driven motor, and the coolant motor will stop. 

2075 NO STOCK ON AUTOMATIC BAR FEEDER 

Open the contact for output. 

d. Error signal  

Output this signal when the automatic bar feeder enters an abnormal 

state. The alarm message No.1002 will be appeared on the screen when 

the signal is output. If this occurs, the main/sub spindle motors, the 

power-driven motor, and the coolant motor will stop. 

1002 BAR FEEDER ALARM 

Open the contact for output. 

e. Emergency stop signal  

Output this signal when the emergency stop button of automatic bar 

feeder pressed. Open the contact for output. After output, the machine 

enters the emergency stop state. 

f.  Machine ready signal 

Output this signal when the automatic bar feeder enters the machine 

ready state. The alarm message No.2076 will be appeared on the screen 

when this signal is turned off in the MEMORY mode. If this occurs, the 

machine enters the signal block stop state. 

2076 AUTOMATIC BAR FEEDWE NOT READY 

If this occurs, the automatic operating function cannot be started. 

Close the contact for output. 
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B. Installation of automatic bar feeder 

When installing the automatic bar feeder, Set the keep relay K00-nit 0 to 1 

(use the automatic bar feeder). When using the following signals, move the 

dip-switch on the terminal block to the “0”. 

a. NO BARSTOCK in Auto bar feeder Dip-switch SA771 (6) 

b. Error signal Dip-switch SA771 (7) 

c. Machine ready signal Dip-switch SA771 (8) 

Indicate wire numbers to each wire. 

 

C. Changeover between the DRY RUN and the cutting 

Any alarm should not be displayed when turning off the feed torque of the 

automatic bar feeder during DRY RUN. Press the DRY RUN key to turn the light 

on during DRY RUN. 

 

D. Precaution of the automatic bar feeder use 
When using the automatic bar feeder, read the operation manual of the 

automatic bar feeder and this operation manual before starting the operation so 

as to folly understand the contents. If duplicated contents are found in this 

operation manual and the operation manual of the automatic bar feeder, give 

priority to this operation manual. 

For operating this machine DRY RUN, turn off the power of the automatic 

bar feeder and remove the bar from the machine. 

The remnant bar length defers according to the product shape when 

outputting the NO BARSTOCK signal. Adjust the signal output position according 

to the product shape. 
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5-4. Checking the Safety Functions 

This machine has various safety devices. Follow the instruction in the section 

10-2-4 The Maintenance of Safety Devices to check the function of each safety 

devices. Be sure to execute following items as addition to the contents of section 

10-2-4 The Maintenance of Safety Devices. 

 

A. Function check of the emergency stop button 

1. Put the machine into the machine ready status. 

2. Press the EMERGENCY STOP button and confirm that the machine enters 

the emergency stop state. The character “EMG” will be flashing at the bottom 

of screen in the emergency stop state. 

 

B. Adjustment of the coolant flow detector 

Coolant flow rate is changeable according to coolant types and machine 

installation environment (temperature). Make sure to adjust and check the 

coolant flow detector when changing the coolant type and installation 

environment (temperature). 
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6. Operation 

6-1 Diagram of the Operation Panel 

Handle the CNC operation panel carefully. Giving a shock to the CNC operation panel 

will cause it not fault. Always close a protective cover for a plug output when it not used. 

When moving the CNC operation panel, always hold the handles with both hands. If 

not, your fingers could get caught between the main unit and the operation panel. 
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Operation panel A 

 
Operation panel B 
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Operation panel C 
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6-2 Explanation of the Operation Panel 

A. CNC POWER ON/OFF 
 
 
 
 
 

The CNC power will be switched on when the ON button is pressed after switching 

on the main breaker. About 30 seconds later, the following message will be 

displayed on the screen. 
1022 MACHINE IS NOT READY 

The CNC power will be turned off by pressing the OFF button. And the hydraulic 

pressure will be turned off as well. 

 

B. MACHINE READY 

 
Press the MACHINE READY button while the message NO.1022 is displayed on a 

screen so that the hydraulic pressure will be activated, and the machine will enter 

the machine ready state. The machine read state means that the message 

NO.1022 was erased and this switch lamp is lit. 

 

C. MEMORY INPUT key switch 

 
The following operation cannot be input from the CNC operation panel when the 

MEMORY INPUT key switch is OFF. 
☆Registering and editing of program. 

☆Parameter rewriting. 

Assign a machine controller for handling this key. The key can be pulled out when 

the MEMORY INPUT key switch us turned OFF. 
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D. DOOR INTERLOCK key switch 

 
The closed headstock and cutting room doors are locks and cannot be opened, 

when the DOOR INTERLOCK key switch is in the state of ON. The machine will 

enter emergency stop state with turning DOOR INTERLOCK key switch to ON, 

when any door is opened. Closing the door will lock the door. 

When the DOOR INTERLOCK key switch is in the state of OFF, both headstock 

and cutting room doors can be opened. Message No.2050 is always displayed at 

setting mode. 

The machine will be in the following condition with the state of mode selection and 

the open / close door.  
DOOR INTERLOCK： OFF DOOR INTERLOCK： ON 

Function 
Door Closed Door Opened Door Closed Door Opened 

EDIT POSSIBLE POSSIBLE 

MEMORY 
POSSIBLE 

(One cycle stop) 

STARTING 

IMPOSSIBLE 

MDI 
POSSIBLE 

(One cycle stop) 

STARTING 

IMPOSSIBLE 

MARCO POSSIBLE 
STARTING 

IMPOSSIBLE 

JOG POSSIBLE POSSIBLE 

STEP POSSIBLE POSSIBLE 

ZERO 

RETURN 
POSSIBLE 

STARTING 

IMPOSSIBLE 

MAIN/SUB 

SPINDLE 

ROTATION 

POSSIBLE 
STARTING 

IMPOSSIBLE 

POWER 

DRIVEN 

TOOL 

POSSIBLE 
STARTING 

IMPOSSIBLE 

POSSIBLE 

EMERGENCY 

STOP 

(While door 

opened and 

change to 

ON ) 
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E. COOLANT 1 key switch 

 

 

 

 

 

By turning the Coolant 1 key switch OFF while the coolant is being discharged, the 

discharge will stop. And turning the switch ON again will resume the discharge. If 

the COOLANT 1 ON (M25)  is commanded while the switch is OFF, and the state 

will be as follows. 

1. During air cut operation (DRY RUN key is lit) 

  The program will keep running without stop. 

2. Except the case of air cut (DRY RUN key is not lit) 

  The program will stop at M25 block and the following message will appear on  

  the screen. 
2083 COOLANT 1 AUTO KEY IS OFF 

3. Turn the coolant 1 key switch-ON and press the CYCLE START button, the  

   program can be resumed. To command the M25 again will lead  

   to a same result. 
 

F. COOLANT 2 switch 

 
To turn the COOLANT 2 switch OFF will stop the discharge of coolant from the 

coolant unit 0.8MPa. And turning the switch-ON will resume discharge. If you open 

the cutting room door during the discharge, it will suspend the running of the unit. 

To close the door will start the discharge of coolant again. 

If you issue the COOLANT 2 ON (M25) command while the switch is OFF, and the 

state will be as follows. 

1. During air cut operation (DRY RUN key is lit) 

  The program will keep running without stop. 
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2. Except the case of air cut (DRY RUN key is not lit) 

  The program will stop at M125, M145 M147 block and the following message  

  will appear on the screen. 
2091 COOLANT 1 AUTO KEY IS OFF 

3. Turn the coolant 2 key switch-ON and press the CYCLE START button, the  

  program can be resumed. To command the M25 again will lead  

  to a same result. 

 

 

G. RAPID TRAVERSE OVERRIDE 

 
This is used to change the rapid traverse speed (0%, 1%, 5%, 25% and 100%). 

 

 

H. FEEDRATE OVERRIDE 

 
This is used to change the jog feed rate (0~1260mm/min) and the cutting feed 

override rate (0~150%). The cutting feed override rate will be available in 

MEMORY, and MDI modes, and the jog feed rate will be available in JOG and 

STEP modes. 
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I. CYCLE START/FEED HOLD 

 

 
Press the CYCLE START button to activate automatic operation in MEMORY or 

MDI mode. To put the machine into the feed hold state during automatic operation, 

press the FEED HOLD button. 

Be sure to close the doors when an operation of reference point return, MDI, 

MEMORY and MACRO is performed. The machine does not start-up in s state of 

the doors opened. 

 

J. EMERGENCY STOP 

 
Press this key to stop the machine immediately at the emergency. This switch is a 

lock-type push-button switch, and the lock can be released by pulling the knob. 

Once this button is pressed, the following operations will be required when restart 

the machine. 

1. Confirm that the emergency state is evaded. 

2. Press the CNC POWER OFF button to turn off the CNC power. 

3. Turn the knob of this button clockwise, and release the lock. 

4. Turn the CNC POWER ON button on. 

5. Press the MACHINE READY button to make the machine ready state. 
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K. NO BARSTOCK LAMP 

 
This switch lamp will light when NO BARSTOCK switch of the automatic bar 

feeder has been pressed and bar length is not enough for machining. 

This lamp will light when following conditions overlap, the automatic bar feeder is 

not used, the keep relay is set to K00-bit0=1(the automatic bar feeder activates), 

and the machine does not perform the air cut. (DRY RUN key lamp is off). 

 

L. Operation mode selection (HEAD) 

 

 

 

 

 

Following keys are used to select the operation mode for, program running, MDI 

operation or program editing. Press these keys to turn the lamp the lamp on. 

Pressing (lighting) this key will also can change the screen of HEAD1 and HEAD2. 

1. HEAD1 mode: Head1 single operation 

2. SIMUL mode: Simultaneous operation of HEAD1 and HEAD2 

3. HEAD2 mode: HEAD2 single operation 

 

The MDI, EDIT, MEMORY, OFFSET, DGN and PARAMETER operations can be 

carried out on Head1 in the HEAD1 mode or SIMUL mode. And the MDI, EDIT, 

MEMORY, OFFSET, DGN and PARAMETER operations can be carried out on 

Head2 side in the HEAD2 mode. 

 

LED lamp is on the upper left side of the keys, The operation mode will be kept, 

even if other HEAD key is pressed during the selected key lamp is flashing in the 

automatic operation. However, pressing the CYCLE START button after stoppage 

(in a state that the selected key lamp is lighting) resumes the HEAD key mode 

which was pressed last. 
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M. MODE selection 

 

 

 

 

 

These keys are used when selecting the following machine operation. Press these 

keys to turn the LED lamp on. 

1. EDIT 

  This mode is selected to edit a program. 

2. MEMORY 

  This mode is selected to operate the machine with a program in a memory. 

3. MDI 

  This mode is selected to input and execute the CNC commands with the data   

  input keys on the CNC operation panel. 

4. MACRO 

  This mode is selected to operate unique functions In constructs. 

5. JOG 

  This mode is selected to move one of the X, Y, Z, XB or ZB-axis with JOG feed,  

  or to clamp or unclamp the main or the sub collet. 

6. STEP 

  This mode is selected to move the X, Y, Z, XB or ZB-axis in 0.001mm increment. 

7. ZERO RETURN 

  This mode is selected to return each axis manually to the reference point. 

 

It is possible to change MODE only when the machine has stopped. All 

servomotors of this machine adopt the absolute pulse encoders. Therefore, the 

program can be started even reference point return is not completed. 

Reference point return cannot be executed if there is an alarm displayed on the 

screen. Be sure to close the door when an operation of reference point return, MDI, 

MEMORY and MACRO is performed. Those operations are not valid when door is 

opened. 
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N. Operation key 

 

 
Light Led lamp by pressing this key.  

1.WORK LIGHT 

This key used to turn on or off the work lights inside the machine. If the work 

light does not light even when this key is pressed, the following reasons are 

considered. 

a. Light has trouble 

b. Wire breakage of the cable 

c. Trip of the circuit protector QF014 or QF015 

2. DRY RUN 

Turn the DRY RUN key on to execute air cut. The next steps under this 

condition will be as follows: 

a. To press the START button will display the alarm message No.2095. 

b. If no problem, press the CYCLE START button to cancel the alarm, and the  

  air cut execution is possible. 

In addition, the alarm is not displayed when the SINGLE BLOCK key lamp is 

on. 

a. The blocks of sub-spindle side containing a slash code”/”between the 

M75~M76 will be  

  skipped. 

b. M27 (parts pickup/ejection detection) command on the HEAD2 will be  

  ignored. 

c. The alarm No. 2083 will be ignored when the COOLANT key switch is OFF. 

d. NO BAR STOCK single will be ignored. 

e. The error signal and ready signal of the automatic bar feeder will be  

  ignored. 
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3. OPTIONAL STOP 

By pressing the OPTIONAL STOP key, the machine will temporarily stop at 

the block where the M01 code in program is executed. The program will 

resume by pressing the CYCLE START button.  

This function is available on both HEAD1 and HEAD2 program. 

 

4. BLOCK SKIP (HEAD1) 

When the HAED1 side BLOCK SKIP key is lit, the blocks that is containing a 

“/” code at the head in the HEAD1 side will not be executed. However, this 

function will not apply to the block that contains a “/” code between M80 to 

M81. 

 

5. ONE CYCLE 

The machine will stop temporarily at the block that executed the M20 in a 

program while the ONE CYCLE key is on. Pressing the CYCLE START button 

will resume the program. 

This function is available on both HEAD1 and HEAD2 program. 

 

6. AUTO POWER OFF 

While this key lamp lights, the main power (main breaker) is automatically 

turned off when machine stops due to the mechanical error or bar lack. 

 

7. SINGLE BLOCK 

By pressing the SINGLE BLOCK key and the SYART button, the machine will 

execute the program in one block. If the SINGLW BLOCK key is pressed 

during a sequence operation so that block that currently being executed will 

be completed, but the next block will not be executed. To return to the 

sequence operation, turn off the SINGLE BLOCK key and press the CYCLE 

START button.  

The function is available on both HEAD1 and HEAD2. 
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O. Axis direction 

 

 

 

 

 

These keys are pressed to select a direction of each axis movement when 

carrying out the step feed, jog feed and manual reference point return. After mode 

selection, press an axis direction key to move the axis. 

1. Jog mode functions while an axis direction key is pressed. 

2. STEP mode functions by pressing the axis direction key on shot. 

3. To perform the manual reference point return, press the AXIS DIRECTION key  

  with a lamp after ZERO RETURN. In case the machine does not operate,  

  change the mode to the JOG mode once, and press the ZERO RETURN and  

  the axis direction key with lamp again. 

P. MAIN SPINDLE ON/OFF 

 

 

 

 

These keys will start or stop the main spindle. The spindle speed and rotating 

direction must be commanded beforehand. 

Q. POWER-DRIVEN TOOL SON/OFF 

 

 

 

 

If POWER DRIVEN TOOL OFF key is lit when a power-driven tool is rotating with 

the M36, M37, M56 or M57, the power-driven motor will stop. If POWER DRIVEN 

TOOL ON key is lit, the power-driven motor will work. 

If the CYCLE START button is pressed while this POWER DRIVEN TOOL OFF is 

lit, the alarm message NO. 2080 will be displayed and the operation will not start. 

If this occurs, press the POWER DRIVEN TOOL ON key and the CYCLE START 

button again. The power-driven servomotor will be turned off when pressing the 

POWER DRIVEN TOOL OFF key. 

AUX1 AUX2 
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R. MAIN COLLET CLAMP/UNCLAMP 

 

 

 

 

This key is pressed to clamp or unclamp the main collet during STEP or JOG 

mode. LED lamp will be turned on when the main collet is clamped. 

The collet cannot be clamped or unclamped in the manual mode during the main 

spindle rotation. 

 

S. SUB SPINDLE ON-OFF 

 

 

 

 

These keys will start or stop the sub spindle work. The spindle speed and rotating 

direction must be commanded beforehand. 

 

T. SUB COLLET CLAMP/UNCLAMP 

 

 

 

 

This key is pressed to clamp or unclamp the sub collet during STEP or JOG mode. 

LED lamp will be lit on when the sub collet is clamped.  

The collet cannot be clamped or unclamped in the manual mode during the sub 

spindle rotation. 

 

U. BLOCK SKIP / HEAD2 

When the HEAD2 side BLOCK SKIP key is lit, the blocks that is containing a “/” 

code at the head in the HEAD2 side will not be executed. However, this function 

will not apply to the block that containing a “/” code between M80 to M81 

 

V. AUX key 

These keys will be available for a customer’s specification as the demands. 
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6-3 Explanation of CNC Operation Panel 
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A. Address/data keys 

These keys are used for such all data written by alphabetic characters and 

numeral as MDI command, tool offset amount, setting and the parameter, etc. 

 

B. Function keys 

These keys are selection keys that related to the display and writing. 

1. POSITION key: This key displays the current position of each axis. 

2. PROGRAM key: This key performs a program editing and display of  

  memory at the EDIT mode. And this performs an MDI data inputting and  

  display at the MDI mode, and displays the execution program and  

  commanded data at the MEMORY mode. 

3. OFFSET key: This key is selected when performing or displaying the offset  

  amount, macro variable and setting parameter. 

4. CUSTOM key: This key displays the STAR original screen. 

5. SYSTEM key: This key is selected when displaying the status of signal   

  input/output and parameter writing. 

6. MESSAGE key: This key displays the alarm message. 

 

C. SHIFT key 

Press this key, before inputting a character to the lower right of the address/data 

key. 

 

D. INPUT key 

This key used for input the parameter and offset data, etc. 

 

E. PROGRAM EDITING keys 

These keys edit the stored program in memory. 

1. DELETE key: This key deletes a data memory. 

2. INSEAT key: This key inserts a data into memory. 

3. ALTER key: This key alters a data in memory. 

 

F. HELP key 

This key is used for confirmation of the alarm information, operation method and 

parameter number contents, etc. 
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G. RESET key 

This key resets the inside of CNC. The following operation will be executed by 

pressing the RESET key. 

1. Movement command cancel. 

2. Buffer clear (Available in EDIT mode). 

3. Alarm release if cause has been removed. 

4. Auxiliary function (M function) cancel 

5. G code reset (Refer to the G code table in the section “8-9”. Preparatory  

  function (G function)) 

 

H. CURSOR keys 

These keys are used to move the cursor the left, right, up and down on the screen. 

 

I. PAGE keys 

These keys are used to display the next or previous pages. 

 

J. Soft keys 

These keys can execute various functions depending on an application. The 

available functions will be displayed at the extreme bottom of the screen. 

1. Left soft key: This key is used to return to the initial condition (that is when  

  function key was pressed). 

2. Right soft key: This key will display other functions that not displayed on the  

  screen if they exist. 
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6-4 Turning Power ON/OFF 
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A. The method of turning the power on 

1. Turn the factory power supply ON. If the CE conformed transformer is used,  

  turn on the switch continuously. 
2. Turn the main power (main breaker) ○6  ON.  

3. Reset the EMERGENCY STOP button ○5 . (Pull the button to the right so that it  

  protrudes) 
4. Press the CNC POWER ON ○2 . 30 seconds later, Alarm message No. 1022 will  

  be displayed on the screen. 
5. Press the MACHINE READY button ○4 . Alarm message No.1022 will be  

  erased, hydraulic motor will be turned on and the status will enter the machine 

ready status. 

 

 After entering the MACHINE READY state, confirm that the hydraulic 

differential pressure of the hydraulic unit on the side of the machine is at 

3.2~3.6MPa (33~37 kgf/cm2). 
 

B. The method of turn the power off 
1. Press the EMERGENCY STOP button ○5 .  

2. Press the CNC POWER OFF ○3 . 

3. Turns the main breaker ○6  OFF. 

4. Turns the factory power supply OFF. 

 

 If a machine fault or emergency state in which the power must be turned off 
immediately occurs, press the EMERGENCY STOP button ○5  without 

waiting for the machine stops. 

 If you turn the main breaker off while the main/sub spindle rotating, the 

main/sub spindles will run by inertia force. Do not open the head stock room 

and the cutting room doors until 3 minutes or more passes after turning the 

main breaker off while the main/sub spindles rotating. 
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6-5 Automatic Operation 

A. MDI operation 

1. Press the MODE key MDI to turn the light on. 

2. Press the HEAD key HAED1 or HEAD2. If you choose the SIMUL mode, only  

  operation of HEAD1 is able. 

3. Successively press the PROGRAM key or soft key [MDI] so that “PROGRAM  

  (MDI)” appears at upper left corner of the screen. Program number “O0000” will  

  be automatically. 

4. Input the MDI commands with same method used in normal program editing. 

5. This includes the word insertion, alteration, deletion word and address search,    

  etc. Press the CYCLE START button. 

 

 1 page displayed on the screen is the volume that can be edited. 

 Maximum 10 lines of program can be input. 

 Be sure to close the door when MDI operation is performed. The machine 

does not start-up in a state of the doors opened. 
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B. MEMORY operation 

1. Press the MODE key MEMORY to turn the light on. 

2. Press the PROGRAM key. 

3. Search for the execution program separately in the HEAD1 and HEAD2 side. 

4. Press one of HEAD key HEAD1, SIMUL or HEAD2. 

HEAD1: HEAD1 side independent operation 

SIMUL: HEAD1 and HEAD2 simultaneous operation 

HAED2: HEAD2 side independent operation 

5. Press the CYCLE START button. 

 

C. Changing the program screen display 
1. Pressing the PROGRAM key will switch over the screen ○2  and ○3 . 

2. Pressing the soft key [PRGRM] will switch over the screen ○1  and ○2 . 

 
Screen○1 : 
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Screen○2 : 

 
Screen○3 : 
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6-6 Search 

A. Program number search 

 Method 1 

1. Press the MODE key MEMORY or EDIT to turn the light on. 

2. Press the PROGRAM key. 

3. Press the address. 

4. Key in the program number to be searched. 

5. Press the CURSOR key. 

6. The searched program number will be displayed at upper right corner on the  

  screen after searching. 
 

 Method 2 

1. Press the MODE key MEMORY or EDIT to turn the light on. 

2. Press the PROGRAM key. 

3. Press the address. 

4. Press the CURSOR key. 

5. Repeat step (3) and (4) until the desired program number is displayed. 
 

 Method 3 

1. Press the MODE key MEMORY or EDIT to turn the light on. 

2. Press the PROGRAM key. 

3. Key in the program number to be searched. 

4. Press the soft key [O SRH]. 
 

B. Sequence number search 

1. Press the MODE key MEMORY or EDIT to turn the light on. 

2. Press the PROGRAM key. 

3. Press the address. 

4. Key in the sequence number to be searched. 

5. Press the CURSOR key or press the soft key [N SRH]. 
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C. Word search method 

 Scanning method 

1. Press the MODE key EDIT to turn the light on. 

2. By pressing the CURSOR key, the cursor will move in direction of arrow. If the  

  key is kept pressed, the cursor will move continuously. 

3. By pressing the PAGE key, page will be changed. If the key is kept pressed, the  

  page will move continuously. 

  

 Word search method 

1. Pressing the CURSOR key 
2. After entering the U 0 . 1 moves the cursor to the beneath of the address U of  

  the word “U0.1”. 
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6-7 Program Input (Registering into Memory) 

Input the program after turning the MEMORY INPUT key switch ON. Turn the 

MEMORY INPUT key switch OFF after completion of the input. 

 

 When a registered program number was attempted to register again, an alarm will 

occur. 

 If the number of registered program in both HEAD1 and 2 exceed 400, an alarm 

will occur. 
 

A. Registering a program into memory with the operation keys 

1. Press the MODE key EDIT to turn the light on. 

2. Pres one of HEAD key HEAD1, SIMUL or HEAD2. In case of the SIMUL, the  

  program will be registered into HEAD1 side. 

3. Press the PROGRAM key. 
4. Press O, [Program number], INSERT key, EOB and INSERT key. 

  The program number will be registered with the above steps. Register the     

  program word-by-word in memory. 
  [Address] [Data] [Address] [Data] ……EOB [INSERT key]. 

 

B. Program registration from external I/O device to memory 

Always turn off the main breaker before connecting/disconnecting the external I/O 

device to/from the RS-232C port. 

1. Press the MODE key EDIT to turn the light on. 

2. Press the PROGRAM key. 

3. Press one of HEAD key HEAD1, SIMUL or HEAD2. In case of the SIMUL, the  

  program will be registered into HEAD1 side. 

4. Press the soft key [OPRT]. 

5. Press the right soft key and [READ]. 

6. Transfer the data from the external I/O device. 

7. Press the soft key [EXEC] so that the program number is registered. 
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6-8 Program Editing 

Edit the program after turning the MEMORY INPUT key switch ON. Turn the MEMORY 

INPUT key switch OFF after completion of the program editing. 

 

Using EDIT operation, program can be registered into the memory, also the contents of 

the registered program can be altered. 

1. Press the MODE key EDIT to turn the light on. 

2. Press the POGRAM key. 

3. Search for the word to be changed. 

a. By scanning method 

b. By word search method 

4. Edit the program, such as alteration, inserting or deleting words. 

a. Word insert 
○1 Search or scan for the word just before the insertion. 

○2 Input the address and data. 

○3 Press the INSERT key. 

b. WORD change 
○1 Search or scan for the word to be changed. 

○2 Input the address and data. 

○3 Press the ALTER key. 
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c. Delete 
 Word delete 

○1 Search or scan for the word to be deleted. 

○2  Press the DELETE key. 

 Deletion up to EOB 

Press EOB and the DELETE key in sequence at the currently searched 

word “N01” will delete everything up to EOB and place the cursor beneath 

N in the next block. 

 Deletion of several blocks 

Delete all the blocks from the currently searched word to the specified 

sequence number. Key in the address, then press the DELETE key. 

 Deletion of single program 

○1 Press the MODE key EDIT. 

○2 Press the PROGRAM key. 

○3 Press the address O. 

○4 Key in the program number. 

○5 Press the DELETE key to delete the program number that was selected. 

 Deletion of all programs 

○1 Press the MODE key EDIT to turn the light on. 

○2 Press one of HEAD1, SIMUL or HEAD2. In case of selecting the SIMUL, 

the program will be deleted on HEAD1 side. 

○3 Press the PROGRAM key. 

○4 Press the address O. 

○5 Key in the address – 9 9 9 9. 

○6 Press the DELETE key to delete all current recorded programs. 
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6-9 Program Output (Punch Put) 

Output the program after turning the MEMORY INPUT key switch ON. Always turn the 

main power (main breaker) OFF before connecting or disconnecting the external I/O 

device to/from the RS-232C port. Turn the MEMORY INPUT key switch OFF after 

completion of the program output. 

 

A. Punch out a program registered in memory. 
1. Press the MODE key EDIT to turn the light on. 

2. Press one of HEAD1, SIMUL or HEAD2. In case of the SIMUL, the program will 

punch out from HEAD1 side. 

3. Press the PROGRAM key. 

4. Press the address O. 

5. Key in the program number to be output. 

6. Press the right soft key and [PUNCH]. 

7. Press the soft key [EXEC]. 

 

B. Punch out of all programs 
1. Press the MODE key EDIT to turn the light on. 

2. Press one of HEAD key HEAD1, SIMUL or HEAD2. In case of the SIMUL, the 

program will punch out from HEAD1 side. 

3. Press the PROGRAM key. 

4. Press the address O. 

5. Key in the address – 9 9 9 9. 

6. Press the right soft key and [PUNCH]. 

7. Press the soft key [EXEC]. 
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6-10 Position Display Screen 

There are three screens that display the currently selected position of the tool. These 

can be selected with the soft keys. 

1. Press the POSITION key. 

2. Pres the soft key [ABS], [REL] or [ALL] so that following screen will appear. 

 
Screen ○1 : When the soft key [ABS] is pressed, the position of each axis will be  

           displayed with the work coordinate system (ABSOLUTE). 

Screen ○2 : When the soft key [REL] is pressed, the position of each axis will be  

          displayed with the relative coordinate system (RELATIVE). 
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The relative coordinate system can be set per respective tool. 

The relative coordinate system is set with the following instruction. 

1. Press the soft key [REL], and display the relative coordinate system  

  (RELATIVE). 

2. Press the soft key [(OPRT)]. 

3. To input “0” in each axis, select an axis with the address key [U], [V], [W] or [H]  

  and press the soft key [ORIGIN]. 
 

Screen ○3 : When the soft key [ALL] is pressed, the work coordinate system  

          position for each axis will be displayed. 

a. Position with work coordinate system (ABSOLUTE) 

b. Position with machine coordinate system (MACHINE) 

c. Remaining distance (DISTANCE TO GO) 

d. Position with relative coordinate system (RELATIVE) 
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6-11 Tool Wear Offset Input 

A. Offset of HEAD1 side X, Y and Z axes 

1. Press either HEAD1 or SIMUL to turn the light on. 

2. Press the OFFSET key. 

3. Press the soft key [OFFSET]. 

4. Press the soft key [OPRT]. 

5. Move the cursor to the offset number to be changed. 

6. Key in the data to be input with data key (X and Y axes diametric values). 

7. Press the soft key [INPUT] to write absolute values. 

8. Press the soft key [+ INPUT] to write incremental values. 

9. Repeat step (3)~(6) to write all offset amounts for the required tools. 
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B. Offset of HEAD2 side XB and ZB-axes 

1. Press THE HEAD key HEAD2 to turn the light on. 

2. Step (2)~(8) are the same inputting method as HEAD1 side offset. 
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6-12 Menu Function 

The menu screen is displayed by pressing the CUSTOM key, and then press soft key 

to display the function screen. Pressing the CUSTOM key to return the menu screen. 
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6-13 Counter Function 

The amount of the products will be counted and displayed with the M20 command of 

HEAD1 side while the program is running. And if the required amount is set in the 

RESET data, the machine will stop when the COUNT value reached the PRESET data. 

1. Press CUSTOM key and soft key “PARTS COUNTER”, the menu screen to display  

  the following screen. 
 

 
 

2. Press the ALTER key. It shows *ALTER* in the screen and then each data can be  

  changed. 

3. To change the PRESET data, press, [desired numerical data] and the INPUT key.  

  The “PRESET ” will start blinking. 

4. To change the COUNT data, press, [desired numerical data] and the INPUT key. 

The “COUNT” will start blinking. Press the INSERT key. 

The *ALTER* is disappeared and stops blinking of “PRESET” and “COUNT”. 

Changes can be done many times before pressing the INSERT key.  

5. “COUNTER ON” or “COUNTER OFF” display will be determined by pressing the soft  

  key [COUNTER ON] or [COUNTER OFF]. 

COUNTER ON: It counts with the one cycle stop command (M20). 

COUNTER OFF: It does not count with the one cycle stop command (M20). 
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In the count up state, the program will stop with one cycle (M20); the machine will enter 

the feed hold state and the main and sub spindle power-driven motor and coolant 
motor will stop. At this time the rotating beacon will light, an alarm message, 2070 

COUNT UP will be displayed on the screen and “COUNTER” will blink. 

 

To cancel the count-up state, correct the “PRESET” or “COUNTER” data, and then 

press the RESET key. 

 

 The numeral inputting will be ignored in following cases. 

 When addresses other than P or C are input. 

 When the PRESET input data is other than 2~99999. 

 When the COUNT input data is other than 0~99997. 

 Always input the PRESET data, which is two or more biggest than COUNT data.

 If the PRESET data us equal or smaller than [COUNT+ 1], the data will be 

recognized as an error, and *WRONG* will appear on the top of the screen and 

the COUNTER will blink. This state can be released by inputting correct data. 

 If the program is started in the state of “PRESET data=[COUNT+ 1]” or 

“PRESET data = COUNT data”, the program will execute a one cycle stop 

(M20) and enter the count up state. 
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A. Running time display function 

The cumulative running time during the automatic operation will be displayed. 

(The running time is displayed on the lower section of the count display screen.) 

The running time display is reset with the following steps. 

1. Stop the automatic operation. (Single block, one cycle stop and etc.) 

2. Press the ALTER key, then *ALTER* appears on the upper left screen, so that  

  the reset id possible. 
3. Press T O and the INPUT key. 

4. Press the INSETR key, then *ALTER* disappears. 
 

B. Cycle time display function 

1. Press the mode key MEMORY to turn the light on and display a cycle time of  

  automatic operation. (The cycle time will be displayed on a counter screen.) 

2. This function calculates and shows the time from M20 to M20 on HEAD1  

  program. 

3. When stopping the automatic operation on the way, the calculation will be  

  automatically cancelled. The data will be renewed by each one-cycle. Therefore  

  resetting the time is not required. 
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6-14 Tool Life Management 

The amount of the products in a cycle will be counted and displayed with using 

maximum 20 counters (One counter per tool) with M20 command on HEAD1 while the 

program is running. And if the required amount has been set in the PRESET data, the 

machine will stop when the COUNT value reached the setting amount. 

 

1. Press CUSTOM key and soft key “TOOL LIFE”, the menu screen to display the 

following screen. 

 
2. Press N, [counter No. (1~20)] and the INPUT key. 
3. An arrow “→” will be appeared at the left of the selected counter number to indicate 

the counter which can be changed. The arrow “→” can be moved by pressing 

cursor key. 
4. Press P, [A desired data] and the INPUT key when changing the PRESET data. 

5. Press C, [A desired data] and the INPUT key when changing the COUNT data. 

6. Press B, [A desired data] and the INPUT key when changing all PRESET data to 

certain number. 
7. Press A, O and the INPUT key when changing all COUNT data to “0”. 
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In the count up state, the program will stop with one cycle (M20), the machine will enter 

the feed hold state and stops the main/sub spindle motor, power-driven motor and 

coolant motor. At this time the warning light will light, an alarm message below will be 

displayed. 
2085 TOOL LIFE COUNTER COUNT UP 

 
“COUNT-UP” will displayed on the screen, and “□” mark positions at the left of the 

number counted up. 

To cancel the count-up state, correct the data by following aforementioned step, and 

then press the RESET key. 

 

 If there is a counter not to be counted among counter 1~20,  

press [Counter No. (1~20)] and the INPUT key. (The counter No. will be 

erased.) 

To enable it to count again, 

Press [Counter No. (1~20)] and the INPUT key. (The counter No. will appear.)

 Data inputting of the following cases will be ignored 

 When address other than N, P, C, A, B, X and Z are input. 

 When input data of N, X and Z are other than 1~20 

 When the PRESET input data is other than 2~99999. 

 When the COUNT input data is other than 0~99997. 

 When input data of A is other than 0. 

 Always input PRESET data, which is two or more biggest than COUNT data. 

 If the PRESET data is equal or smaller than [COUNT+1], the data will be 

recognized as error, and *WRONG* will appear on the screen on the screen, 

this can e released by inputting correct data. 

If the program is started with “PRESET data [COUNT+1]” or it becomes this 

situation during the program operation, the program will execute “one cycle stop 

(M20)” and will enter the enter up state. 

 The initial PRESET data has been set to “99999”. 
 Be sure clear everything before the first use. (Press A, O and the INPUT key.) 
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6-15 Tool Geometry Offset Management 

Press CUSTOM key and the soft key [GEO. OFFSET] on the menu screen will display 

the following screen. Refer to the section “7-8. Tool Function (T Function)” for the 

method of key-in. 
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6-16 Registered Program Numbers Display (Program Directory) 

This function displays the numbers of the registered programs and remained 

characters in memory. It displays on each screen for HEAD1 and HAED2 

independently. 

1. Pressing the MODE key EDIT to turn the light on. 

2. Pressing the PROGRAM key. 

3. Pressing the soft key [DIR]. 
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6-17 Marco Data Setting 

The data of the command variables (#100~#199, #500~#999) can be displayed on the 

screen. 

A. Screen display 

1. Press the OFFSET key. 

2. Press the right soft key and [MARCO]. 

 
 

B. Setting 
1. Move the cursor to desired variable number. 

There are two method to move the cursor, one is using the PAGE key or the 

CURSOR key and another is search for the No. By entering the variable 

number [No. SRH.] After pressing the soft key [(OPRT)]. 

2. Key in the data with the data keys. 

3. Press the INPUT key. The soft key [INPUT] is also possible. 

 

 Do not use the following macro variable they are being used as a standard.

HAED1 side: #145~#149, #526~#531. 

HEAD2 side: #135 
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6-18 Parameters Display and Change Method 

When the MEMORY INPUT key switch is OFF, rewriting of the parameter and the PMC 

parameter is impossible. 

A. Parameter display 

1. Press the SYSTEM key. 

2. Press the soft key [PARAM]. 

B. Parameter rewriting 

1. Turn the MEMORY INPUT key switch ON. 

2. Press the MODE key MDI to turn the light on. 

3. Press either HEAD key HEAD1 or HEAD2. 

4. Press the OFFSET key. 

5. Press the soft key [SETING] 

6. Display the SETTING screen (HANDY) screen by PAGE key. 

 
7. Move the cursor to PALAMETER WRITE=, and then press 1 and the INPUT key. 

(This makes possible to change the parameter.). 
The alarm message 100 PARAMETER WRITE ENABLE will be displayed on 

the screen. 

8. Press the SYSTEM key. 

9. Press the soft key [PARAM]. 

Move the cursor to the parameter number to be changed. 

There are two method to move the cursor, one is using the PAGE key or the 
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CURSOR key, and another is search for the No. by entering the variable 

number [No. SRH.] after pressing the soft key [(ORPT)]. 

10. Key in the data with the data keys. 

11. Press the INPUT key. The soft key [INPUT] is also possible. 

Pressing the soft key [+INPUT] can input an incremental data. 

12. After rewriting the parameter, press the OFFSET key to display the screen 

mentioned in step 6. 

13. Move the cursor to PARAMETER WRITE=, and then press 0 and the INPUT 

key. (This makes impossible to rewrite the parameter.) 

14. Press the CAN and RESET key to release the alarm 
100PARAMETER WRITE ENABLE. 

If the alarm message 000 PLEASE TURN OFF POWER is displayed, press 

CNC POWER ON to release the alarm. 

15. Turn the MEMORY INPUT key switch OFF. 
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C. However to rewrite the PMC parameter 
1. Turn the MEMORY INPUT key switch ON. 

2. Press the MODE key MDI to turn the light on. 

3. Press SYSTEM key and press     for several times until displaying [PMC 

MAINTENANCE] soft key.  

4. Press [PMC MAINTENANCE], and press     for several times until 

displaying [TIMER], [COUNTER]…etc. 

5. Press the soft key [TIMER], [KEEPRL] and [DATA] to display the screen to 

be changed. 

a. To change the parameter on DATA screen, press the soft key [KEEPRL] 

to display PMCPRM (KEEP RELAY) screen and set K17-bit 1 to 0. But 

certain parameter can not be changed. 

b. Pressing the soft key [DATA] displays PMC DATA TBLCONTROL 

screen. 

c. Pressing the soft key [G. DATA] displays PMC PRM (DATA0 screen. The 

PMC DATA TBL CONTROL screen will not be displayed when 

K17-bit1=1. 

6. Move the cursor to the parameter number to be changed with the PAGE key 

or the CURSOR key. 

7. Key in the data with the data keys. 

8. Press the INPUT key.  

9. Turn the MEMORY INPUT key switch OFF ( ). 
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6-19 Input/Output Interface 

The normal setting is ISO code baud rate of 4800. The procedure for changing the 

parameter is shown below. 

1. Press the OFFSET key. 

2. Press the soft key [SETING]. 

3. Display the SETTING (HANDY) screen by PAGE key. 

 
A. Changing ISO→ EIA, EIA→ISO  

To EIA: setting the PUNCH CODE=0 on above screen. 

To ISO: setting the PUNCH CODE=1 on above screen. 

 

B. Changing baud rate 2400→4800, 4800→2400 

Baud rate 4800 with I/O CHANNEL=0 

Baud rate 2400 with I/O CHANNEL=1 

 

C. Memory card Interface  

Memory card Interface is valid: I/O CHANNEL=4 
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6-20 Background Editing 

Perform the background editing after turning the MEMORY INPUT key switch ON. Turn 

the MEMORY INPUT key switch OFF after completing the background editing. 

 

The programs other than the one selected in the foreground can be edit on the 

background regardless of the MODE key selection or automatic operation of the 

program. Alarms that occur during background editing will not influence the running 

program in the foreground. In the same manner, alarms that occur in the foreground 

will not affect the background editing. 

 

 Never press the RESET key during background mode. 

 An alarm can be released by pressing other keys. 

 The deletion of the whole program is impossible during background editing. 
 

A. How to input MDI 

1. Press one of HEAD1, SIMUL or HEAD2. In case of the SIMUL, the program 

will be edited on the HEAD1 side. 

2. Press the PROGRAM key to display the PROGARM screen. 

3. Press the soft key [(OPRT)].  

4. Press the soft key [(BG-EDT)]. 

5. Specify the program to be edited 

a. To create the program 

Press O, [program number], INSETR key, EOB and INSERT key. 

b. To edit an existing program 

Press O, [program number] and CURSOR key. 

6. Edit the program. 

Back ground editing is identical to foreground program. 
7. When program editing is completed, press the soft key [BG-END] to terminate 

back-ground editing. 
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B. Program registration from external I/O device in background 

Always turn the main power (main breaker) off before connecting or 

disconnecting the external I/O device to/from the RS-232C port. 

1. Press one of HEAD1, SIMUL or HEAD2. In case of the SIMUL, the program 

will be registered into HEAD1 side. 

2. Press the PROGRAM key to display the PROGARM screen. 

3. Press the soft key [(OPRT)]. 

4. Press the soft key [(BG-EDT)] to display the background-editing screen. 

5. Press the soft key [(OPRT)]. 

6. Press the right soft key and [READ]. 

7. Transfer the data from the external I/O device. 

8. Press the soft key [EXEC]. 

9. When program editing is completed, press the soft key [BG-END]. 

 

C. Program output from background 

The program output procedure is the same as the one for the foreground. It 

is also possible to punch out a program selected in the foreground. 

1. Press one of HEAD1, SIMUL or HEAD2. In case of the SIMUL, the program 

will be edited on the HEAD1 side. 

2. Press the PROGRAM key to display the PROGARM screen. 

3. Press the soft key [(OPRT)].  

4. Press the soft key [(BG-EDT)]. 

5. Press the soft key [(OPRT)]. 

6. Press the address O. 

7. Key in the program number to be output. 

8. Press the right soft key and  [PUNCH]. 

9. Press the soft key [EXEC]. 

Key in the address 0 – 9 9 9 9 and pressing the soft key [PUNCH] [EXEC] 

will out put all registered programs. 

10. When program output is completed, press the soft key [BG-END]. 
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6-21 Help Function 

The help function displays the detailed information regarding the alarms that is 

triggered with CNC, and CNC operation on the screen. 

a. If CNC operation is mistaken or if a machining program containing an error is  

  executed, the CNC will enter the alarm-stare. In this case, refer to the HELP  

  screen to display the information on the occurring alarm and instruct you the  

  reason and how to release and how to release the alarm. However, information  

  of the alarms in the P/S alarms that is complicated and users easily  

  misunderstand are only given. 

b. When the CNC operation method is not known, refer to help screen which  

  displays the operation method for each operating item. 

  To know the number of required system parameter, refer to help screen which  

  displays the parameter number list for each function. 

 

Following the operation method: 

To press MODE key MDI, PROGRAM key and HELP key in order will display the initial 

help menu. The detailed alarm, operation methods and parameter tables can be 

selected with using the soft key of this screen. Also refer to the operation manual of 

CNC manufacturer for details. 
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7. Programming 
7-1. Programming   

The CNC automatic lathe will work exactly as instructed by the program in memory. 

The act of writing down commands in accordance with specific rules to control the tool 

number, tool path and other processing conditions when machining parts is called 

programming. 

 

Discuss the tooling when the drawings of parts to be machined have been determined. 

 

Drawing of parts to be machined 

Tooling discussion 

7. Programming 

 Check of material to be cut 
 Check of dimensional tolerance 
 Check of surface roughness 

 Decision about machining range 
 Selection of machine and options

 Decision of machining process 
 Decision of cutting tools, tool 

holders and installation positions 
Setting of processing conditions
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7-2. Program Structure 
A. Meaning and command unit of address 

Address Meaning Command unit 

O Program number 4 digits (1~9999) 

N Sequence number 5 digits (1~99999) 

G Preparatory function 3 digits (0~999) 

X、U 
X-axis movement command, 

XB-axis movement command 

0.001mm unit (diameter) 

Y、V Y-axis movement command 0.001mm unit (diameter) 

Z、W 
Z-axis movement command, 

ZB-axis movement command 

0.001mm unit 

C、H Spindle angle indexing command 
C-axis control: 0.001° unit 

15degree unit 

R Arc radius designation 0.001mm unit 

I、K Arc center element 0.001mm unit  

,Q Notch signal output coordinate 0.001mm unit 

F 
Feed rate designation 0.001 mm/rev, 

or 1 mm/min 

S Spindle speed command 5 digits, min-1 unit 

T 
Tool selection number & Tool offset 

number 

4digits, 2digits 

M Auxiliary function 3digits 

U、P、X Dwell time command 0.001s~99999.999s 

Subprogram number command Low-order 4 digits (1~9999)
P 

Subprogram repetition command High-order 3 digits (1~999)

P、Q Sequence number command 5 digits (1~99999) 

,A 
It can be specified dimensions 

according to drawing directly.(Angle) 

0.001° unit 

,C 
It can be specified dimensions 

according to drawing directly.(Chamfer)

0.001mm unit 

,R 
It can be specified dimensions 

according to drawing directly.(Corner) 

0.001mm unit 
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B. Block 

1. A 1-line unit in the program is called a block. 

2. 1 block is terminated by the end-of-block code, a”;”. 

3. 1 block can hold a maximum of 128 characters. 

C. Word 

1. Blocks are made up of words. 

2. Words are made up of addresses (alphabet letters) plus following data 

(numerical values). 

(A+ or – code may be added in front of the data.) 

D. Decimal input 

1. There are some restrictions depending on the address, but address that 

having a unit such as distance, speed or time can use decimal value. 

2. Following table chows that the decimal inputting unit and usable address. 
 

Unit Address 

Distance (mm) X、Y、Z、U、V、W 

I、K、,R、Q、,C、 

Speed (mm/rev, mm/min) F 

Time (s) U、X、P 

Angle (°/degree) C、H、,A 
 

E. Program number 

1. Program has a maximum 4-digit number at their head to distinguish each 

other. 

2. Maximum 400 programs can be registered in the memory of HEAD1 and 

HEAD2 independently. 
 

F. Sequence number 

The block in a program can have a maximum 5-digit number on their head. 

 

G. Block skip 

1. The block having a slash code “/” on their head will be ignored while the 

BLOCK SKIP key is on. 

2. If a slash code “/” does not place at the head of the block, the contents from the 

slash code “/” to the end of block “;” will be ignored. 

3. The slash block with the “/’ code in the program will be inputted or outputted 

regardless of the condition of BLOCK SKIP key when inputting or outputting 
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the program. 

 

H. Reading zero 

When data (numeric value) other than “0” is specified, following “0” can be 

omitted. 
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7-3. Dimension Word 
The dimension word is a command that executes movement for any axis, and it 

consists of the address that specifies the axis and the data that commands the 

direction and amount of movement. There are two commanding methods: absolute 

commands and incremental commands. 

 

Diameter dimension Length dimension
 

X-axis Y-axis XB-axis Z-axis ZB-axis

Absolute 

(Absolute value expression) 
X Y X Z Z 

Incremental 

(Incremental value expression)
U V U W W 

 

Example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Point Absolute command Incremental command 

1 X6.0 Z0 --- --- 

2 (X6.0) Z12.0 (U0) W12.0 

3 X10.0 (Z12.0) U4.0 (W0) 

4 (X10.0) Z25.0 (U0) W13.0 

5 X8.0 (Z25.0) U-2.0 (W0) 

6 (X8.0) Z40.0 (U0) W15.0 
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7-4. Coordinate System 
The X-axis and Y-axis take a center of the bar as the zero point (X0, Y0), and X-axis 

takes the bar end surface after completion of cut-off as the zero point (Z0), XB-axis 

take the reference point as their zero point is a mechanical fixed point to which moves 

with the reference point return operation or command. 

A. Standard type 

 
Unit:mm 
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B. Module spindle - Bush type  

 
Unit:mm 
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C. Module spindle - Bushless type  

 
Unit:mm 
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7-5. Soft OT Function by Tool 
The following table shows the stroke for each axis. In the JOG mode, move the alarm 

axis out from the prohibition area, and then press the RESET key to release the alarm. 

A. Effective and the soft OT 

First soft OT 
 

Effective 

stroke 

(mm) 
Machine position Absolute position 

X-axis 202 -374.0~32.0 -6.0~400.0 (at the T100~T600 selection) 

Y-axis 286 1.0~573 -34.0~540.0 (at the T3100~T3500 selection)

207 -5.0~207.5 -0.5~207.5 

120 -1. ~ 120. -1.5~120.5 (Bush type) Z-axis 

50  -205. ~ 50. -205.5~50.5 (Bushless type) 

XB-axis 265 -1.0~531.0 -1.0~531.0 (at the T2000 selection) 

ZB-axis 180 -0.5~180.5 -0.5~180.5 (at the T2000 selection) 
 

B. Second soft OT 

While MODE key MDI or MEMORY is selected, ZB-axis second soft OT will be 

available after commanding T2000. Available movement area of each axis will be 

hanged by tool selection commands. The following data is absolute position. 
 

Tool No. X-axis Y-axis ZB-axis 

T100 -1.0~180.0 

T148 

T148 

T148 

-1.0~165.0 

T0.1 

T0.1 

-5.0~401.0 --- 

-1.0~0.1 

T1100~T1400 -1.0~405.0 --- -1.0~0.1 

T3100 -10.0~34.0 -1.0~0.1 

T3200 -34.0~34.0 -1.0~60.0 

T3300 -34.0~38.0 

T3400 -38.0~38.0 

T3500 -38.0~33.0 

-34.0~540.0 

-1.0~170.0 

T2000 --- --- 
By T codes at 

HEAD1 
T2100~T2400 --- --- -1.0~55.0 

T2900 --- --- -1.0~35.0 
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C. ZB-axis soft OT 

When optional units are installed, setting a keep relay will change the Secondary 

OT area of ZB+. Set the keep relay on the keep relay conversational setting screen. 

1. When the 15 mm overhang wedge type tool holder is installed on… 
a. T400 position, Secondary OT area of ZB+ will be 148.0 at the time of T300, 

T400 tool selection. 
→Press the Yes when “USE OVERRIDE TOOL HOLDER ON T4” is 
displayed. 
T500 position, Secondary OT area of ZB+ will be 148.0 at the time of T400 
tool selection. 
→Press the Yes when “USE OVERRIDE TOOL HOLDER ON T5” is 
displayed. 

2. When the counter-face drill sleeve ER16 is installed… 

Secondary OT area of ZB+ will be 50.0 at the time of T1100~T1400 selection. 

→Press the Yes when “USE COUNTER FACE DRILL SLEEVE” is displayed. 

3. When the 2-spindle front drilling unit ER16 is installed on… 

a. T3400 position, Secondary OT area of ZB+ will be 80.0 at the time of 

T3300~T2500 tool selections. 

→Press the Yes when “USE FRONT DRILL UNIT AT T34 POS.” is 

displayed. 

b. T3500 position, Secondary OT area of ZB+ will be 110.0 at the T3300 

selection, and it will be 80.0 at the T3400, T3500 selections. 

→Press the Yes when “USE FRONT DRILL UNIT AT T35 POS.” is 

displayed. 

D. Third soft OT 

For the interference prevention, the enter prohibition area is being set. 
1. The interference prevention for sleeve holder and back 4-spindle unit. 

→The enter prohibition area is that equals to or less than –304.0 of X-axis 
and equals to or more than –540.0 of Y-axis. 

2. The interference prevention for ZB-axis servomotor and machine leg. 
→The enter prohibition area is that equals to or more than 5.0 positive of 
XB-axis and equals to or less than 55.0 positive of ZB axis. 
→The enter prohibition area is that equals to or less than 5.0 positive of 
XB-axis and ZB axis is unlimited. 

3. The interference prevention for sub-spindle and back 4-spindle unit 
 →The enter prohibition area is that equals to or less than 55.0 positive of 
ZB-axis. 
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7-6. Feed Functions 
A. Rapid feed speed 

The respective spindle speed can be controlled with “S” directory. 

 

Axis Rapid traverse feed rate 

X-axis 

Y-axis 

Z-axis 

XB-axis 

ZB-axis 

30 m/min 

C-axis 198000 °/min 
 

B. Cutting feed rate 

Address “F” commands the feed rate of each axis. The feed rate consists of the 

feed per revolution and the feed per minute; both are specified by the G code. 

Changing G code requires commanding a new F. Do not input 0 or negative values. 
 

Type G code Unit Program Standard spindle 

Feed 

per minute 
G98 

1 mm/min 

or 10/min 
HEAD1、2 --- 

Feed  

per revolution 
G99 0.001 mm/rev HEAD1、2 Main/Sub 

 

   The feed rate for each axis is shown below. 

 

Axis Feed per revolution Feed per minute 

X-axis 

Y-axis 

Z-axis 

XB-axis 

ZB-axis 

0.001~24 mm/rev 1~10,000 mm/min 

C-axis --- 1~10,0000/min 
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7-7. Spindle Function (S Function) 
A. The respective spindle speed can be controlled with “S” directory. 

 
Spindle name Command range 

Main spindle 2~10,000 RPM 

Sub spindle 2~8,000 RPM 

Power-driven tool for cross 5-spindle unit 5~ 8,000 RPM 

Power-driven tool for back 4-spindle unit 3~8,000 RPM 
 

B Rotation command M code 

Each spindle can stop and rotate in forward or reverse direction with only M code. 
 

HEAD1 HEAD2 

 
Main spindle Power-driven 

tool for cross 

5-spindle unit 

Sub spindle Power-driven 

tool for back 

4-spindle unit 

Forward 

direction 
M03 M36 M03 M56 

Reverse 

direction 
M04 M37 M04 M57 

Stop M05 M38 M05 M58 
 

C. Rotating direction 
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7-8. Tool Function (T Function) 
7-8-1. Tool Number 

The tool is expressed with T 3-digits or T 4-digits. 
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7-8-2. Tool Function (T Function) 
A. Summary 

The tool function has function of the tool selection and the tool position offset, and 

they are commanded by an address “T”. 

 

B. Tool selection function 

1. When selecting a tool 
 Add “00” behind the tool number to be selected. And it is made T3-digits or 

T4-digits commands. (Single block command) 

Example: T100; Select a tool number T1 

 T1100; Select a tool number T11 

 However, the unit, which can attach two or more tools, is attached on T34 or 

T35. In order to discriminate a tool, ID number of “11, 12”, “21, 22 and 23” are 

attached behind a tool number, and it is made T3-digit or T4-digit commands. 

When a thread whirling unit for outer diameter is used, command T3411. 

 

Example: 

When 2-spindle front drilling unit ER16 is installed on T34 (T35). If you 

command T3412 or T3512, it will select a tool ○2  as shown in a drawing 

below and the tool will be positioned at the end face of the guide bush. When 

the tool ○1  is used, command T3411 (T3511). 
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Example: 

When 3-spindle front drilling unit ER16 is installed on T34 (T35). If you 

command T3423 or T3523, it will select a tool ○3  as shown in a drawing below 

and the tool will be positioned at the end face of the guide bush. When the tool 

○1  is used, command T3421 (T3521). When the tool ○2  is used, command 

T3422 (T3522). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 By commanding T100~T600, the Y-axis of command tool will move to the 

vertical line on the center of Guide-bush, the Y-axis position will become “0”. 

 By commanding T1100~T1400, the X and Y-axis of commanded tool will move 

to the center of guide bush, the X and Y-axis position will become “0”. 

 By commanding T3100~T3500, the X-axis of commanded tool will move to the 

horizontal line on the center of guide bush, the X-axis position will become “0”, 

and then the Y-axis will move to Y30.0 position. If you set polygon-machining 

unit [54191], Y-axis will move to Y50.0 position. 

 By commanding T34** (with ID No.), the X and Y-axis of commanded tool will 

move to the center of guide bush, the X and Y-axis position will become “0”. 

 By commanding T2000~T2400 and T2900, the center of sub spindle performs 

positioning with the XB-axis movement, the XB-axis will become “0”. 

 By commanding T2000, the XB-axis will move to parts pick-up position, the XB 

position will become “0”. (It is the reference point of XB-axis.) 

 By commanding T2900, the XB-axis will move to the parts ejecting position, 

the XB position will become “0”. 
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C. Tool selection operation (Tool path) 

Axis will not move when an identical tool is selected. (The command will be 

completed.) 

a. The sequence operation at the MDI mode or turning the power on. 
 When changing the tool from T100~T600 to other (T100~T600), The X-axis is 

positioned at X40.0, and then it moves the Y-axis moves. 

 When changing the tool from T100~T600 to other (T1100~T1400), The X-axis 

is positioned at X40.0 once, and the Y-axis moves and then the X-axis moves 

again. 

 When changing the tool from T1100~T1400 to other (T100~T600), The X-axis 

is positioned at X40.0, and then the Y-axis moves. 

 When changing the tool from T1100~T1400 to other (T1100~T1400), The 

Y-axis moves. 

 When changing the tool from T100~T600 to other (T3100~T3400), The X-axis 

moves and then Y-axis is positioned at Y30.0.  

 When changing the tool from T3100~T3400 to other (T100~T600), The Y-axis 

moves. 

 When changing the tool from T1100~T1400 to other (T3100~T3400), The 

X-axis moves and then Y-axis positioned at T30.0. 

 When changing the tool from T3100~T3400 to other (T1100~T1400), The 

Y-axis is positioned once at Y30.0, and then Y and X-axis move.  

 When changing the tool from T3100~T3400 to other (T3100~T3400), The 

Y-axis is positioned at Y30.0, and then X-axis moves. 

 When changing the tool from T2000 to T2400 and T2900 to other 

(T2000~T2400, T2900), the ZB-axis is positioned at Z0 and then the XB-axis 

moves. 
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D. Tool position offset function 

This function is called tool offset or offset. In tool position offset, there is tool wear 

offset and tools geometry offset. 

1. Tool wear offset 
This is used for size adjustment of machining part. When the size of machining 

part is to be increased, input a positive offset value, when it is to be decreased, 

input a negative offset value. Offset value will be increased or will be 

decreased at each block end of program. 

Commanding method for offset number: T□□, Tool offset number 00 to 64, 

Tool is cancellation of tool offset. There are 64 pairs of offset numbers for each 

HEAD1 and HEAD2. For offset input, use the tool number normally. The offset 

numbers T3100~3500 are for the use of additional offset. (In this operation 

manual take an example T21~T25) 

Offset number Example: 
 

HEAD 1 HEAD 2 

Tool select 

command 

Tool wear 

offset 

number 

Offset 

address

Tool 

select 

command

Tool wear 

offset 

number 

Offset 

address

T100 T01 or T1 X、Y、Z T1100 T11 Z 

T200 T02 or T2 X、Y、Z T1200 T12 Z 

T300 T03 or T3 X、Y、Z T1300 T13 Z 

T400 T04 or T4 X、Y、Z T1400 T14 Z 

T500 T05 or T5 X、Y、Z T2100 T01 or T1 X、Z 

T600 T06 or T6 X、Y、Z T2200 T02 or T2 X、Z 

T1100 T11 X、Y、Z T2300 T03 or T3 X、Z 

T1200 T12 X、Y、Z T2400 T04 or T4 X、Z 

T1300 T13 X、Y、Z T2900 --- --- 

T1400 T14 X、Y、Z --- 

T3100 T31 X、Y、Z --- 

T3200 T32 X、Y、Z --- 

T3300 T33 X、Y、Z --- 

T3400 T34 X、Y、Z --- 

T3500 T35 X、Y、Z --- 
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The X and Z axis offset screen as below. 

 
 

The Y axis offset screen as below. 
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2. Tool geometry offset 

Tool shape and mounting position can be compensated. With input the offset, it 

will be unnecessary to consider tool shift amount. 
Example:  

When the tool, which is longer or shorter than the standard tool is installed into 

the X, Y-axis, input the difference as the positive or negative value. 

Double the X-axis and Y-axis data because these are diametric value. 

2 × (installed tool length – standard tool length) = the value of tool geometry 

offset. 

Standard tool length=Tool length to the center of the guide bush during zero 

point positioning. 

  
*Standard tool length of a tool unit on T3400 and T3500 will vary according to 

the tool unit. 

Tool geometry offset will shift the work coordinate (ABSOLUTE). This means 

that position after tool selection is shifted in positive or negative direction with 

the tool geometry offset. 
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3. Commanding method 

Tool geometry offset can be input by key entry from CNC operation panel. 
 

4. Geometry offset key input 

Use the following procedure to enter the geometry offset for each tool by key. 
a. Put the machine into the machine ready state. 

b. Press the CUSTOM key to display the menu screen. 

c. Press 2 and INPUT key to display the geometry offset screen. 

d. Move the cursor to select the axis data of the tool number to be input. The 

cursor will move by pressing the CURSOR key. 

e. Pressing the soft key [INPUT] can input the [absolute value]. 

    And pressing the soft key [+INPUT] can input the [fluctuation value]. 

    Input a diametric value for the X-axis, Y-axis. 

f. Press the right soft key or left soft key to return the menu screen. 

 

Tool No. of tool geometry offset as below. 
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7-9. Preparatory Function (G Function) 
G code table 

○：For HEAD1 and HEAD2, △：For HEAD1, ╳：For HEAD2. 

G code Function Group Remarks 

▼G00 Positioning (rapid traverse)  ○

  G01 Liner interpolation (cutting feed)  ○

  G02 Circular interpolation CW  ○

  G03 Circular interpolation CCW 

01 

 ○

  G04 Dwell  ○

  G10 Programmable data input 
00 

 ○

  G17 X-Y plane selection  △

  G18 Z-X plane selection  ○

  G19 Y-Z plane selection 

16 

 △

▼G25 Spindle speed fluctuation detection OFF ○

  G26 Spindle speed fluctuation detection ON 08 

COMMAND THEM IN A BLOCK 

WITH NEITHER words nor codes 

except specified one 
○

  G28 Reference point return  ○

  G30 Secondary reference point return 
00 

 ○

  G32 Threading  ○

  G34 Variable lead threading  
01 

 ○

▼G40 Tool nose R compensation cancel  ○

  G41 Tool nose R compensation left  ○

  G42 Tool nose R compensation right 

07 

 ○

Coordinate system setting  ○

G50 Spindle maximum speed setting 00 Available in the constant surface 

speed control 
○

  G65 Macro program call 00  ○

  G66 Macro model call  ○

  G67 Macro model call cancel 
12 

 ○

G70 Finishing cycle ○

  G71 Outer diameter rough cutting cycle ○

  G72 End face rough cutting cycle  ○

  G73 Closed loop cutting cycle 

G codes are only available on Z-X-Z 

plane. Available ay T100~T600 tool 

selection if using them on HEAD 

○

  G74 End cut-off cycle  ○

  G75 Outer diameter cut-off cycle 

00 

 ○
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G code Function Group Remarks 

  G76 Automatic threading cycle  ○

▼G80 Canned cycle for drilling cancel  ○

  G83 Front drilling cycle  ○

  G84 Front tapping cycle  ○

  G85 Front boring cycle  ○

  G87 Side drilling cycle   △

  G88 Side tapping cycle 

10 

 △

  G90 Outer□internal diameter turning cycle  ○

  G92 Threading cycle  ○

  G94 End face turning cycle 

01 

 ○

  G96 Constant surface speed control ON  ○

▼G97 Constant surface speed control OFF 

(Speed constant control) 

02  
○

  G98 Feed per minute (mm/min)  ○

▼G99 Feed per revolution (mm/rev) 
05 

 ○

  G107 Cylindrical interpolation 00 
Previously, G118 (Z-X plane) 

command is required. 
○

  G112 Polar coordinate interpolation mode ○

▼G113 Polar coordinate interpolation mode 

cancel 

21 

Previously, G118 (Z-X plane) 

command is required. 
○

  G120 Z-axis coordinate system setting  △

  G121 Z-axis coordinate system recovery  △

G130 ZB-axis coordinate system setting cancel  ╳

G131 ZB-axis coordinate system setting for 

parts pick-up 
 ╳

G484 Front off-center rigid trapping cycle  △

  G784 Y-axis cross rigid tapping cycle  △

G984 Back off-center rigid tapping cycle 

GW 

unique

 ╳

 Multiple G codes can be commanded in the identical block if they belongs to different 

group (01~09). 

 If G codes, more than one, that belongs to same group will be commanded in a block, 

only last one will be effective. 
 The G code having ▼ make will be selected automatically when turning the power on. 
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 Alarm No. 010 will be displayed on the screen if the not listed G code in the table is 

commanded. 

 The optional G code is available when corresponded function is being added. 

 Therefore, when commanding an optional G code in the case except the above, alarm 

No. 010 will be displayed. 
 Mark ○ is the G codes that can be commanded both in the HEAD1 and 2.  

 Mark △ is the G codes that can be commanded both in the HEAD1.  

 Mark ╳ is the G codes that can be commanded both in the HEAD 2. 
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7-9-1. Positioning (G00) 
Moves a tool from the current position to the specified position at a rapid traverse rate. 

Format: 

G00 X(U)……Y(V)……Z(W)……C(H)……； 

 

 Address X, Y, Z and C are absolute commands. 

Numeric values that continue to it should be written a coordinate of the 

position (the end point coordinate) after movement. 

 Address U, V, W and H are incremental commands. 

Therefore write the direction and distance and distance of the movement 

based on the current position. 

The rapid traverse arte is constant. 

The X, Y, Z, XB and ZB axes move in 24 m/min with the G00 
command.( C axes moves in 150000 °/min) 

 

Example: 

G00 X22.0； X position moves to 22.0 

G00 U-10.0 Z80.0； X position moves to 12.0 and Z position moves to 

80.0 at the same time 

G00 X10.0 W30.0； G00 X10.0 W30.0 X position moves to 10.0 and Z 

position moves to 110.0 at the same time 
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7-9-2. Liner Interpolation (G01) 
Moves (turn) the tool along a line from the current position to the specified position at 

the feed rate specified in F. 

Format: 

G01 X(U)……Y(V)……Z(W)……C(H)……F……； 
 

 Numeral that continues to the addresses X, Y, Z, and C should be written 

a coordinate value (end point coordinate) of the position after movement.

Write the direction and the distance of the movement based on the 

current position for the addresses U, V, W., H 
 

Example: 

G00 X0 Z-1.0； 

G01 Z0 F0.01； 

G01 X6.0； 

G01 X10.0 Z10.0 F0.015； 

G01 X15.0； 

G01 Z20.0 F0.02； 

G01 X17.0； 
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7-9-3. Circular Interpolation (G02:CW., G03:CCW.) 
Moves the tool along the commanded radius arc from the current position to the 

specified position. The R (radius) value of the circular interpolation command can be 

commanded less than 1800. If the value is 1800 or more, divide the value into two 

blocks. 

 
A. HEAD1 side format 

Z-X Plane 

T100~T600 

T1100~T1400 

G18 
G02

G03
X(U)……Z(W)……R……F……；  

Y-Z Plane 

T1100~T1400 
G19 

G02

G03
Y(V)……Z(W)……R……F……；  

X-Y Plane 

T3100~T3400 
G17 

G02

G03
X(U)……Y(V)……R……F……；  

Z-X Plane 

T3100~T3400 
G18 

G02

G03
X(U)……Z(W)……R……F……；  

Y-Z Plane 

T3100~T3400 
G19 

G02

G03
Y(V)……Z(W)……R……F……；  

 

B. HEAD2 side format 

ZB-XB Plane  
G02

G03
X(U)……Z(W)……R……F……；  

 

 X, Z: End point coordinates of arc. 

 R: Arc radius value. 

F: Feed rate along the arc. 
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Example: 
 

 
 
 

C. When commanding the X-Y plane selection (G117) with the 2-spindle front drilling 

unit ER16 

Example: 

T3411； T3411 command 

G00 X  Y  ； Power-driven tool positioning 

G17； X-Y plane 

G98 G97；  

M36 S  ； Power-driven tool forward rotation 

G01 Z   F  ；  

(G50……；)  

G01 X  Y  ；  

G02；  

G03；  

G19； Y-Z plane 

 

 

G00 X0 Z-1.0； 

G01 Z0 F0.01； 

G01 X3.0； 

G02 X5.0 Z1.0 R1.0； 

G01 Z8.0； 

G03 X9.0 Z10.0 R2.0； 

G01 X11.0； 

G02 X15.0 Z12.0 R2.0； 

G01 Z20.0； 

G01 X17.0； 
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7-9-4. Dwell (G04) 
Delays the next block execution for a specified period. 

 

Format: 

G04 U……； or G04 X……； or G04 P……； 

 

 U, X and P are used for setting the address of timer, and U is used 

as an example in this manual. 

 After the time specified with U, X or P has been up, the program will 

move to the next block. 

 G04 is non-modal, so it is only available in a commanded block. 

 The time that can be specified is 0.001 to 99999.999 seconds. 

 Addresses U and X use second units, and decimal point input can 

be used. 

 

Example: 

G04 U0.5；or G04 X0.5； or G04 P500； 
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7-9-5. Programmable Data Input (G10) 
Sets and changes the tool position offset amount. When G10 is commanded by 

absolute input, the commanded offset amount will be the new tool offset amount. If 

commanded by incremental, the current tool offset amount will be the one with 

commanded offset amount added. 

 

Format: 

G10 P……X(U)……Y(V)……Z(W)……R(C)……Q……； 

 

 P: Tool offset number 

 X, Y, Z: Absolute input, These add the commanded value into the 

previous tool offset amount. 

 U, V, W: Incremental input, These add the commanded value into 

the previous tool offset amount. 

 R: This rewrites into the commanded tool nose radius amount. 

(Absolute input) 

 C: It returns the commanded incremental value to the original tool 

nose radius amount by addition or subtraction. (Incremental input) 

 Q: This rewrites the imaginary tool nose position during the tool 

nose radius compensation. 

 

Example: 

G10 P2 X0.1 W-0.035； It sets the tool offset number to “02”, 

sets the X off to 0.1mm, 

subtracts 0.035mm from the Z offset. 
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7-9-6. Plane Selection (G17, G18, G19) 
The plane selection G17, G18, G19 is required for the commands of circular 

interpolation and tool nose radius compensation when selecting T100~T600, 

T1100~1400. 

 

Format: 

G17: X-Y Plane selection 

G18: Z-X Plane selection 

G19: Y-Z Plane selection 
 

 G18 is automatically selected when turning the power ON. 

 Be sure to command G18 after completion of machining process of 

G17 and G19 because G18 returns the circular interpolation plane 

to the basic Z-X plane. 
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7-9-7. Spindle Speed Fluctuation Detection ON/OFF (G26, G25) 
Triggers an alarm if the spindle speed fluctuates more or less than the commanded 

speed. Program to make the spindle speed fluctuation detection effective (G26) while 

the main spindle or sub spindle is rotating. 

 

Format: 

Spindle speed fluctuation detection ON: G25； 

Spindle speed fluctuation detection OFF: G26 P…Q…R…I…； 

 P: The time, which is from the spindle speed change command to 

beginning the check. (Unit: ms) 

 Q: The permissible ratio for determining if the speed has reached to the 

commanded value when the speed has been commanded or changed. 

The check will start after this. (Unit: 0.1%) 

 R: The permissible fluctuation ratio for determining if the rotation is 

abnormal. If this value is exceeded, an alarm will occur. (Unit: 0.1%) 

 D: The rotation fluctuation range for determining if the rotation is 

abnormal. If this value will be exceeded, the alarm will occur. (Unit: min-1)
 

 Command them in a block with neither words nor codes except specified 

one. 

 Command G25 (Spindle speed fluctuation detection OFF) before 

changing the spindle direction or executing threading. 

 Machine is in the G25 state (Spindle speed fluctuation detection OFF) 

when turning the power on. 

 The commanded amount for P, Q, R and D will be stored to the 

parameters even if G25 is commanded. Therefore, the P, Q, R and I data

set (stored) in the parameters will be available just by commanding G26.

Parameter initial data: 

 Parameter No. Setting data Unit Actual 

P NO.4914 3000 ms 3s 

Q NO.4911 10 0.1% 1% 

R NO.4912 20 0.1% 2% 

I NO.4913 50 RPM 50RPM 
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7-9-8. Reference Point Return (G28) 
Format: 

G28 X(U)……Y(V)……Z(W)……C(H)…； 
 

 X(U), Y(V), Z(W): The middle point to the reference point. 

 The commanded axis will move to the middle point in rapid traverse, 

and then it will move from there to the reference point in rapid 

traverse again. 

 Command after offset cancellation. 

 

Example: 

G28 W0； 

 
7-9-9. The Second Reference Point Return (G30) 

Format: 

G30 X(U)……Y(V)……Z(W)……； 
 

 X(U), Y(V), Z(W): The middle point to the reference point. 

 The commanded axis moves to the commanded middle point in 

rapid traverse, and then it will move from there to the secondary 

reference point in rapid traverse again. (The operation is the same 

principal as the reference point return (G29 commanded), except 

the return to the secondary reference point.) 

 The secondary reference point must be set in the parameter (No. 

1241) with the mechanical coordinate system for each axis 

beforehand. (The initial value is 0 for each axis.) 

 Command after offset cancellation. 

 

Example: 

G30 W0； 
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7-9-10. Threading (G32) 
Executes straight, taper, front (scroll) and continuous threading. 

Format: 

G32 X(U)……Z(W)……F……； 
 

 X and Z are end point coordinate, F specifies the thread lead (L). 

 Portions of the lead at the beginning and of thread cutting will be 

incorrect due to delays in the servo system (In the accelerating or 

decelerating). The program must, therefore, compensate for these 

incorrect portions. 

 Single block stop will not work in the G32 command block. 

 A G32 command cannot perform the chamfering. (Use G92 or G76 

for chamfering.) 

 Thread cutting (G32) cannot be commanded in the mode other than 

G99 (feed per revolution). 

 Do not command an M code when commanding continuous thread 

cutting. If it is commanded, the machine will wait at that block and 

will not cut a continuous thread. 

 Do not command the constant surface speed control (G96). (The 

thread lead will be illegal.) 

 The “thread cutting cycle retract” is not available. 

Example: Straight thread 

Thread lead: L=1.0mm 

δ1=2mm,δ2=1m 

Cutting depth each time=0.5mm 

 

G00 X17.0 Z-2.0; 

G00 X10.0; 

G32 Z10.0 F1.0; 

G00 X17.0; 

G00 Z-2.0; 

G00 X9.0; 

G32 Z10.0 F1.0; 

G00 X17.0; 

G00 Z-2.0; 
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δδ

Example: Taper thread cutting 

Thread lead: L=2.0mm 

δ1=3mm, δ2=2m 

Cutting depth each time=0.2mm 

 

G00 X17.0 Z-3.0; 

G00 X5.0; 

G32 Z0.0 F2.0; 

G32 X10.0 Z10.0 F20.0; 

G00 X17.0; 

G00 Z-3.0; 

G00 X4.0; 

G32 Z0.0 F2.0; 

G32 X10.0 Z10.0 F2.0; 

G00 X17.0; 

G00 Z-3.0; 

 

 

Example: Continuous thread cutting 

 

G00 X(U)……Z(W)……; 

G00 X(U)……; 

G32 X(U)……Z(W)……F……; 

G32 Z(W)……F……; 

G00 X(U)……; 

G00 Z(W)……; 
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7-9-11. Variable Lead Threading (G34) 
Commanding an increased or decreased amount of lead per thread rotation enables 

variable lead threading. 

Format: 

G34 X(U)……Z(W)……F……K……； 
 

 X(U), Z(W): End point coordinate. 

 F: Lead in longitudinal direction at start point 

 K: Increase or decrease of lead per one thread rotation 

 This is the same as thread cutting with G32 except for the increase 

or decrease of lead (K) command. 

 Portions of the lead at the beginning and end of thread cutting will 

be incorrect due to delays in the servo system (In the accelerating 

or decelerating). The program must, therefore, compensate for 

these incorrect portions. 

 Single block stop will not work in the G34 command block. 

 G34 command cannot perform the chamfering. 

 Thread cutting (G34) cannot be commanded in the mode other than 

g99 (feed per revolution). 

 Do not command the constant surface speed control (G96). (The 

thread lead will be illegal.) 

 The “thread cutting cycle retract” is not available. 
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7-9-12. Tool Nose Radius Compensation (G40, G41, G42) 
Tool wear offset may not complete the offset when executing taper and/or arc cutting 

by rounded tool nose. These G codes can automatically calculate the error amount 

and execute offset. 

A. Command Code: 

Place the parts drawing so that the machining direction will be from the right to the 

left, and judge using the figure below the central line of a product. The offset 

direction of rounded tool nose will be determined by commanding the bar position 

against the tool advance direction. 

 

G40：Cancel tool nose R compensation 

G41：When bar is located in right-side to the tool advance direction 

G42：When bar is located in left side to the tool advance direction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   These G codes are models. Do not re-command G41 in the G41 mode. Also, do not 

re-command G42 in the G42 mode. Command G40 for the area where tool nose 

radius compensation is unnecessary. 

B. Data registration necessary for machine operation 

Input the tool nose R dimension and imaginary tool number to the off set screen 

beforehand. Input a tool nose R dimension to the address R of tool wear offset 

number of tool to be compensated. 

 

 

C. Imaginary Tool Nose Numbers 

Input imaginary tool nose No.0 ~ No.9 in the address t of tool wear offset number of 

the tool to be compensated. 
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D. Startup Block 

The beginning block, which changes the mode from the G40 to the G41 or G42 

mode, is called STARTUP. Tool nose radius compensation activates in the block. 

The tool nose center will be positioned vertically to the block after the start-up block. 

U, V, and W are the directions that is seeing imaginary tool nose from the center of 

tool nose R. Command “1” or “-1” to them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

E. Cancellation of a block 

A block of G40 is called “cancellation block”. Command the U, V and K as 

instructed below. 

Turning Boring 
Axis 

G41 (G42) (G41) (G42) 

X-axis G40 U1 K1 G40 U1 K-1 G40 U-1 K-1 G40 U-1 K1 

Y-axis G40 V1 K1 G40 V1 K-1 G40 V-1 K-1 G40 V-1 K1 
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 If there is no axis move-command in two continuous blocks during tool nose 

radius compensation, normal offset does not wok. 

 The tool nose radius compensation will not function in the G71~G76 and G92 

cycles. 

 The tool nose radius compensation will not function by MDI input. 

 Internal machining of the arc smaller than the radius of tool nose is impossible.

 Grooves smaller than the tool nose diameter cannot be machined. 

 Command the step by straight line when machining a step smaller than the 

radius of tool nose. 

 When commanding the offset No. by T code 00, the offset amount will be zero.

Example: 

Turning Tool nose R dimension R=0.2, Imaginary tool number T=4. 
 T200； 

 T2 ; 
G0 X11.0 Z-0.5 T2 M3 S4000； 

○1 G1 X2.6 F0.2； 

 G41 U-1 W1； 

○2 G1 X4.0 Z0.2 F0.03； 

○3 G1 Z3.0 F0.04； 

○4 G1 X7.464 W3.0； 

 G4 U0.05； 

○5 G1 X9.6 F0.05； 

○6 G1 X10.6 W0.5 F0.03； 

 G40 U1 K1； 

 G0 X11.0； 

Example: 

Tool nose R dimension R=0.1, Imaginary tool number T=1 
 T1400； 

 T14; 
G0 X1.0 Z0.5 M3 S2000； 

 G50 X6.0； 

○1 G0 X9.4； 

 G42 U1 W1； 

○2 G1 X8.0 Z0.7 F0.03； 

○3 G1 W3.8 F0.04； 

○4 G2 X6.0 W1.0 R1.0 F0.03； 

○5 G1 X4.0 F0.04； 

 G40 U-1 K1； 

 G0 Z5.0； 
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7-9-13. Coordinate System Setting, Spindle Maximum Speed Setting (G50) 
A. Coordinate system setting 

Format: 

G50 X(U)……Z(W)……Y(V)…C(H)…； 

 

 Set the current position of each axis to the machine as an absolute 

coordinate system points (X, Z). 

 Input the distance from desired position as a coordinate origin (0. 0) to 

the current tool tip position. In other words, the G50 command 

specifies the absolute coordinate origin position. 

 When specifying by incremental (U, W), it does an addition and 

subtraction calculation with increment value (U, W) and it sets it to the 

already set absolute coordinate system as the new coordinate 

system. 

 Do not command G50 for Z-axis when G120 is set. 

 Command G00 when the M, S and T codes are commanded in the 

next to G50 block. 

 G50 is non-model code available only in the commanded block. Other 

G codes, M, S and T codes cannot be commanded in the same block.

 Command G50 after cancellation of the tool offset and tool nose 

radius compensation. 

 

B. Spindle maximum speed setting 

When using the constant surface speed control, the maximum spindle speed will be 

clamped. 

Format: 

G50 S……； 
 

 Directly command the upper limit of the speed with the numerical 

value that is continuing the address S. 

 This is only available during G96(constant surface speed control) 

mode. 

  Format:: 

  G50 S2000； 
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7-9-14. Macro Program Call (G65~G67) 
A. Macro simple call 

G65 P……L……<argument designation>; 

 

With the above command, the custom macro program that is specified with “P” will 

be called and repeated as same numeral in “L”. 

If the “L” designation is omitted, the custom program will be executed one time. 

If arguments must be specified in the macro program, use <argument designation>. 

“Argument designation” refers to assigning a real number to the “local variables” 

used in the macro program. 

 

B. Macro model call 

G66 P……L……<argument designation>; 

With the above command, the macro program that is specified with “P” will be 

called and repeated same numeral of “L”. And this will be executed as per 

execution of movement command. 

 

G67: This will cancel the model call mode. 
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7-9-15. Multiple Canned Cycle (G70~G76) 
These are canned cycle commands that make programming easier. By commanding a 

finishing shape program, the rough-cutting tool path will be automatically determined. 
 

 Name Remarks 

G70 Finishing cycle 
HEAD1 machining is available during 

T100~T600 tool selection 

G71 Outer diameter rough cutting cycle

G72 End face rough cutting cycle 

G73 Closed loop cutting cycle 

Finishing 

machining 

is possible 

with G70. 

Nose R compensation, 

direct input of drawing 

dimensions and chamfering 

corner R are impossible 

G74 End cut-off cycle 

G75 Outer diameter cut-off cycle 

G76 Automatic thread cutting cycle 

Nose R compensation, Direct input of 

drawing dimensions and Chamfering 

corner R are impossible. 
 

 The G70 to G73 commands are available only in Z-X plane in MEMORY mode.

 Command G00 in the block that is continuing to the G70 to G76 cycle. 

 The value of F, S and T commanded with G70 code will ignore the F, S and T 

code commanded with the G71, G72 or G73, and it will executed the value of 

the F, S and T code commanded between sequence number “ns” to “nf”. 

 Refer to the CNC manufacturer’s (FANUC) operation manual for the details of 

G70~G76. 
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A. End cut-off cycle (G74) 

Cutting chip dispose is possible in the cycle shown below. Omitting the X(U) and P 

enables the cycle for deep-hole-drilling because only the Z-axis moves. 

 
Format: 

G74 R(e)； 

G74 X(U)……Z(W)……P(△i)……Q(△k)……R(△d)……F(△f)； 

 e: Return amount 

 X: X coordinate at point B, Z: Z coordinate at point C 
 U: Incremental amount of A→B, W: Incremental amount of A→C 

 △i: Movement amount in X direction (radius specification). This is 

commanded without code. 
 △k: Cutting amount in Z direction. This is commanded without code.

 △d: Clearance amount at cutting bottom 

 f: Feed rate 

 

 

 

 

Example: 

G00 X17.0 Z0; 

G74 R0.5; 

G74 X5.0 Z20.0 P2000 Q5000 R1.0 F0.05; 
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B. Automatic thread cycle (G76) 

This cycle performs the threading cutting cycle shown in the diagram. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Format: 

G76 P(m)(r)(a)……Q(△dmin)……R(d)； 

G76 X(U)……Z(W)……P(△i)……Q(△k)……R(△d)……F(△f)； 
 

 m: Repetitive count in finishing (1~99).  

This command is model and is not changed until other value is 

commanded. It can also be set by parameter (No. 5142), and the 

parameter value can be changed by a program command. 

 r: Thread finishing (chamfering) amount.  

When the thread lead is expressed with L. the value of L can be set from 

0.0L to 9.9L by 0.1 increment unit (use 2-digit number from 00to 99). This 

command is model and not changed unit other value is commanded. It can 

also be with the parameter (No. 5130), and the parameter value can be 

changed by program command. 

 a: Angel of tool tip (angle of thread ridge).  

One of six kinds of angle; 80, 60, 55, 30, 29 and 0 degrees can be 

selected, and specified by 2-digit number. This command is modal and not 

changed until the other value is commanded. It can also be set by the 

parameter (No. 5143), and the parameter value can be changed by a 

program command. m, r and a are commanded together by address P. 
 △dmin: Maximum cutting amount.  
 If the one-time cutting amount ( 1−Δ−Δ NdNd ) becomes smaller than 

△dmin, it will be clamped to △dmin. This command is model and not 

changed until the other value is commanded. It can also be set by 
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parameter (No. 5140), and the parameter value can be changed by a 

program command. 

 d: Finishing allowance. 

 This command is model and not changed until the other value is 

commanded. It can also be set by parameter (No. 5141), and the 

parameter value can be changed by program command. 

 i: Radius difference at thread portion. 

 If I=0, ordinary straight thread cutting can be made. 

 k: Thread ridge height (Distance in X-axis direction with radius value) 
 △d: First time cutting amount (radius specification) 

 L: Thread lead (same as G32) 

 

Example: 

G00 X18.0 Z15.0； 

G76 P031260 Q100 R0.05； 

G76 X(x) Z35.0 R0 P(k) Q50 F(L)； 

 
Thread cut finishing will be performed if the machine is in a state of M23 

(Chamfering ON) when G76 commanded. 
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7-9-16. Canned Cycle for Drilling (G80, G83, G84, G85, G87, G88) 
The canned cycle for drilling simplified the specified movement with a few blocks by 

using one block command. There are three cycles in the Z-axis direction, and two, in 

the Y-axis for drilling. Refer to the CNC manufacturer’s (FANUC) operation manual for 

the details of G83, G84, G85, and G87. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

○1  to ○4  operations will be executed as one cycle. 

○1 : Rapid feed traverse to the point “R”. 

○2 : Hold machining to bottom of hole. 

○3 : Dwell time at the bottom of hole. 

○4 : Return to the R point or initial point 
 

A. Front drilling cycle (G83), Side drilling cycle (G87) 

Format: 

G83 Z(W)……R……Q……P……F……； 

G87 Y(V)……R……Q……P……F……； 

 

 Z(W): The coordinate command at the bottom of hole by G83. 

 Y(V): The coordinate command at the bottom of hole by G87. 

 R: Distance from the initial point to the point R commanded with 

incremental value. 

 Q: Cutting depth per time with radius value (Command Q1000 

when it is 1 mm) 

 P: Dwell time at the bottom of hole (command P1000 in 1-second 

dwell) 

 F: Cutting feed rate 
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Movement pattern: 

With a Q command, the feed is intermittent; without Q command, the cutting 

feed continues all the way to the bottom of the hole in one movement. Set the 

amount “d” in the parameter No. 5114. 

a. If there is no Q command 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b. If there is a Q command, the parameter No. 5101-bit2=0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c. If there is a Q command, the parameter No. 5101-bit2=1 
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B. Front tapping cycle (G84), Side tapping cycle (G88) 

Format: 

To cooperate with M29 
M29 S……; 

G84 Z(W)……R……P……F……； 

（or G88 Y(V)……R……P……F……；） 

 

 Z(W): The coordinate command at the bottom of hole by G84. 

 Y(V): The coordinate command at the bottom of hole by G88. 

 R: Distance from the initial point to the point R commanded with 

incremental value. 

 P: Dwell time at the bottom of hole (command P1000 in 1-second 

dwell) 

 F: Cutting feed rate 

 

Movement pattern: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The setting of parameter No. 5101-bit6 determines whether reverse rotation at 

the bottom of hole starts with or without a stop of forward rotation. 

Parameter No. 5101-bit6 

=”0” reverse rotation is performed without stopping rotation. 

=”1” reverse rotation is performed after stopping forward rotation. 
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C. Front boring cycle (G85) 

Format: 
G85 Z(W)……R……P……F……； 

 

 

 Z(W): The coordinate command at the bottom of hole by G85. 

 R: Distance from the initial point to the point R commanded with 

incremental value. 

 P: Dwell time at the bottom of hole (command P1000 in 1-second 

dwell) 

 F: Cutting feed rate 
 

Movement pattern: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
D. Canned drilling cycle cancel (G80) 

Commanding G80 will cancel the canned cycle drilling (G83~G85, G87~G88) and 

will execute normal operation. 
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7-9-17. Single Canned Cycle (G90, G92, G94) 
By using this function, it is possible to simplify that the cutting operation such as 

“cutting in → turning (threading) → retract →return” without commanding the G00, 

G01 and G32. 
 

 The M, S and T command is a cutting condition should be commanded in 

the block before the G90, G92 and G94 as a principle. 

 The canned cycle is possible until just before the G code other than the 

01 group is commanded afterG90, G92 and G94. To cancel the canned 

cycle, command G00. (A caution will be required in MDI mode.) 

 The program will not stop when the SINGLE BLOCK key is lit, and 
performs “cutting in → turning (threading) → retract → return” mode.

 
A. Canned cycle table 

 Straight cycle Taper cycle 

G90

G90 X(U)…Z(W)…F…* G90 X(U)…Z(W)…R…F…* 

G92

G92 X(U)…Z(W)…F…* G92 X(U)…Z(W)…R…F…* 

G94

G94 X(U)…Z(W)…F…* G94 X(U)…Z(W)…R…F…* 
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B. Threading cycle (G92) 

1. Straight thread cycle 
Format: 

G92 X(U)……Z(W)……F……； 

F: This specifies the thread lead (L). 

 

This will execute the following cycle○1 ~○4 . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

G00 X(X1)  Z(Z1) (M23)；

G92 X(X2)  Z(Z2) F(L)； 

 X(X3)；  

 X(X4)；  

 …
…  

G00 X……  Z……(M24)；

If M23 (chamfering ON) is active when G92 is commanded, the chamfering will 

be performed. The amount of chamfering γ can be set into the parameter No 

5130 from a range of 0 to 25.5L by 0.1L (unit). 
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θ

2. Taper threading cycle 
Format: 

G92 X(U)……Z(W)……R……F……； 

F: This specifies the thread lead (L). 

 

This will execute the following cycle○1 ~○4 . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For X, command the B position data. The sign of address R is specified by the 

direction from point B to the line that runs through A’. G92 is a model code; 

therefore the block after G92 will execute the taper threading cycle only with a 

cutting in command in the X-axis direction. 

 

Example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

G00 X18.0 Z15.0 M23； 

G92 X16.0 W10.0 R-1.5 F2.0；

 X15.0；  

 X14.0；  

G00 X50.0 Z15.0 M24； 
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7-9-18. Constant Surface Speed Control (G96, G97) 
Controls the spindle speed to specify constant surface speed value in correspondence 

with the X-axis position. 
 

 Both HEAD1 and HEAD2 will be G97 mode when turning the power on.

 HEAD1 operation is a available during T100~T600, T1100~T1400 

command. 

 Maximum spindle speed clamp is available during the command of 

constant spindle speed control ON (G96). 

This S value, also, memorized during constant spindle speed control 

OFF (G97) and when the program is returned to G96, S is valid again. 

(If the power supply is turned off, this memory is deleted.) 

 Constant speed control regulates the surface speed in correspondence 

with X-axis moving command position on program and no offset amount 

will be added. 

 Do not use constant surface speed control in threading. 
 

A. Constant surface speed control ON command 

Format: 

G96 S……； 

S specifies the constant speed. (For mm input, use m/min: For inch input, use 

ft/min.) The constant surface speed control remains active until G97 is 

commanded. 

B. Constant surface speed control OFF command 

Format: 

G97 S……； 

S specifies the speed. If S is not specified, it will be set to the speed of the G96 

command just before command of G97. 

C. Main spindle maximum speed clamp 

Format: 

G50 S……； 

The maximum spindle speed for the constant surface speed control is specified 

with “S” in min-1 afterG50. This commanded will clamp the maximum spindle 

speed. 
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7-9-19. Feed Function Specification (G98, G99) 
These functions will set the cutting feed by mm/rev or mm/min for F command. 

 

 Both HEAD1 and head2 will be G99 mode when turning the power on. 

 Address C or H should not be commanded in the same block. 

 A new feed (F) command and new spindle speeds (S) are required when 

G98~G10.2, G105 are commanded. 

 Feed function commands (G98~G102, G105) are modal, therefore 

command the spindle speed for these commands after commanding the 

feed function. 
 

A. Feed per minute (G98) 

1. Commanding G98 will execute the following F command in mm/min. 

2. If G98 is commanded on the HEAD1, the feed unit of X, Y and Z-axis will be 

mm/min. 

3. If G98 is commanded on the HEAD2, the feed unit of XB-axis and ZB-axis will 

be mm/min. 
 

B. Feed per revolution (G99) 

1. To command G99 will execute the following F command by mm/rev. 

2. If G99 is commanded on the HEAD1, the feed unit of X, Y and Z-axis will be 

[mm/rev] in correspondence with the main spindle rotation. 

3. If G99 is commanded on the HEAD2, the feed unit of XB-axis and ZB-axis will 

be [mm/rev] in correspondence with the main spindle rotation. 
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7-9-20. Cylindrical Interpolation (G107) 
This function commands the liner interpolation (G01) and Circular interpolation (G02, 

G03) with the Z-axis and C-axis, so that performs the machining on the spread 

cylindrical surface. 

 

Format: 

G107 C……； Cylindrical interpolation ON (C: Cylinder radius value) 

G107 C0； Cylindrical interpolation OFF (Cancel) 

 

Coordinate system (Expanded drawing) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Format (Plane selection command) 

G18 H0 W0； Selection of circular interpolation 

plane in cylindrical interpolation 

G02(G03) Z(W)…C(H)…R…F…；  

G18； Standard plane selection 
 

 Command G18 (Z-X plane selection) beforehand. 

 Input the radius. Designation with I and K and not available. 

 On a cylindrical interpolation, tool path with G02 and G03 will be the reverse of 

the standard (G02: CW, 03 CCW). 
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Example: 

T3200； 

T22; 

 

 

G18；  

G98 G97 M05；  

M08；  

M36 S1000；  

G00 Y8.0 Z10.0 C0；  

G107 C2.5；  

G01 Y5.0 F120；  

G01 W10.0 F180；  

G18 H0 W0；  

G03 W5.5 H90.0 R5.5 F150；  

G01 C180.0 F180；  

G02 W5.5 H90.0 R5.5 F150；  

G01 W5.0 F180；  

G01 Z41.0 C90.0 F180；  

G01 Y8.0 F540；  

G18；  

G107 C0；  

M09；  

M38；  

G00；  
 
 

 Do not command the work coordinate system (G50) during the system 

cylindrical interpolation. 

 The rapid traverse positioning (G00, G28, etc) cannot be commanded in 

the cylindrical interpolation mode. 

 Do not turn the cylindrical interpolation ON/OFF during tool node radius 

compensation (G41, G42). 

 You can use the tool nose radius compensation during the cylindrical 

interpolation mode. 
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7-9-21. Polar Coordinate Interpolation (G112, G113) 
Uses Y and C-axes and commands the liner interpolation (G01) and Circular 

interpolation (G02, G03), executes a machining looking from the material end. 

[Available only on HEAD1] 

 

Format: 

G112：Pole coordinate interpolation mode ON 

G113：Pole coordinate interpolation mode OFF (Cancel) 

 

Coordinate system 

 
Circular interpolation format 

G18； 

G02(G03) Y(V)……C(H)……R……F……； 

 

 Command G18 (Z-X plane selection) beforehand. Available only on the 

Z-X plane. 

 On a polar coordinate, G02 and G03 tool path will be the reverse of the 

standard (G02: CW, 03: CCW). 

 To press the RESET key will change to the G113 mode. 

 G codes that can be commanded in the G112 code are G01~G04, 

G40~G42, G65, G98, and G99.G00cannot be commanded. 
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Example: 

T3411； 

T23; 
 

G18；  

G98 M05；  

M08；  

M36 S1000；  

G00 Y20.0 Z10.0 C0 ； …P1

G112；  

G01 W5.0 F200；  

G01 Y8.0 C4.0； …P2

G01 Y-4.0； …P3

G03 V-5.0 H-2.5 R2.5 F150； …P4

G01 C0.0 F200； …P5

G03 Y0 C-4.5 R4.5 F150； …P6

G01 Y8.0 F200； …P7

G01 C4.0；  

G113；  

G00 Y20.0；  

M09；  

M38；  
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7-9-22. Coordinate System Setting (G120, G121) 
When commanding G121, Z-axis coordinate system setting (G120) should be set 

beforehand. 

A. Z-axis coordinate system setting [Available only on HEAD1] 

Format: 

G120 Z……； 

 

 Set the absolute zero point of Z-axis. The absolute zero point means the 

commanded point with G120 Z0 (the material end when cut-off) 

 Command G120 Z0 in a state of the wear offset on HEAD1 cancelled. 

 When only G120 is commanded, it is interpreted as the G120 Z0. 

 Do not command G50 for Z-axis if G120 has been set. 

 

Setting method of Z-axis absolute zero point with G120: 

1. Setting method 1. 
○1  Press either of the MODE key MDI or JOG to turn the light on, and move 

the Z-axis to the desired absolute zero point. 

○2  Command G120 Z0; on HEAD1 in MDI mode. 

 

2. Setting method 2. 
Set the absolute zero point of Z-axis in the MEMORY operation. 

 

Example: 

(HEAD1) 

N0； 

M05； 

M11； 

G28 W0； 

G00 W   ； 

G120 Z0； 

M99； …
…

 

 
 
 

B. Z-axis coordinate setting at re-chucking (G120) [Available only on HEAD1] 
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Format: 

G120 Z……； 

Example: 

(HEAD1)  

G120 Z0； Position of collet unclamp for re-chucking 

M05； Main spindle stop 

G04 U0.1； Dwell 0.1 second 

G0 W30.0；  

M11； Collet unclamp 

G121；  

M10； Collet clamp 

M03 S……； main spindle forward rotation …
…

 

 

 
C. Z-axis coordinate system recovery (G121) [Available only on HEAD1] 

Format: 

G121； 

 

 Once set the Z-axis coordinate system (G120), it will be recovered by 

commanding G121 when turning the main power supply (the main 

breaker) on even it has been turned off the power. The Z-axis will move 

from the current position to G120 Z0 in rapid traverse with G121 

command. Moreover G121 will move the Z-axis to the commanded 

coordinate value. 

 When only G121 commanded, it will be considered that G121 Z0 was 

commanded. 
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7-9-23. Front Off-Center Rigid Tapping Cycle (G484) 
A sequence operation of tapping can be carried out. 

Machining → Reverse, retract 

 Command threading amount with incremental. 

 Use the keep relay conversational setting screen when using the 

2/3-spindle front drilling unit ER 16. 

 Command M38 before G484. 

 A feed function will be G98 mm/min by G484 execution. 

Format: 

M38；                             Power-drive tool will stop. 

G484 W……F……M36 S……T……； 

 W: Threading amount 

 F: Thread pitch 

 S: Tool rotation speed 

 M36: Right-handed thread 

 Command M37 (reverse rotation) for the left-handed screw. 

 T: ID number (11, 12): when the 2-spindle front drilling unit ER16 is used, 

ID number (21, 22, 23): when the 3-spindle front drilling unit ER16 is 

used. 
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Program example: 

(HEAD 1) 

G00 Z-0.5； 

 

T3521； 

T21； 

M05； 

G98 G97; 

M36 S2000； 

M08； 

G00 Y4.0 Z1.5 C0； 

M06； 

G01 W2.5 F60； 

G04 U0.1； 

G00 Z-0.5； 

 

T3522； 

T22； 

G00 Y4.0 Z1.5 M36 S2500； 

G01 W8.5 F100； 

G00 Z-0.5； 
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7-9-24. Y Cross Rigid Tapping Cycle (G784) 
A sequence operation of tapping can be carried out. 

Machining → Reverse, retract 
 

 Command a thread amount of G784 with the address V (incremental). 

 Command M38 before G784 for cross-rigid tapping. Alarm may occur if 

M38 is commanded just before G784. In this case, input dwell between 

M38 and M784, or command M code other than M38. 

 Program example shows a right-handed machining. 

 For the left-handed machining, change “M36” to “M37”. 

 A feed function will be G98 mm/min by G784 execution. 

 

Format: [Available only on HEAD2] 
M38； 

G784 Y(V)_F_M36 S_； 

 V: Threading amount 

 F: Thread pitch 

 S: Tool rotation speed 

 M36: Power-driven tool for cross4-spindle unit forward rotation 

(right-handed screw) 

 Command M37 (reverse rotation) for the left-handed screw. 

 

Program example: 

M5； 

M8； 

G0 C0； 

M6； 

T3100； 

T31； 

G98 G97 M36 S2000； 

G0 Y17.0 Z[11.0+9.0]； 

G1 Y10.0 F60； 

G4 U0.1； 

G0 Y22.0； 

 

T3200； 
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T32； 

M36 S2500； 

G0 Y17.0 Z[11.0+9.0]； 

G1 Y-6.0 F100； 

G4 U0.1； 

G0 Y22.0； 

 

T3300； 

T33； 

G0 Y20.0 Z[11.0+9.0]； 

G784 V-14.0 F0.5 M36 S500；or G784 Y6.0 F0.5 M36 S500; 

 

M38； 

M9； 

G0 Y22.0； 

G99； 
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7-9-25. Back OFF-Center Rigid Cycle (G984) 
A sequence operation of tapping can be carried out. 

Machining → Reverse retract 
 

 Command threading amount with incremental. 

 Command M58 before G984. 

 A feed function will be G98 mm/min by G984 execution. 

 To machine a left-handed screw, change M56 to M57 of back off-center 

rigid tapping cycle. 

 

Format: [Available only on HEAD2] 
M58； 

G984 W……F……M56 S……； 

 

 W: Threading amount 

 F: Thread pitch 

 S: Tool rotation speed 

 M56: Right-handed thread. 

 Command M57 (reverse rotation) for the left-handed screw. 

Program example: 

(HEAD 2) 

M75； 

/T2100； 

/T01； 

/M05； 

/G98 G97 M56 S2000； 

/M8； 

/G0 C0； 

/M6； 

/G00 X-4.0 Z5.0； 

/G01 W3.5 F60； 

/G00 Z0； 

T2200； 

/T02； 

/M56 S2500； 

/G00 X-4.0 Z5.0； 
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/G01 W11.0 F100； 

/G00 Z0； 

T2400； 

/T04； 

/G00 X-4.0 Z3.0； 

/G984 W5.0 F0.5 M56 S500； 

/M58； 

/M9； 

/G00 Z0； 

/G99； 

M76； 
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7-10. HEAD1 Auxiliary Function (M Function) 
HEAD1 side M code table 

Mark ▼ shows the condition of when turning the power on. 

Code Description Code Description 

M00 Program stop M77 Single block unavailable 

M01 Optional stop ▼M78 Single block available 

M03 Main spindle forward rotation M80 No barstock detection ON 

M04 Main spindle reverse rotation M81 No barstock detection OFF 

▼M05 Main spindle stop M82 
Main/Sub spindle synchronous 
rotation control ON 

M06 Main spindle clamp ON ▼M83 
Main/Sub spindle synchronous 
rotation control OFF 

▼M07 Main spindle clamp OFF M84 Parts conveyor ON 

M08 Main C-axis ON ▼M85 Parts conveyor OFF 
▼M09 Main C-axis OFF M88 Cutting feed override 100% ON 

M10 Main collet clamp ▼M89 Cutting feed override 100% OFF 
▼M11 Main collet unclamp M98 Cutting feed override 100% ON 

M20 One cycle stop M99 Cutting feed override 100% OFF 

M21 Error detect ON M110 Sub collet clamp 
▼M22 Error detect OFF ▼M111 Sub collet unclamp 

M23 Chamfering ON M123 High pressure coolant 1, valve4 ON 
▼M24 Chamfering OFF M124 High pressure coolant 1, valve4 OFF

M25 Coolant ON M125 High pressure coolant 1, valve1 ON 
▼M26 Coolant OFF M126 High pressure coolant 1, valve1 OFF

M27 Broken out-off tool detection ON M145 High pressure coolant 1, valve2 ON 

M29 Rigid tapping (front) M146 High pressure coolant 1, valve2 OFF

M36 
Power-driven tool motor forward 
rotation 

M147 High pressure coolant 1, valve3 ON 

M37 
Power-driven tool motor reverse 
rotation 

M148 High pressure coolant 1, valve3 OFF

▼M38 Power-driven tool motor stop Spare M code 

M40 Z-ZB synchronous control ON 

M152~M1
59  

▼M41 Z-ZB synchronous control OFF Wait 

M62 Automatic bar feeder feed torque OFF

M200~M9
99  

▼M63 Automatic bar feeder feed torque ON   

M64 Chip conveyor ON   
▼M65 Chip conveyor OFF   

M75 Bar feeder retract enable   

M76 Bar feeder wait   
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7-10-1. Program stop commands 
M00: Program stop 

When M00 is commanded in the MEMORY mode, the execution of the 

following program is stopped after the block execution is completed.  

Pressing the CYCLE START button will resume the program operation.  

When the program is stopped with M00, the main spindle rotation will stop. 

However, if “ROTATE SPINDLE AT M00” is set to YES on the keep relay 

conversational setting screen, the main spindle will continue rotating. 
 
7-10-2. Optional stop commands 

M01: Optional stop 

When the OPTIONAL STOP key lamp is lit, the machine will stop where M01 

code is executed in the MEMORY mode. Pressing the CYCLE START button 

will resume the program operation. 
 
7-10-3. Main spindle rotation commands 

M03: Main spindle forward rotation 

This command will rotation the main spindle in the forward direction. This 

cannot be commanded during the main C-axis ON (M08), main spindle clamp 

ON (M06) and barstock gripping ON (M112) commands. (Command M09 or 

M13 for M03 execution.) 

M04: Main spindle reverse rotation 

This command will rotation the main spindle in the reverse direction. This 

cannot be commanded during the main C-axis ON (M08), main spindle clamp 

ON (M06) and barstock gripping ON (M112) commands. 

M05: Main spindle stop 

This command will stop the main spindle rotation. 
 
7-10-4. Main spindle clamp ON/OFF commands 

M06: Main spindle clamp ON 

This command will clamp the main spindle. This cannot be commanded during 

the main spindle rotation. 

M07: Main spindle clamp OFF 

This command will release clamp of main spindle. 
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7-10-5. Main C-axis control ON/OFF commands 
M08: Main C-axis ON. 

This command turns C-axis control on. 

M09: Main C-axis OFF 

This command turns the C-axis control off (M07 operation is executed 

automatically at the same time) 
 
7-10-6. Main collet clamp/unclamp commands 

M10: Main collet clamp 

This command will clamp the main collet, and the MAIN COLLET key lamp will 

light. 

M11: Main collet unclamp 

This command will release clamped of main collet, and the MAIN COLLET key 

lamp will go off. 
 
7-10-7. Once cycle stop command 

M20: Once cycle stop 

In every M20 execution, it adds a counter value by 1. 

When the ONE CYCLE key lamp is lit, the program stops at the M20 execution. 

Pressing the CYCLE START button will resume the automatic operation 
 
7-10-8. Error detect ON/OFF 

M21: Error detection ON 

This command is used to avoid corner roundness. 

M22: Error detection OFF 

This command is used to smoothly connect the blocks. The machine is the 

M22 “Error detect OFF” state when the power is turned on. 
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7-10-9. Chamfering commands 
M23: Chamfering ON 

This command will carry out diagonal thread finishing at the completion when 

using the G92 (threading cycle) or G76 (automatic threading cycle) 

commands. 

M24: Chamfering OFF 

This command will not carry out diagonal thread at the completion when using 

the G92 (threading cycle) or G76 (automatic threading cycle) commands. This 

is used when there is an undercut in the threading. 

The machine is the M24 Chamfering OFF“ state when the power is turned on. 
 
7-10-10. Coolant commands 

M25: Coolant ON 

This command is used to start up the coolant motor and discharge of the 

coolant.  

The coolant will be discharges when the COOLANT 1 key switch is set to ON, 

and it will not be discharged when set to OFF. 

When a chip conveyor has been installed and controlled from the machine, a 

signal to turn the chip conveyor on will be output with this M code command. 

M26: Coolant OFF 

This command will stop the coolant motor. 

However, the pump motor does not stop when M25 is commanded on the 

HEAD2 side. 

When a chip conveyor will be installed and controlled from the main unit, a 

signal that will turn on the chip conveyor will be cancelled with this M code 

command. 
 
7-10-11. Broken cut-off tool detection command 

M27: Broken cut-off detection ON 

This will be commanded to detect a breakage of cut-off tool after process of 

parts pickup. 
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7-10-12. Rigid tapping 
M29: Rigid tapping 

The front rigid tapping mode will be commanded. 

Program format: 

G99 M03 S   ；  

M29 S   ； Rigid tap speed: S 

G84 W   F   ； Rigid tap machining length: W, pitch: F 

G80； Rigid tap mode release 
 

 Rigid spindle speed command (S command) is equal to 1500 

min-1 or less. 
 A value of S × F is equal to 10000 mm/min or less. 

 Command G99 beforehand. 

 Command continuously the block of M29 and G84. 

 Set the keep relay “K7.6=1” for the left-handed screw. 
 
7-10-13. Power-driven tool motor rotation commands 

M36: Power-driven tool motor forward rotation 

The power driven toll will rotate in the forward direction. 

Command the speed S at the same time. 

M37: Power-driven tool motor reverse rotation 

The power driven toll will rotate in the reverse direction. 

Command the speed S at the same time. 

M38: Power-driven tool motor stop 

The power driven toll will stop. 
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7-10-14. Z-ZB synchronous control commands 
M40, M41 on HEAD1 and HEAD2 will wait each other. 

M40: Z-ZB synchronous control ON 

The ZB-axis will be synchronized with the Z-axis movement command. 

This can be release by pressing the RESET key. This command is available 

only when the HEAD key SIMUL is selected in MEMORY mode. 

M41: Z-ZB synchronous control OFF 

This command will release the M40. 

After commanding M41 (Z-ZB synchronous control OFF), do not command the 

ZB-axis movement within 2block (3 block for nose radius compensation) on the 

HEAD2 side. 
 
7-10-15. Automatic bar feeder feed torque ON/OFF 

M62: Automatic bar feeder feed torque OFF. 

This command turns the automatic bar feeder feed torque off. 

M63: Automatic bar feeder feed torque ON. 

This command turns the automatic bar feeder feed torque on. 

The machine will be in the M63 (Automatic bar feeder feed torque ON) state 

when turning the power on. 
 
7-10-16. Chip conveyor commands 

This will be available for the chip conveyor which is connected to 3-phase power 

supply terminal block. The signal will be switched off unconditionally when the 

cutting room door is opened. 

M64: Chip conveyor ON 

A signal that is turning on the chip conveyor will be output. 

M65: Chip conveyor OFF 

A signal that is turning on the chip conveyor will be output. 

The machine is the M65 “Chip conveyor OFF” state when the power is turned 

on. 
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7-10-17. SINGLE BLOCK commands 
M77: Single block unavailable 

This command doesn’t stop the operation until the next M78 command even if 

the SINGLE BLOCK key lamp lights up. 

M78: Single block available 

This command releases the single block unavailable (M77). 
 
7-10-18. No barstock detection command 

M80: No barstock detection ON 

Executed the program with “/” code during the no barstock transmitted. This 

function will be cancelled with the no barstock detection OFF. 

The programs with “/” code will be skipped when the no barstock signal is not 

transmitted. This function will be cancelled with the no barstock detection OFF 

(M81). 

If the keep relay is set toK00-bit5=1, the program will wait for the HEAD2 M80. 

M81: No barstock detection OFF 

Executed the program with “/” code from M80 command during the no barstock 

signal transmitted. 

Add the /“ code to the required programs when bar is finished between M80 

and M81. It does not execute the program with “/” code between M80 and M81 

when the no barstock signal is not transmitted. 
 
7-10-19. Main /Sub-spindle synchronous rotation control command 

M82: Main/Sub-spindle synchronous rotation control ON 

When the HEAD key SIMUL is on, the program will wait for the HEAD2 side 

M82, and will carry out synchronous rotation. 

Be sure to put both the HEAD1 and HEAD2 into a G25 status when command 

M82. When the spindle speed fluctuation detection is necessary during spindle 

synchronous rotation control, execute G26 command after commanding M82. 

When the HEAD key HEAD1 is on, it ignores these commands. 

M83: Main/Sub-spindle synchronous rotation control OFF 

When the HEAD key SIMUL is on, the program will wait for the HEAD2 side 

M83, and the synchronous rotation will be released. 

When the HEAD key HEAD1 is on, it ignores these commands. 
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7-10-20. Parts conveyor commands 
M84: Parts conveyor ON 

This command will start up the parts conveyor. If the operation is not 

interrupted, it stops approximately 9 seconds later. (Set the PMC TIMER No. 

6.) 

M85: Parts conveyor OFF 

This command will stop the parts conveyor. 
 
7-10-21. Cutting feed override 100% commands 

M88: Cutting feed override 100% ON 

This command will execute the cutting feed rate with a commanded program 

value. 

The override (0~150%) setting will be ignored, and reset to 100% instead. 

M89: Cutting feed override 100% OFF 

The cutting feed rate will be the speed obtained by multiplying the override 

(0~150%) with the commanded program value, and override will be available. 
 
7-10-22. Subprogram call command 

M98: Subprogram call 

e.g.) This command: M98 P51234; will call the program O1234 and repeat it 

five times. 
 
7-10-23. End of program command 

M99: End of program 

This is commanded at the end of the HEAD1 side main and subprogram. 

When this is commanded on the HEAD1 side main program, the program will 

return to the head of the HEAD1 side main program. And commanded on the 

HEAD1 side subprogram, the program will return to the HEAD1 side main 

program. 
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7-10-24. Sub-collet clamp/unclamp commands 
These commands are available only when the HEAD key SIMUL is selected in 

MEMORY mode. 

M110: Sub-collet clamp 

This command will clamp the sub-spindle collet, and the SUB COLLET key will 

light. 

M111: Sub-collet unclamp 

This command will unclamp the sub-spindle collet, and the SUB COLLET key 

light will go off. 
 
7-10-25. Spare M code output commands 

M152: Spare M code 1 ON 

This command turns on the contact of the spare M code output 1. (It closes) 

M153: Spare M code 1 OFF 

This command turns on the contact of the spare M code output 1. (It opens) 

M154: Spare M code 2 ON 

This command turns on the contact of the spare M code output 2. (It closes) 

M155: Spare M code 2 OFF 

This command turns on the contact of the spare M code output 2. (It opens) 

M156: Spare M code 3 ON 

This command turns on the contact of the spare M code output 3. (It closes) 

M157: Spare M code 3 OFF 

This command turns on the contact of the spare M code output 3. (It opens s) 

M158: Spare M code 4 ON 

This command turns on the contact of the spare M code output 4. (It closes) 

M159: Spare M code 4 OFF 

This command turns on the contact of the spare M code output 4. (It opens) 
 
7-10-26. Wait commands 

M200~M999: Wait 
M codes from M200 to M999 can be used as wait command. 

During the SIMUL operation, the program will not advance to the next block 

until the same 3-digit number M code as on HEAD1 will be commanded in the 

HEAD2 side. 
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7-11. HEAD2 Auxiliary Function (M Function) 
HEAD2 side M code table 

Mark ▼ shows the condition of when turning the power on. 
Code Description Code Description 

M00 Program stop M75 HEAD2 machining block skip available 

M01 Optional stop M76 
HEAD2 machining block skip 
unavailable 

M03 Sub spindle forward rotation M77 Single block unavailable 

M04 Sub spindle reverse rotation ▼M78 Single block available 
▼M05 Sub spindle stop M80 No barstock detection ON 

M06 Sub spindle clamp ON M81 No barstock detection OFF 

▼M07 Sub spindle clamp OFF M82 
Main/Sub spindle synchronous rotation 
control ON 

M08 Sub C-axis ON ▼M83
Main/Sub spindle synchronous rotation 
control OFF 

▼M09 Sub C-axis OFF M84 Parts conveyor ON 

M10 Sub collet clamp ▼M85 Parts conveyor OFF 
▼M11 Sub collet unclamp M88 Cutting feed override 100% ON 

M14 Air blow ON ▼M89 Cutting feed override 100% OFF 

M15 Air blow OFF M98 Sub program call 

M20 One cycle stop M99 End of program 

M21 Error detect ON M120 Parts ejector forward / retract (op.) 
▼M22 Error detect OFF M121 Parts ejector forward (adjusting) (op.) 

M23 Chamfering ON M123 High pressure coolant 2, valve4 ON 
▼M24 Chamfering OFF M124 High pressure coolant 2, valve4 OFF 

M25 Coolant ON M125 High pressure coolant 2, valve1 ON 
▼M26 Coolant OFF M126 High pressure coolant 2, valve1 OFF 

M27 Parts pick-up/ejecting detection ON M145 High pressure coolant 2, valve2 ON 

M29 Rigid tapping (back) M146 High pressure coolant 2, valve2 OFF 

M40 Z-ZB synchronous control ON M147 High pressure coolant 2, valve3 ON 
▼M41 Z-ZB synchronous control OFF M148 High pressure coolant 2, valve3 OFF 

M56 
Power-driven tool motor for back 
machining forward rotation 

M152~ 
M159

Spare M code 

▼M57 
Power-driven tool motor for back 
machining reverse rotation 

  

M58 
Power-driven tool motor for back 
machining stop 

  

M64 Chip conveyor ON   
▼M65 Chip conveyor OFF   
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7-11-1. Program stop commands 
M00: Program stop 

When M00 is commanded in the MEMORY mode, the execution of the 

following program is stopped after the block execution is completed.  

Pressing the CYCLE START button will resume the program operation.  

When the program is stopped with M00, the sub spindle rotation will stop. 

 
7-11-2. Optional stop commands 

M01: Optional stop 

When the OPTIONAL STOP key lamp is lit, the machine will stop where M01 

code is executed in the MEMORY mode. Pressing the CYCLE START button 

will resume the program operation. 

 
7-11-3. Sub spindle rotation commands 

M03: Sub spindle forward rotation 

This command will rotation the sub spindle in the forward direction. This cannot 

be commanded during the sub spindle indexing. (Command M09 or M59) 

M04: Sub spindle reverse rotation 

This command will rotation the sub spindle in the reverse direction. This cannot 

be commanded during the sub spindle indexing. (Command M09 or M59) 

M05: Sub spindle stop 

This command will stop the sub spindle rotation. 

 
7-11-4. Sub spindle clamp ON/OFF commands 

M06: Sub spindle clamp ON 

This command will clamp the main spindle. This cannot be commanded during 

the sub spindle rotation. 

M07: Sub spindle clamp OFF 

This command will release clamp of sub spindle. 
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7-11-5. Sub C-axis control ON/OFF commands 
M08: Sub C-axis ON. 

This command turns C-axis control on. 

M09: Sub C-axis OFF 

This command turns the C-axis control off. (M07 operation is executed 

automatically at the same time) 

 
7-11-6. Sub collet clamp/unclamp commands 

M10: Sub collet clamp 

This command will clamp the sub collet, and the SUB COLLET key lamp will 

light. 

M11: Sub collet unclamp 

This command will release clamped of sub collet, and the SUB COLLET key 

lamp will go off. 

 
7-11-7. Air blow commands 

M14: Air blow ON 
This command starts blowing air from the sub-spindle air blow unit. 

M15: Air blow OFF 

This command stops blowing air from the sub-spindle air blow unit. 

 
7-11-8. Once cycle stop command 

M20: Once cycle stop 

When the ONE CYCLE key lamp is lit, the program stops at the M20 execution. 

Pressing the CYCLE START button will resume the program operation 

 
7-11-9. Error detect ON/OFF 

M21: Error detection ON 

This command is used to avoid corner roundness. 

M22: Error detection OFF 

This command is used to smoothly connect the blocks.  

The machine is the M22 “Error detect OFF” state when the power is turned on. 
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7-11-10. Chamfering commands 
M23: Chamfering ON 

This command will carry out diagonal thread finishing at the completion when 

using the G92 (threading cycle) or G76 (automatic threading cycle) 

commands. 

M24: Chamfering OFF 

This command will not carry out diagonal thread at the completion when using 

the G92 (threading cycle) or G76 (automatic threading cycle) commands. This 

is used when there is an undercut in the threading. 

The machine is the M24 Chamfering OFF“ state when the power is turned on. 

 
7-11-11. Coolant commands 

M25: Coolant ON 

This command is used to start up the coolant motor and discharge of the 

coolant.  

The coolant will be discharges when the COOLANT 1 key switch is set to ON, 

and it will not be discharged when set to OFF. 

When a chip conveyor has been installed and controlled from the machine, a 

signal to turn the chip conveyor on will be output with this M code command. 

M26: Coolant OFF 

This command will stop the coolant motor. 

However, the pump motor does not stop when M25 is commanded on the 

HEAD1 side. 

When a chip conveyor will be installed and controlled from the main unit, a 

signal that will turn on the chip conveyor will be cancelled with this M code 

command. 
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7-11-12. Parts pickup/ejecting detection commands 
This command will be ignored when the DRY RUN key lamp will light. 

M27: Parts pickup detection ON 
This commanded in state of the sub collet clamp. If the parts pickup fails, the 

machine will enter the feed hold state and will trigger an alarm. 

M27: Parts ejection detection ON 
This is commanded in the sub collet unclamp. If the parts ejection will fail, both 

the HEAD1 and HEAD2 sides program will enter single block stop and will 

trigger an alarm. After ejecting parts, press the CYCLE START button to restart 

the operation. 
 
7-11-13. Rigid tapping 

M29: Rigid tapping 

The back rigid tapping mode will be commanded. 

Program format: 

G99 M03 S   ；  

M29 S   ； Rigid tap speed: S 

G84 W   F   ； Rigid tap machining length: W, pitch: F 

G80； Rigid tap mode release 
 

 Rigid spindle speed command (S command) is equal to 1500 

min-1 or less. 
 A value of S × F is equal to 10000 mm/min or less. 

 Command G99 beforehand. 

 Command continuously the block of M29 and G84. 
Set the keep relay “K7.6=1” for the left-handed screw. 
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7-11-14. Z-ZB synchronous control commands 
M40, M41 on HEAD1 and HEAD2 will wait each other. 

M40: Z-ZB synchronous control ON 

The ZB-axis will be synchronized with the Z-axis movement command. 

This can be release by pressing the RESET key. This command is available 

only when the HEAD key SIMUL is selected in MEMORY mode. 

M41: Z-ZB synchronous control OFF 

This command will release the M40. 

After commanding M41 (Z-ZB synchronous control OFF), do not command the 

ZB-axis movement within 2 block (3 block for tool nose radius compensation) 

on the HEAD2 side. 
 
7-11-15. Power-driven motor for back machining commands 

M56: Power-driven forward rotation 
This command will rotate the power-driven motor in the forward direction. 

Command the spindle speed (S command) at the same time. 

M57: Power-driven motor reverse rotation 
This command will rotate the power-driven motor in the reverse direction. 

Command the spindle speed (B command) at the same time. 

M58: Power-driven motor stop 
This command will stop the power-driven motor rotation. 

 
7-11-16. Chip conveyor commands 

M64: Chip conveyor ON 

A signal that is turning on the chip conveyor will be output. 

M65: Chip conveyor OFF 

A signal that is turning on the chip conveyor will be output. 

The machine is the M65 “Chip conveyor OFF” state when the power is turned 

on. 
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7-11-17. HEAD2 machining block skip command 
M75: HEAD2 machining block skip available 

When the sub-collet is unclamped, “/’ code programs to the “HEAD2 machining 

block skip cancel” (M76) will be skipped. 

When the sub collet is clamped, “/”code programs to the “HEAD2 machining 

block skip cancel” (M76) will be executed. 

If the [SKIP “/” BETWEEN M75 & M76 AT WORK OUT] on the keep relay 

conversational setting screen is set to YES, the “/” programs between M75 and 

M76 will be skipped. If the parts ejection detector is used; (the keep relay is set 

to K5.3=1), the “/” programs until M76 will be skipped regardless of the sub 

collet clamp/unclamp state. 

M76: HEAD2 machining block skip unavailable 
The HEAD2 machining block skip available command (M75) will be released. 

 
7-11-18. SINGLE BLOCK commands 

M77: Single block unavailable 

This command doesn’t stop the operation until the next M78 command even if 

the SINGLE BLOCK key lamp lights up. 

M78: Single block available 

This command releases the single block unavailable (M77). 

 
7-11-19. No barstock detection command 

M80: No barstock detection ON 

Executed the program with “/” code during the no barstock transmitted. This 

function will be cancelled with the no barstock detection OFF. 

The programs with “/” code will be skipped when the no barstock signal is not 

transmitted. This function will be cancelled with the no barstock detection OFF 

(M81). If the keep relay is set toK0.5=1, the program will wait for the HEAD1 

M80. 

M81: No barstock detection OFF 

Executed the program with “/” code from M80 command during the no barstock 

signal transmitted. 

Add the /“ code to the required programs when bar is finished between M80 

and M81. It does not execute the program with “/” code between M80 and M81 

when the no barstock signal is not transmitted. 
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7-11-20. Main /Sub-spindle synchronous rotation control command 
M82: Main/Sub-spindle synchronous rotation control ON 

When the HEAD key SIMUL is on, the program will wait for the HEAD1 side 

M82, and will carry out synchronous rotation. 

Be sure to put both the HEAD1 and HEAD2 into a G25 status when command 

M82. When the spindle speed fluctuation detection is necessary during spindle 

synchronous rotation control, execute G26 command after commanding M82. 

When the HEAD key HEAD2 is on, it ignores these commands. 

M83: Main/Sub-spindle synchronous rotation control OFF 

When the HEAD key SIMUL is on, the program will wait for the HEAD1 side 

M83, and the synchronous rotation will be released. 

When the HEAD key HEAD2 is on, it ignores these commands. 

 
7-11-21. Parts conveyor commands 

M84: Parts conveyor ON 

This command will start up the parts conveyor. If the operation is not 

interrupted, it stops approximately 9 seconds later. (Set the PMC TIMER No. 

6.) 

M85: Parts conveyor OFF 

This command will stop the parts conveyor. 

 
7-11-22. Cutting feed override 100% commands 

M88: Cutting feed override 100% ON 

This command will execute the cutting feed rate with a commanded program 

value. 

The override (0~150%) setting will be ignored, and reset to 100% instead. 

M89: Cutting feed override 100% OFF 

The cutting feed rate will be the speed obtained by multiplying the override 

(0~150%) with the commanded program value, and override will be available. 
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7-11-23. Subprogram call command 
M98: Subprogram call 

e.g.) This command: M98 P51234; will call the program O1234 and repeat it 

five times. 
 
7-11-24. End of program command 

M99: End of program 

This is commanded at the end of the HEAD2 side main and subprogram. 

When this is commanded on the HEAD2 side main program, the program will 

return to the head of the HEAD2 side main program. And commanded on the 

HEAD2 side subprogram, the program will return to the HEAD2 side main 

program. 
 
7-11-25. Spare M code output commands 

M152: Spare M code 1 ON 

This command turns on the contact of the spare M code output 1. (It closes) 

M153: Spare M code 1 OFF 

This command turns on the contact of the spare M code output 1. (It opens) 

M154: Spare M code 2 ON 

This command turns on the contact of the spare M code output 2. (It closes) 

M155: Spare M code 2 OFF 

This command turns on the contact of the spare M code output 2. (It opens) 

M156: Spare M code 3 ON 

This command turns on the contact of the spare M code output 3. (It closes) 

M157: Spare M code 3 OFF 

This command turns on the contact of the spare M code output 3. (It opens s) 

M158: Spare M code 4 ON 

This command turns on the contact of the spare M code output 4. (It closes) 

M159: Spare M code 4 OFF 

This command turns on the contact of the spare M code output 4. (It opens) 
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7-12. Sub Program Function 
When there is fixed-command-sequence or the repeat patterns are in the program, the 

program can be simplified registering in the CNC memory as the subprogram. 

 

Commanding method: 

M98 P△△△ □□□□； 

 

 M98: Subprogram call 
 △△△: Number of repetitions (3-digit commands are available). It can be 

omitted for a single call. 
 □□□□: Subprogram number 

 

 

M99 P◇◇◇◇； 

 

 When this is commanded at the end of a subprogram, the program will 

return to the sequence number specified with P in the main program. 

 When this is commanded in the main program, the program will return to 

the sequence number specified with P in the main program. 
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8. Program Pattern 

A. Positional Relation Diagram 

Z-axis stroke: 207 st, (Module spindle type:120mm / 50mm for Bush / Bushless type) 

ZB-axis stroke: 180 st. 
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B. Program Pattern 
1. Command the M200 (wait code) in the block just before M20. 
2. Command M27 (broken cutoff tool detector ON) into the HEAD1 side program 

after execution of cutting off with T100 and parts pickup.  
Command M27 after T100 in the start-up program. 

 
HEAD1 HEAD2 

O1234； 
G97； 
G99 M03 S500； 
M11； 
G00 Z0； 
M200； 
M20； 
M10； 
T100； 
M27； 
G00 Z-0.5 M25； 

O1234； 
G99 M05； 
G28 W0； 
T2000； 
M200； 
M20； 
 

Front machining Back machining 
T2900； 
Parts ejection 

M82； 
T100； 
Cutoff 

T2000； 
M82； 
Parts pick-up 

M83； 
No bar stock detection 
M99； 

M83； 
M99； 

N0； (Setting Z0 in the program) 
M99； 
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8.1. Program Pattern for the HEAD1 Machining 
A. Setting the Z-axis Coordinate System [commanding on HEAD1 side] 

1. Format 
G 120 Z_; 

 

 Set the absolute zero point of Z-axis. The absolute zero point means 

the commanded point with G120 Z0 (the material end when cut-off) 

 Before commanding G131 on HEAD2, you need to command the 

Z-axis coordinate system (G 120 Z0) on HEAD1. 

 When only G120 is commanded, it is interpreted as the G120 Z0. 

 Do not command G50 for Z-axis if G 120 has been set. 

 

2. Setting method of Z-axis absolute zero point with G120 

 Setting method 1 

a. Press the MODE key MEMORY to turn the light on. 

b. Press the DRY RUN key to turn the light on. 

c. Press the HEAD key HEAD1 to turn the light on. 

d. Press the PROGRAM key. 

e. Press the Z-AXIS STRKE CHECK key to turn the light on. 

 (The program will be automatically one cycle stop available state.) 

f. Press the CYCLE START button. 

This executes the program in one cycle and the Z-axis maximum 

stroke will be set on the machining data screen. 

g. After one cycle stop, press the HEAD key SIMUL and the MODE key 

MACRO to turn the light on. 

h. Press the INITIAL POSITION key to turn the light on. 

i. Press the CYCLE START button. This moves Z-axis to the absolute 

zero point, X-axis to the cut-off complete position, and will move the 

other axis to the reference point. Also G120 Z0 setting for Z-axis will 

be performed. 

 

 Setting method 2 

a. Press either of the MODE key MDI or JOG to turn the light on to 

move the Z-axis to the desired absolute zero point. 

b. Command G120 Z0; on HEAD1 side in MDI mode. 
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 Setting method 3 

Set the absolute zero point of Z-axis in the MEMORY operation. 

Program example: 
[HEAD 1] 
N0; 
M5; 
M11; 
G00 T00; 
G28 W0; 
G00 W……; 
G120 Z0; 
M99; 

…
…

 

 

3. Z-axis coordinate system recovery (G121) [Available only on HEAD1 side] 

Format: 

G121; 

 

 Once set the Z-axis coordinate system (G120), it will be recovered by 

commanding G121 when turning the main power supply (the main 

breaker) on even it has been turned off the power. The Z-axis will move 

from the current position to G120 Z0 in rapid traverse with G121 

command. Moreover G121 will move the Z-axis to the commanded 

coordinate value. 

 When only G121 is commanded, it is considered at the G121 Z0. 
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B. Program Beginning 
(HEAD 1)  

O1234； Program number 
G40 G97 M09； Tool nose radius compensation cancel, Constant surface 

speed control cancel, Main C-axis OFF 
G99 M03 S500； Feed per revolution, main spindle forward rotation, 500min-1 
M11； Main collet unclamp 
G00 Z0； Move to Z0 in rapid traverse, tool offset cancel 
M200； Waiting for M200 on HEAD2 side 
M20； One cycle stop 
M10； Main collet clamp 
T100； Cutoff tool selection (T100 is exclusive use for cutoff tool) 
M27； Broken cutoff tool detection ON 
G00 Z-0.5 M25； A material retracts from the cutoff tool in rapid traverse, coolant 

ON 
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C. No Bar Stock Detection Program 
(HEAD1) 
M80； 
/G00 X(material diameter + 1.0) W-0.5； 
/G00 W(cutoff tool width)； 
/M98 P7200； 
M81； 
M99； 

 Always add a “/” (slash code) to the head of the process between M80and 

M81. The program will execute these blocks only when the no barstock 

signal is received. 

 Determine the subprogram O7200 according to the following specifications. 

Refer to the next example and register into the CNC memory. 

 
O7200 
G99 G97 M3 S150； 
G1 W-45 F10.0； 
G0 X22.0 M26； 
M62； 
G4 U.5； 
M11； 
G4 U.2； 
M75； 
M00； 
M10； 
G4 U.2； 
M63； 
G1 W45.0 F6.0； 
M25； 
T100； 
G99 G97 M3 S1800； 
G0 X22.0； 
G1 X-1.8 F.03； 
G4 U.1； 
M5； 
M27； 
G4 U.1； 
M11； 
G4 U.1； 
G0 Z0； 
G4 U.1； 
M10； 
M99； 
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D. Turning 

Machining drawing: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Program example: 
(HEAD 1) 
T200； 
T02; 
G00 X16.0 Z-0.5 M03 S2500； 
G01 X8.0 F0.1； 
G01 X10.0 Z0.5 F0.02； 
G01 Z15.0 F0.03； 
G04 U0.05； 
G01 X10.8 F0.02； 
G02 X14.0 W1.6 R1.6 F0.02； 
G01 Z25.0 F0.04； 
G04 U0.03； 
G01 X16.0 W1.0 F0.02； 
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E. Circular Interpolation 

This command will move the tool from the current position to a specified 

position in an arc of the commanded radius. The R (radius) value of the circular 

interpolation command can be commanded less than 1800. If the value is 1800 or 

more, divide the value into two blocks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HEAD1 side formats: 
Z-X Plane 

T100~T600 
T1100~T1400 

G18 
G02 
G03 

X(U)……Z(W)……R……F……；  

Y-Z Plane 
T1100~T1400 

G19 
G02 
G03 

Y(V)……Z(W)……R……F……；  

X-Y Plane 
T3100~T3400 

G17 
G02 
G03 

X(U)……Y(V)……R……F……；  

Z-X Plane 
T3100~T3400 

G 18 
G02 
G03 

X(U)……Z(W)……R……F……；  

Y-Z Plane 
T3100~T3400 

G19 
G02 
G03 

Y(V)……Z(W)……R……F……；  

 

HEAD2 side format 

ZB-XB Plane  
G02 
G03 

X(U)……Z(W)……R……F……；  

 

 X, Z: End point coordinates of arc. 
 R: Arc radius value. 
 F: Feed rate along the arc. 
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Machining drawing: 
(HEAD1) 

T200； 

T02; 

M03 S5000； 

G00 X8.0 Z-0.5； 

G00 X3.0； 

G01 Z3.0 F0.03； 

G03 X7.0 Z5.0 R2.0 F0.02； 

G01 X8.0 F0.05； 

 

 

 

Machining drawing: 
(HEAD1) 

T300； 

T03; 

M03 S5000； 

G00 X8.0 Z6.0 ； 

G00 X7.0 F0.03； 

G02 X3.0 Z8.0 R2.0 F0.02； 

G01 Z11.5 F0.03； 

G01 X8.0 F0.1； 
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F. Single Point Threading 

Machining drawing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Program example: (Use wedge type 15mm-overhang tool adapter) 

(HEAD 1)  
T600；  
T06;  
M03 S2000；  
G00 X17.0 Z27.0； The Z-axis command value includes a tool nose 

shifting amount (15+2) mm. 
G00 X11.0 M24； Chamfering OFF 
G01 X8.63 F0.03； Under cut machining (minor diameter)-(0.02~0.1) 
G00 X13.0； The start point of X is greater than the tread diameter 

+2P 
M03 S1000；  
G04 U1.0； Rotation waiting time 
G92 X9.58 W9.0 F1.0；  
X9.26；  
X9.03；  
X8.93；  
X8.83；  
G00 X17.0 S    ；  

 

 Chamfering ON/OFF 

 M23 (ON): There is incomplete thread portion. 

M24 (OFF): There is no incomplete thread portion. 
 The chamfering width L is set in the parameter #5130 in units of 0.1 lead. 

The initial value is 10, so that L is set at 1 lead. 
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G. Drilling 

Machining drawing: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Program example: 

(When using the Drill Sleeve ER 16 installed on the 4-spindle Sleeve Holder.) 

(Center T1100; Drilling T1200) 

(HEAD 1)  
G00 Z-0.5； Main spindle retract 
T1100；  
T11;  
M03 S2000；  
G00 Z5.0； Z direction positioning 
G01 W2.2 F0.03； Centering 
G00 Z-0.5； Main spindle retract 
T1200；  
T12;  
M03 S2500；  
G00 Z5.0； Z direction positioning 
G01 W8.5 F0.04； Drilling 
G00 Z-0.5； Main spindle retract 

 

 G00 Z_; Adjust the value according to the tool installation length. 

 G191 Z_; Input the tool collision check position for the front-machining tool 

in Z value. 

 G190, G191 Z_ are modal commands. 
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H. Tap and Die Machining 

Machining drawing: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Program example: 

(When using the Die Sleeve 25mm installed to the 4-spindle sleeve holder. Die T1300) 
(HEAD 1)  
G00 Z-0.5； Main spindle retracts 
T1300；  
T13;  
M03 S500；  
G00 Z10.0； Z direction positioning 
G99；  
G25；  
G84 W5.0 F1.0； Die machining 
G00 Z-0.5； Main spindle retract 
G26；  

 

 The program example shows a machining of right-handed screw. 
 To machining a left-handed screw, change M03 to M04. 
 G00 Z_; Adjust the value according to the tool installation length. 
 Adjust the value of G184 W5.0 after actual machining. 
 G191 Z_; Input the tool collision check position for the front machining tool 

in Z value. 
 G190, G191 Z_ are modal commands. 
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I. Front Rigid Tapping 

Machining drawing: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Program example: 

(When using the Drill sleeve ER16 installed on the 4-spindle sleeve holder. Drill sleeve T1400) 

(HEAD 1)  
G00 Z-0.5； Main spindle retract 
T1400；  
T14;  
G00 Z1.5; Z direction positioning 
G99 M03 S100；  
M29 S1000； Rigid tapping rotation command 
G84 W5.0 F0.8； Front tapping W = Parts thread length, F = thread pitch 
G80； Rigid tapping cancel 
G00 Z-0.5； Main spindle retract 
G00 T00；  

 

 Command G99 M03 or G99 M04, before commanding M29. 

 Command M29 block and G84 block continuously. 

 The program example shows a machining of right-handed screw. 

 When machining a left-handed screw, command G99 M4. 

 Maximum spindle speed at rigid tapping is 1500min-1. 

 G00 Z_; Adjust the value according to the tool installation length. 

 Adjust the value of G84W5.0 after actual machining. 

 G191 Z_; Input the tool collision check position for the front-machining tool 

in Z value. 

 G190, G191 Z_ are modal commands. 
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J. Boring 

Installing a boring tool at the T1100~T1400 position and perform boring. 

Machining drawing: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Program example: 

When processing by turning the edge of a tool upward (towards the +X direction) 

<Machining on the X-Z plane> 
T1300； 
T13 ; 
G0 X0 Z5.0M3 S2400； 
G50 X4.0； 
G0 X8.4； 
G1 X7.0 W0.7 F0.03； 
G1 W4.3 F0.04； 
G2 X6.0 W0.5 R0.5 F0.03； 
G4 U0.1； 
G1 Z5.0 F0.5； 

Program example: 

When processing by turning the edge of the tool backward (towards the + Y 

direction) 

<Machining on the Y-Z plane> 
T1300； 
T13;  
G0 Y0 Z5.0 M3 S2400； 
G50 Y4.0； 
G19； 
G0 Y8.4； 
G1 Y7.0 W0.7 F0.03； 
G1 W4.3 F0.04； 
G3 Y6.0 W0.5 R0.5 F0.03； 
G4 U0.1； 
G1 Z5.0 F0.5； 
G18； 
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K. Main Spindle Indexing 

Specifications: 

Main spindle C-axis control, Command the main spindle initial indexing with 

address C (absolute). The direction of position indexing equals to the M03 

direction of main spindle rotation. 

Address of angle command: 
Absolute command C 

Incremental command H 

(Example) 
Commanding value Rotating angle 

C1.0 1° 

H1.0 1° 

Command code related to C-axis: 
M06 Main spindle clamp ON 
M07 Main spindle clamp OFF 
M08 Main C-axis ON 
M09 Main C-axis OFF (M07 is processed at the same time.)
G00 C…；or C00 H…； Angle indexing 

Program example: 
(HEAD 1) 
M05； 
M08； 
G00 C0； 
M06； …

 

M07； 
G00 C90.0； 
M06； …

 

M07； 
G00 H180.0； 
M06； …

 

M09； 
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L. Cross Drilling and Cross Tapping 

During the cross drilling and cross tapping, be sure to input a Z-axis 

coordinate command (absolute value) to the G00 (positioning) block after the tool 

selection. The program example omits a centering. Input the program of 

centering for actual program. Centering can be executed by the same method as 

the drilling program. 

 

Machining drawing: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To perform a tapping by a power-driven tool installed on the cross 5-spindle unit, 

use the Y cross-rigid tap cycle (G784). 

 Command a thread amount of G784 with the address V (incremental). 

 Command M38 before G784. 

Alarm may occur if M38 is commanded just before G784. In this case, 

input dwell between M38 and M784, or command M code other than M38. 

 Program example shows a right-handed machining. 

 For the left-handed machining, change “M36” to “M37”. 

 A feed function will be G98 mm/min by G784 execution. 
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Program example: (Drilling T3200; Tapping T3300) 

(HEAD 1)  
T3200； Tool selection 
T22;  
M05； Main spindle stops 
G98 G97；  
M36 S2000； Y power-driven tool forward rotation 2000min-1 
M08； Main C-axis ON 
G00 Y25.0 Z34.0 C0； Y=16+(0.5X2)+(25-21)X2=-5.0， 

Z=23+11=34.0 
Y power-driven tool shift 11mm in Z direction 

M06； Main spindle clamp ON 
G01 V-30.0 F80； Drilling 
G01 Y30.0 F100； Drill retract 
T3300； Tool selection 
T23;  
G00 Y-2.0 Z34.0； Y=16+(2.0X2)+(25-36)X2=-2.0 Z=23+11=34.0 is always 

commanded after tool selection 
M38； Y power-driven tool stops 
G784 V-16.0 F160 M36 S500；Threading: V=screw length on drawing×2 
M07； Main spindle clamp OFF 
M38； Y power-driven tool stops 
M09； Main C-axis OFF 
G00 Y30.0； Offset cancel 
G99；  

 

Positioning: 

Y = material diameter +(allowance ×2)+[(tool length – standard tool length) ×2] 

(Standard tool length=The tool length to the center of guide bush at Y1 positioning. 

Z = machining position on drawing + shift amount of tool in the Z direction 

 Adjust the numerical value of G784 V-16.0 after actual manufacturing. 
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M. Front Off-Center Drilling/Tapping 

Milling can also be performed. 
Machining drawing: 

 
Program example: 
(When using the 3-spindle Front Drilling Unit ER16 that is installed on T34 position.) 

(Center T3421, Drill T3422, Tap T3423) 
(HEAD 1)  
G00 Z-0.5；  
T3521； Tool selection 
T21;  
M05； Main spindle stops 
G98 G97； Feed per revolution for Y power-driven tool 
M36 S2000； Y power-driven tool forward rotation 2000min-1

M08； Main C-axis ON 
G00 Y4.0 Z1.5 C0； Positioning, Main spindle indexing 
M06； Main spindle clamp ON 
G01 W2.5 F60； Centering 
G04 U0.1；  
G00 Z-0.5； Main spindle retract 
  
T3522； Tool selection 
T22;  
G00 Y4.0 Z1.5; 
M37 S2500； 

Positioning, Y power-driven tool forward 
rotation 2500min-1 

G01 W8.5 F100； Drilling 
G00 Z-0.5； Main spindle retract 
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T3523； Tool selection 
T23;  
G00 Y4.0 Z1.5 M38； Positioning, Y power-driven tool stops 
M06； Main spindle clamp ON 
G04 U0.1；  
G484 W6.0 F0.7 M36 S500 T23； Rigid tapping 
M07； Main spindle clamp OFF 
G00 Z-0.5 M38； Main spindle retract, Y power-driven tool 

stops 
M09； Main C-axis OFF 
G99；  

 
 T23 (T code) of the G484 block does not mean tool offset, it is ID number. 
 Command T11 into G484 block to execute rigid tapping by a tool on T3411 or 
T3511. 

 Command T12 into G484 block to execute rigid tapping by a tool on T3412 or 
T3512. 

 Command T21 into G484 block to execute rigid tapping by a tool on T3421 or 
T3521. 

 Command T22 into G484 block to execute rigid tapping by a tool on T3422 or 
T3522. 

 Command T23 into G484 block to execute rigid tapping by a tool on T3423 or 
T3523. 

 Program example shows a right-handed machining. 
 For left-handed machining, change “M36” to “M37”. 
 G00 Z_; Adjust the value according to the tool installation length. 
 G191 Z_: Input the tool collision check position for the front-machining tool in Z 
value. 

For the safety reason, a minimum positioning value of Z-direction is set to Z1.5 
when commanding T1100~T1400, T3411, T3412, T3511, T3512, T3421~T3423 
and T3521~T3523 for the program of “front rigid-tapping” and “front off-center 
drill/tapping”. 
 G190, G191 Z_ are modal commands. 
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X=(D+d)+α
Y=(A+H-21)X2

A:Tool length
α:The clearance between material and tool
D:Material diameter
d:Tool diameter
H:The cutting height from the center of material

N. Milling 

Machining drawing: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Program example: 

(HEAD1)  
T3400； T3400 Tool selection 
T24;  
M05； Main spindle stop 
G98 G97；  
M36 S2500； Power-driven tool motor forward rotation 2500min-1 
M08； Main C-axis ON 
G00 X22.0； End mill positioning 
G00 Y-8.0 Z34.0 C0； End mill positioning, Main spindle reference point 

indexing 
M06； Main spindle clamp ON 
G01 X-10.0 F50； Milling 
M07； Main spindle clamp OFF 
G01 Y0.0 F100； End mill retract 
G00 T00； Offset cancel 
G99 M09； Return to the feed per revolution of spindle, Main 

C-axis OFF 
M38； Power-driven tool motor stop 

 

Positioning: 

X = (material diameter + tool diameter) + the clearance between material and tool 

Y =( tool length + the cutting height from the center of material – standard tool length) ×2  

Standard tool length=The tool length to the center of guide bush at Y0 positioning. 

Z -axis= machining position on drawing + shift amount of tool in the Z direction(11.0) 
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8.2. Program Pattern for the HEAD2 Machining 
A.Program Beginning 

(HEAD 2)  
O1234； Program number 
G99 M05； Feed per revolution, sub spindle stops 
G28 W0； ZB-axis reference point 
T2000； Sub spindle parts pickup position 
M200； Waiting for M200 on HEAD1 side 
M20； One cycle stops 
M25； Coolant ON 

 

B.Parts Ejection Process 
(HEAD 2)  
M05； Sub spindle stops 
T2900； Sub spindle parts ejective position 
G00 Z35.0 M14； Parts ejection position M14…. Air blow ON 
M11； Sub collet unclamp 
G04 U1.0； Dwell 1 second 
M84； Parts conveyor ON 
M15； Air blow OFF 
G28 W0；  
M27； Parts ejection detection ON 
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C. Parts Pickup in Cutoff Process 

When commanding G131 (ZB-axis coordinate system setting for parts pickup) 

Program example: 
(HEAD 1) (HEAD 2) 

G99 M03 S    ； 
T100； 
T01; 
G00 X   Z  ； 

T2000； 
T20; 
M11； 

M82； M82； 

 G00 Z-1.0； 
M14； 
G98 G01 Z  F2000 T20； 
M10； 
M15； 
G99； 

M600； M600； 

G01 X-2.0 F0.02； 
M610； 

 
M610； 
G00 W-10.0； 

M83； M83； 

M80； 
 
M81； 
M99； 

M27； 
G28 W0； 
M05； 
M99； 

 

 Command G130 or G131 in a block with neither Words nor codes expect 
specified one. Be sure to command the Z-axis coordinate system (G120) 
before commanding G131. Z-axis coordinate setting (G120) shall be 
commanded on HEAD1 side. 

 Command G131 when Z-axis is stopped and when a wear offset on 
HEAD2 is in cancel state. 

 After commanding G131, Z-axis movement will not influence on the 
absolute position of ZB-axis. To influence the movement, command G131 
once again. 
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The drawing of positional relation of pickup: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Parts sizes upon pickup 

Maximum pickup length......................................................................................... 80mm 

Maximum projection length (from the sub spindle cap face) ..... 30mm 

Maximum insertion length (from the sub spindle cap face) ........ 75mm 

G131; 

G00 Z-5.0;  

See the drawing below, the sub spindle (ZB-axis) will be positioned 5mm 

from material end. 
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D. Drilling and Tapping 

Machining drawing: 

 
Positional relation drawing of the back 4-spindle unit: 
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Program example: 

(When the back 4-spindle unit is used. Centering T2100, Drilling T2200, Tapping T2400.) 
(HEAD 2) 
M75； 
T2100； 
T01; 
M03 S2000； 
/G00 Z15.0 ； 
/G01 W3.5 F0.03； 
/G00 Z0； 
T2200； 
T02; 
/M03 S2500； 
/G00 Z15.0； 
/G00 Z0； 
T2400； 
T04; 
/M03 S500； 
/G04 U1.0； 
/G00 Z13.0； 
/G25； 
/G99 M3 S500； 
/M29 S500； 
/G84 W5.0 F0.7； 
/G80； 
/G00 Z0； 
/G26； 
M76； 
T2900； 

 

 The above program example shows a machining of right-handed screw. 

To machining a left-handed screw, change M03 to M04 of back thread 

machining cycle. 

 G00 Z_; Adjust the value according to the tool installation length. 
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E.Boring 

Machining drawing: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Program example: 

(When Back 4-spindle unit is used, Boring T2100, when processing by turning the edge of a tool 

upward, towards the -XB direction) 
T2100； 
T1; 
M75； 
/G0 X0 Z20.0 M3 S2400； 
/G50 X4.0； 
/G0 X8.4； 
/G1 X7.4 W0.7 F0.03； 
/G1 W4.3 F0.04； 
/G2 X6.0 W0.5 R0.5 F0.03； 
/G4 U0.1； 
/G1 Z20.0 F0.5； 
/M76； 

 

Adjust a position of Z direction in G0 Z according to the tool installation length 

and a part length. 
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F. Power-Driven Toll for Back 4-Spindle Unit Machining 

Machining drawing: 

 
 

Machining drawing of the power-driven tool for back 4-spindle unit: 
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Program example: 

(When the power-driven tool of back 4-spindle unit is used, Centering T2100, Drilling T2200, 

Tapping T2400) 
(HEAD 2)  
M75； Block skip on HEAD2 is available 
T2100； T2100 positioning 
/T01;  
/M05； Sub spindle stops 
/G98 G97；  
/M56 S2000；  
/M8；  
/G0 C0；  
/M6；  
/G00 X-4.0 Z5.0； XB, ZB direction positioning 
/G01 W3.5 F60； Centering 
/G00 Z0；  
T2200； T2200 positioning 
/T02;  
/M56 S2500； Power-driven motor for back machining forward rotation 
/G00 X-4.0 Z5.0； XB, ZB direction positioning 
/G01 W11.0 F80； Drilling 
/G00 Z0；  
T2400； T2400 positioning 
/T04;  
/G00 X-4.0 Z3.0； XB, ZB direction positioning 
/G984 W5.0 F0.5 M56 S500； Back off-center thread cycle: W= parts thread length, F= 

thread pitch 
/M58； Power-driven tool motor for back machining stops 
/M09； Sub spindle clamp pin OFF 
/G00 Z0；  
/G99； Feed per revolution 
M76； Block skip on HEAD2 is unavailable 

 

 The above program example shows a machining of right-handed screw. 

To machining a left-handed screw, change M56 to M57 of back off-center thread 

cycle. 

 G00 Z_; Adjust the value according to the tool installation length. 

 With the execution of G584, the feed function specification becomes G98 (mm/min).
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G. Sub Spindle Indexing (1) 

Specifications: 

 Sub-spindle indexing 1° are available. 

 The direction of positive indexing equals to the M04 direction of sub 

spindle rotation. 

 The short angle indexing is adopted. 
 
Command: 

 Angle indexing can be commanded with the address C (absolute) or 

address H (incremental). 

 Command an initial sub-spindle indexing with address C (absolute). 

 Command M9 (sub spindle clamp pin OFF) to cancel the indexing. 

 If the spindle indexing 15° is selected, the angle is limited to a multiple of 

15°. 

 A value of 360.0 or more cannot be commanded with address C or H. 

 A negative value cannot be commanded. 

 This cannot be commanded during the cutting mode (G01, G02 or G03). 

Use the G00. 

Program example: 
(HEAD 2)  
M8；  
G00 C0； Reference point indexing …

 

 

G00 C90.0； 90° indexing (90° position from the reference point) …
 

 

G00 H180.0； 180° indexing (270° position from the reference point) …
 

 

M9； Sub spindle clamp pin OFF …
 

 

M03 S2000； Sub spindle forward rotation 

Alarm message: 

When an operation error, setting mistakes, or a machine abnormality related 

to this unit occurs, an alarm messages will be displayed on the screen. If this 

happen, the machine will enter the feed hold state and the main spindle motor, 

sub-spindle motor, power-driven motor, and coolant motor will stop. The 

release the alarm, press the RESET key. 
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H. Sub Spindle Indexing (2) 

Specifications: 

Sub spindle C-axis control. 

 Command the sub spindle initial indexing with C0. 

 The direction of position indexing equals to the M04 direction of sub 

spindle rotation. 
 
Address of angle command: 

Absolute command C 

Incremental command H 

Example: 
Commanding value Rotating angle 

C1.0 1° 

H1.0 1° 

 

Command code related to C-axis: 
M06 Sub spindle clamp ON 
M07 Sub spindle clamp OFF 
M08 Sub C-axis ON 

M09 
Sub C-axis OFF 
(M07 is processed at the same time.) 

G00 C…；or C00 H…； Angle indexing 
 
Program example: 

(HEAD 2)  
M08； Sub C-axis ON 
G00 C0； Sub spindle reference point indexing 
M06； Sub spindle clamp ON …

 

 

M07； Sub spindle clamp OFF 
G00 C90.0； 90° indexing (90° position from the reference point) 
M06； Sub spindle clamp ON …

 

 

M07； Sub spindle clamp OFF 
G00 H180.0； 180° indexing (270° position from the reference point) 
M06； Sub spindle clamp ON …

 

 

M09； Sub C-axis OFF 
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8.3. Program Pattern Synchronous, Simultaneous Machining 
Front/back simultaneous machining is able by installing the counter-face drill 

sleeve ER16 on T1100-T1400. However, to execute the simultaneous machining, 

you must delay the program of HEAD1 and HEAD2, and it may lengthen the cycle 

time. We recommend you to use a drill sleeve ER16, a tap sleeve ER16 installed on 

T2100~T2400. When using counter-face drill sleeve, set the Keep Relay K15.6=1. 
 

A. Drilling and tapping 

Machining drawing: 
 

 

 

 

 

Positional relation drawing of counter-face drill sleeve is used: 
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Program example: 
(HEAD 1) 
O1234； 
 
G40 G97 M9； 
G99 M3 S500； 
M11； 
G0 Z0； 
M200； 
M20； 
M10； 
T100； 
M27； 
G0 Z0.5 M25； 
 
T1100；    (…………Centering) 
T11; 
M300； 
M3 S2500； 
G0 Z5.0； 
G1 W5.0 F0.05； 
G0 Z-0.5； 
M310； 
T1200；    (…………Drilling) 
T12; 
M320； 
M3 S1900； 
G0 Z5.0； 
G1 W12.0 F0.05； 
G0 Z5.0； 
G1 W11.5 F0.2； 
G1 W6.0 F0.05； 
G0 Z-0.5； 
 
M330； 
T1300；    (…………Tapping) 
T13; 
M340； 
M5； 
G0 Z5.0； 
G99 M3 S800； 
M29 S800； 
G84 W15.0 F1.0； 
G80； 
 
M350； 

(HEAD 2) 
O1234； 
G99 M5； 
G28 W0； 
T2000； 
 
M200； 
M20； 
M25； 
 
 
 
 
 
T2000； 
T11; 
M300； 
M3 S2500； 
G0 Z 8.5； 
G1 W5.0 F0.05； 
G0 Z0； 
M310； 
 
M320； 
M3 S2300； 
T12; 
G0 Z8.5； 
G1 W11.0 F0.04； 
G0 Z0； 
 
 
 
 
M330； 
 
M340； 
M5； 
T13 
G0 Z5.0； 
G99； 
M3 S100； 
M29 S100； 
G84 W8.0 F0.8； 
G80； 
M350； 
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B. Program Pattern for the Z-ZB Synchronous Machining 

ZB-axis movement will be synchronous with the Z-axis in same amount. 

Z-axis moves in the plus (+) direction, the ZB-axis moves in the minus (-) 

direction, and when Z-axis moves in the minus (-) direction, the ZB-axis moves in 

the plus (+) direction. Circular interpolation, tool nose radius compensation and 

canned cycle are also possible. 
Commanding method: 

M40 and M41 are wait codes of HEAD1 and HEAD2. 
M40 Z-ZB synchronous control ON 

M41 Z-ZB synchronous control OFF 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Program example: 

(HEAD 1) 
T500； 
T05; 
M03 S1000； 
G00 X15.0 Z52.0； 
M82； 
M40； 
G92 X11.5 W30.0 F1.25； 
X11.14； 
X10.84； 
X10.64； 
X10.49； 
X10.36； 
X10.26； 
X10.21； 
M41； 
M83； 

(HEAD 2) 
 
 
 
M82； 
G00 Z-1.0； 
G98 G01 Z7.0 F2000； 
G99； 
M10； 
M40； 
M41； 
M11； 
M83； 
G04 V1.0； 
G00 T00； 
G28 W0； 
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 M40 command (Z-ZB axis synchronous control ON) is only available 

during SIMUL operation in MEMORY mode. 

 During the Z-ZB axis synchronous control, he ZB-axis movement cannot 

be commanded. The synchronous command is kept valid even if the 

mode is switched to JOG or STEP mode. ZB axis moves synchronous 

upon Z-axis movement. 

 After M41 (Z-ZB axis synchronous control OFF) is commanded, do not 

command the ZB-axis movement within 2 block (3 blocks for tool nose 

radius compensation) in the HEAD2 side program. 

 There will be no effect on the ZB-axis work coordinate system if work 

coordinate system shift commands or geometry offset commands, which 

only change the work coordinate system without moving the machine, are 

executed on the HEAD1 side. 

 The ZB-axis move path shifts by offset amount, however, it will not be set 

as an offset amount when commanding the tool wear offset and tool nose 

R offset on the HEAD1. (Offset vector will not be made.) 

 When RESET key is pressed, the synchronous is turned off. 

 Make sure to avoid tool collide between a tool and sub-spindle. 

 Command G130 and G131 in a block with neither Words nor codes except

specified one. 

 Be sure to command the Z-axis coordinate setting (G120) before 

commanding G131. Z-axis coordinate setting (G120) shall be commanded 

on HEAD1. 

 Command G131 when Z-axis is stopped and when offset on HEAD2 is in 

a cancel state. 

 After commanding G131, Z-axis movement will not influence on the 

absolute position of ZB-axis. To influence the movement, command G131 

once again. 
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8.4. Program Example for the Test Piece 
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(HEAD 1) 
O1234； 
G40 G97 M09； 
G99 M03 S500； 
M11； 
G00 Z0； 
M200； 
M20； 
M10； 
T100； 
M27； 
G00 Z-0.5 M25； 
T00; 
T1100； 
T11; 
M03 S2000； 
G00 Z4.5； 
G01 W5.0 F0.05；  
G00 Z-0.5； 
T1200； 
T12; 
M03 S1500； 
G00 Z2.5； 
G01 W18.0 F0.05； 
G00 Z-0.5； 
G04 U0.5； 
G01 W17.5 F0.3；  
G01 W2.0 F0.035； 
G00 Z-0.5； 
T300； 
T03; 
M03 S3000； 
G00 X17.0 Z-1.0； 
G00 X5.0； 

G01 X9.0 Z1.0 F0.05； 
G01 Z11.0 F0.1； 
G04 U0.1； 
G01 X10.0 W0.5 F0.05； 
G04 U.01； 
G01 Z32.0 F0.15； 
G01 U0.1； 
G01 X15.98 W3.5 F0.1； 
G01 W2.0 F0.2； 
G00 X17.0； 
T3100； 
T21; 
M05； 
G98 G97； 
M36 S2000； 
M08； 
G00 Y-13.0 Z26.0 C0； 
M06； 
G01 Y-19.0 F300； 
G01 V-6.0 F100； 
G00 Y-13.0 M07； 
G00 C180.0； 
M06； 
G01 Y-19.0 F300； 
G01 V-6.0 F100； 
G00 Y0 M07； 
T3200； 
T22; 
M36 S3000； 
G00 Y-3.0 Z26.0； 
M06； 
G01 Y-1.0 F300； 
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G01 V-13.0 F90； 
G01 Y-9.0 F450 M07； 
G00 H180.0； 
M06； 
G01 V-13.0 F0.03； 
G01 Y-9.0 F0.15； 
G00 Y30.0 M07； 
M38； 
T3400； 
T24; 
G00 Y7.0 Z26.0 C0； 
M06； 
G784 V-13. F0.8 M36 S500； 
M38； 
G00 Y30.0； 
T3300； 
T23; 
M36 S1500； 
G00 Y-3.0 X24.0 Z43.0 C90.0； 
M06； 
G01 U-48.0 F75； 
M07； 
G00 H180.0； 
M06； 
G01 U48.0 F75； 
G00 Y30.0 M07； 
M38； 
M09； 
G99； 
T300； 
M03 S3000； 
T03; 

G99 G00 X17.0 Z31.5； 
G01 X14.0 F0.3； 
G01 X14.0 F0.3； 
G01 Z49.0 F0.15； 
G01 X17.0 W1.5 F0.07； 
T600； 
T06; 
M03 S1000； 
G00 X17.0 Z47.0 M23； 
G92 X13.82 W17.0 F2.0； 
X13.32； 
X13.0； 
X12.7； 
X12.45； 
X12.2； 
X11.95； 
X11.75； 
X11.55； 
X11.4； 
X11.3； 
X11.25； 
G00 X17.0 M24； 
T200； 
T02; 
M03 S2500； 
G00 X17.0 Z58.0； 
G01 X12.0 F0.03； 
G04 U0.2； 
G01 X16.4 F0.3； 
G01 W0.4 F0.3； 
G01 X15.6 W-4.0 F0.02； 
G01 X16.4 F0.3； 
G01 W-0.4 F0.3； 
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G01 X15.6 W0.4 F0.02； 
G01 X17.0 F0.3； 
T500； 
T05; 
M03 S3000； 
G00 X17.0 Z66.5； 
G01 X12.0 W2.5 F0.05； 
G01 W15.0 F0.1； 
G01 X9.0 W1.5 F0.05； 
G00 X17.0； 
G99 M03 S2000； 
T100； 
T01; 
G00 X17.0 Z82.0; 
M82； 
M600； 
G01 X-2.0 F0.03； 
M610； 

M83； 
M80； 
/G00 X17.0 W-0.5； 
/G00 W2.0； 
/M98 P7000； 
M81； 
M99； 
； 
； 
； 
N0； 
M05； 
M11； 
G28 W0； 
G00 W110.0； 
G120 Z0； 
M99； 
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(HEAD 2) 
O1234； 
G99 M05； 
G28 W0； 
T2000； 
M200； 
M20； 
M25； 
M75； 
T2100； 
/T01; 
/M03 S2000； 
/G00 Z34.0； 
/G01 W5.0 F0.05； 
/G00 Z10.0； 
T2200； 
/T02; 
/M03 S2500； 
/G00 Z29.0； 
/G01 W13.5 F0.05； 
/G00 Z0； 
T2400； 
/T04; 
/M03 S500； 
/G04 U1.0； 
/G00 Z14.7； 
/G84 W10.0 F0.8； 
/G00 Z0； 
 

M76； 
M05； 
T2900； 
G00 Z35.0； 
M11； 
G04 U1.0； 
G28 W0； 
T2000； 
M11； 
M82； 
G00 Z-1.0； 
T20; 
G98 G01 Z62.0 F2000； 
M10； 
G99； 
M600； 
M610； 
G00 W-20.0； 
M83； 
G28 W0； 
M05； 
M99； 
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8.5. Program Reference Data 
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 Standard feed rate 

A=Carbide tip 

B=Insert tip 
     (mm/rev) 

Machining process BsBM SUM S45C SUS 

A 0.05~0.15 0.03~0.07 0.03~0.05 0.02~0.03 
Side turning

B 0.1~0.4 0.05~0.3 0.05~0.25 0.05~0.1 

A 0.02~0.05 0.02~0.04 0.02~0.03 0.01~0.02 
Cutting in 

B 0.04~0.08 0.03~0.06 0.02~0.05 0.02~0.04 

A 0.03~0.05 0.02~0.04 0.02~0.03 0.01~0.02 
Grooving 

B 0.05~0.08 0.05~0.15 0.05~0.1 0.03~0.05 

A 0.02~0.04 0.02~0.03 0.02~0.03 0.01~0.02 
Chamfering 

B 0.05~0.2 0.05~0.1 0.05~0.1 0.03~0.05 

A 0.03~0.05 0.02~0.04 0.015~0.03 0.01~0.02 
Boring 

B 0.05~0.15 0.05~0.1 0.05~0.07 0.03~0.05 

Drilling 
SKH 
Drill 

0.05~0.15 0.03~0.15 0.02~0.1 0.02~0.07 

A 0.02~0.04 0.01~0.03 0.01~0.02 0.007~0.012
Cutting off 

B 0.05~0.1 0.05~0.07 0.03~0.05 0.03~0.05 

 

 Cutting speed (m/min) 
 Turning 

(Carbide) 
Inside turning 

(Carbide) 
Drilling 
(HSS) 

Feed cutting steel SUM 100~150 50~100 20~50 

Brass BsBM 120~250 60~120 40~90 

Aluminum Al 100~200 50~120 60~100 

Carbon steel S45C 60~120 40~80 15~25 

Stainless SUS 40~100 30~70 5~20 

 

Main spindle speed (min-1)=(Cutting speed (m/min)X1000)/(Diameter dimension (mm)Xπ) 
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 Main spindle speed for tap and die cutting 
 Steel Brass 

M3XP0.5 500 min-1 600 min-1 

M4XP0.7 500 min-1 550 min-1 

M5XP0.8 450 min-1 500 min-1 

M6XP1.0 400 min-1 500 min-1 

M8XP1.25 350 min-1 450 min-1 

M10XP1.5 300 min-1 400 min-1 

M12XP1.75 300 min-1 350 min-1 

 

 Main spindle speed for end mill 
 Brass Steel Stainless steel 

Cutting speed (m/min) 15~40 10~30 5~20 

Feed speed (mm/brade) 0.03~0.05 0.02~0.04 0.01~0.02 
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 Single point thread data 
Insert tip Brazing tip 

Thread 
diameter 

Pitch 
P 

Outer 
diameter 

D 

Root 
diameter

d1 

Nose 
radius 

R 

Root 
diameter 

d2 

Tool edge 
width 

W 

*M3.0 0.50 2.93 2.28 0.05 2.40 0.09 

M3.0 0.35 2.94 ------ ------ 2.57 0.06 

*M3.5 0.60 3.42 2.63 0.05 2.79 0.11 

M3.5 0.35 3.44 ------ ------ 3.07 0.06 

*M4.0 0.70 3.91 2.97 0.05 3.17 0.14 

M4.0 0.50 3.93 3.28 0.05 3.40 0.09 

*M4.5 0.75 4.41 3.40 0.05 3.62 0.15 

M4.5 0.50 4.43 3.78 0.05 3.90 0.09 

*M5.0 0.80 4.90 3.82 0.05 4.06 0.16 

M5.0 0.50 4.93 4.28 0.05 4.40 0.09 

M5.5 0.50 5.43 4.78 0.05 4.90 0.09 

*M6.0 1.00 5.88 4.60 0.10 4.83 0.20 

M6.0 0.75 5.91 4.89 0.05 5.12 0.15 

*M7.0 1.00 6.88 5.60 0.10 5.83 0.20 

M7.0 0.75 6.91 5.89 0.05 6.12 0.15 

*M8.0 1.25 7.87 6.22 0.10 6.56 0.26 

M8.0 1.00 7.88 6.60 0.10 6.83 0.20 

M8.0 0.75 7.91 6.89 0.05 7.12 0.15 

*M9.0 1.25 8.87 7.22 0.10 7.56 0.26 

M9.0 1.00 8.88 7.60 0.10 7.83 0.20 

M9.0 0.75 8.91 7.89 0.05 8.12 0.15 

*M10.0 1.50 9.85 7.83 0.10 8.28 0.32 

M10.0 1.25 9.87 8.22 0.10 8.56 0.26 

M10.0 1.00 9.88 8.60 0.10 8.83 0.20 

M10.0 0.75 9.91 8.89 0.05 9.12 0.15 

*M11.0 1.50 10.85 8.83 0.10 9.28 0.32 

M11.0 1.00 10.88 9.60 0.10 9.83 0.20 

M11.0 0.75 10.91 9.89 0.05 10.12 0.15 

*M12.0 1.75 11.83 9.44 0.10 9.99 0.37 

M12.0 1.50 11.85 9.82 0.10 10.27 0.32 

M12.0 1.25 11.87 10.21 0.10 10.55 0.26 

M12.0 1.00 11.88 10.60 0.10 10.83 0.20 
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Insert tip Brazing tip 

Thread 
diameter 

Pitch 
P 

Outer 
diameter 

D 

Root 
diameter

d1 

Nose 
radius 

R 

Root 
diameter 

d2 

Tool edge 
width 

W 

*M14.0 2.00 13.82 11.25 0.20 11.72 0.43 

M14.0 1.50 13.85 11.83 0.10 12.27 0.32 

M14.0 1.00 13.88 12.60 0.10 12.83 0.20 

M15.0 1.50 14.85 12.83 0.10 13.27 0.30 

M15.0 1.00 14.88 13.60 0.10 13.83 0.20 

*M16.0 2.00 15.82 13.25 0.20 13.72 0.43 

M16.0 1.50 15.85 13.83 0.10 14.27 0.32 

M16.0 1.00 15.88 14.60 0.10 14.83 0.20 

M17.0 1.50 16.85 14.83 0.10 15.27 0.32 

M17.0 1.00 16.88 15.60 0.10 15.83 0.20 

*M18.0 2.50 17.79 14.48 0.20 15.17 0.55 

M18.0 2.00 17.82 15.25 0.20 15.72 0.43 

M18.0 1.50 17.85 15.83 0.10 16.27 0.32 

M18.0 1.00 17.88 16.60 0.10 16.83 0.20 

*M20.0 2.50 19.79 16.48 0.20 17.17 0.55 

M20.0 2.00 19.82 17.25 0.20 17.72 0.43 

M20.0 1.50 19.85 17.83 0.10 18.27 0.32 

M20.0 1.00 19.88 18.60 0.10 18.83 0.20 

 

 The nose R size will change depending on the kind of insert tip. 

 The thin screw sometimes cannot be used because of the material bends. 

 The mark * is coarse screw. 
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 Single point thread cutting amount 
Pitch 

Times 
0.50 0.60 0.70 0.75 0.80 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50

1 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.60 0.60 0.60

2 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.35 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.50 0.50 0.50

3 0.08 0.15 0.18 0.20 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.30 0.36 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.45

4 0.04 0.08 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.20 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45

5  0.04 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.15 0.22 0.25 0.25 0.35 0.40 0.40

6   0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.13 0.20 0.25 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40

7       0.10 0.15 0.20 0.20 0.30 0.35 0.35

8       0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35

9        0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30

10         0.05 0.10 0.12 0.20 0.30

11          0.05 0.10 0.15 0.25

12           0.05 0.10 0.20

13            0.05 0.16

14             0.10

15             0.05

 

 The listed cutting amounts are guidelines. 

 The processing conditions will differ according to the material and single 

point threading tool type. 

 Confirm the final cutting amount with actual cutting. 
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 Prepared hole diameter for tapping 
Thread dia.×

Pitch 
Prepared hole 

dia. 
Minor dia. 

Thread dia.×
Pitch 

Prepared hole 
dia. 

Minor dia. 

1.0×0.25 0.780 0.693 4.0×0.5 3.590 3.357 

1.0×0.2 0.830 0.754 4.5×075 3.850 3.550 

1.1×0.25 0.880 0.793 4.5×0.5 4.070 3.857 

1.1×0.2 0.930 0.854 5.0×0.8 4.310 4.994 

1.2×0.25 0.980 0.893 5.0×0.5 4.590 4.357 

1.2×0.2 1.030 0.954 5.5×0.5 5.090 4.857 

1.4×0.3 1.140 1.032 6.0×1.0 5.130 4.743 

1.4×0.2 1.230 1.154 6.0×0.75 5.350 5.050 

1.6×0.35 1.300 1.151 7.0×1.0 6.100 5.743 

1.6×0.2 1.430 1.337 7.0×0.75 6.350 6.050 

1.7×0.35 1.400 1.251 8.0×1.25 6.850 6.427 

1.7×.2 1.530 1.440 8.0×1.0 7.130 6.743 

1.8×0.35 1.520 1.351 8.0×0.75 7.350 7.050 

1.8×0.2 1.630 1.537    

2.0×0.4 1.650 1.490    

2.0×0.25 1.780 1.675    

2.2×0.45 1.830 1.628    

2.2×0.25 1.980 1.875    

2.3×0.4 1.970 1.790    

2.5×0.45 2.130 1.928    

2.5×0.35 2.220 2.051    

2.6×0.45 2.230 2.028    

3.0×0.5 2.590 2.367    

3.0×0.35 2.720 2.550    

3.5×0.6 3.010 2.773    

3.5×0.35 3.220 3.050    

4.0×0.7 3.390 3.119    
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9. Installation and Adjustment 
Always stop the machine before starting inspection or adjustment of machine. Be 
sure to close all the doors before the machine operation. A work in a state of turning 
the DOOR INTERLOCK key switch to OFF and leaving the doors opened shall be 
operated under the supervision controller. Be careful of the moving parts of the 
machine. 

 
9.1. Installing and Adjustment the Main Collet 

Pay special attention to avoid injury by touching an edge of tool during this work. Be 
sure to check whether the gripping force of the collet is correct. When the gripping 
force of the collet is insufficient, there is a possibility that a bar is projected from the 
spindle and it is very dangerous. 
The structure of the main collet section is shown below. Install the collet and adjust 
the gripping force by following the instruction. 
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 When the door is opened and DOOR INTERLOCK switch in OFF position, 

the following operator message is always displayed. 

No. 2050 SETTING MODE 

No. 2051 DOOR IS OPEN 

 Be sure to close the doors when an operation of reference point return, MDI, 

MEMORY and MACRO is performed. The machine does not start-up in a 

state of the doors opened. 

1. Put the machine into the machine ready state. 

2. Close the doors of the machine body. 

3. Execute the reference point return of all axes. 

4. Turn the DOOR INTERLOCK key switch to OFF, open the headstock room 

door under the supervision of the machine controller. 

5. Loosen two knob screws ○17  and remove the cover ○16 . 

6. Remove the cap ○10  (right-handed screw), insert the spring ○7  and the collet 

○9  into the inner diameter of the sleeve ○8 . Insert them into the main spindle in 

accordance with the key of the sleeve ○8  and tighten the cap ○10 . To attach 

and detach the cap ○10 , hook a hook spanner on the cap ○10  and insert the 

handle ○15  into the hole ○A  of the toggle holder ○2 . 

7. Loosen the screw ○1  and release the fixing of adjusting nut ○11 . 

8. Loosen the screw ○21  and pull out the shaft ○20 . Insert the handle ○15  into the 

hole ○B  of shifter level ○14 , move the shifter lever ○4  by hand and confirm the 

gripping force. To make the gripping force strong, turn the adjusting nut ○11  in 

direction of main spindle rotation (toward front), and to make the gripping force 

weak, turn it in reverse direction (toward rear) of main spindle rotation. 

Alarm No. 1011 will be displayed while confirming the gripping force. After 

confirming, press the RESET key to release the alarm. If not wanting to display 

alarm No. 1011 during confirmation, press the DRY RUN key to turn the light 

on. 

9. After confirmation is completed, tighten the screw ○1  and release to fix the 

adjusting nut ○11 . And insert shaft ○20  and tighten the screw ○21 . 

10. Press the MODE key JOG to turn the light on. 

11. Press the MAIN COLLET key to turn the light on, to be the collet clamp state. 
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12. Turn the piston ○18  to adjust the position so that the toggle ○3  rises above the 

slant line part F of the shifter ○4  securely, as well as the top of toggle ○3  dose 

not contact the shifter ○4  to the right, and turning the piston ○18  toward back 

side moves the shifter ○4  to the left. Turn the piston 18 after loosing the nut○19 . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

13. Tighten the nut ○19  to fix the piston○18 . 

14. Press the MAIN COLLET key to turn the light off to be the main collet unclamp 

state. 

15. Confirm that the toggle ○3  rises above the slant line part G of the shifter ○4 . 

(Be sure that the toggle ○3  does not touch the slope portion.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16. Press the MODE key MDI to turn the light on, and press the PROGRAM key to 

display the program (MDI) screen.  

17. Press the HEAD key HEAD1 to turn the light on. 
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18. Execute the main collet clamp command (HEAD1 side, M10) and check 

whether the operation is completed. When the adjustment of the proximity 

switch ○5  is failed, the following alarm message No. 1011 will be displayed on 

the screen with M10. If this occurs, loosen two screws ○6  in the main collet 

clamp state, and adjust the proximity switch ○5  in the right and left direction so 

that the proximity switch ○5  turns on. 

1011 SQ250 SIG. IS DISCONNECTED 

19. Close the doors of the machine body. 

20. Attach the cover ○16  with two knob screws ○17 . 

21. Close the headstock room door. 

 

 Confirm the safety and then press either of the MAIN SPINDLE ON key or 

SUB SPINDLE ON key to turn the light on, or press the CYCLE START 

button or RESET key. 
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9.2. Module Spindle Bush type and Bushless type Exchange 
9.2.1. Bush type Change to Bushless type 

1. Turn off the power. 
2. Remove the rear covers A and B of machine. 

 

3. Dismantle the covers ○1 , ○2 , ○4 , ○7  and store safely. 
4. Dismantle the belt ○3 , ○5  and store safely. 
5. Dismantle the flange ○6 (LC-1151D) by M6 spanner and store safely. 
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6. Dismantle the flange (LC-1160D) by M6 spanner and store safely. 

 
7. Dismantle the bush unit and store safely. 
7-1. Dismantle four screws by M8 spanner. 
7-2. Hammer the bush unit button lightly by mallet for taking the bush unit out. 

 

8. Please clean the hole of column and bushless unit (LC-11D0). 
9. Put bushless unit into the hole of column and tighten the M6 screws. 
10. Assemble the rear covers ○A  and ○B  of machine. 
11. Turn on the power. 
12. Set bush type on NO.129 of [TOOL PARA] of head 1. (123=bush type / 

456=bushless type). 
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13. Make sure the Z-axis limit parameter for both bush type and bushless type on 
NO.130~No.133 

  *NO.130 range =100~120mm (Max.=120mm) 
  *NO.131 range= -3~0mm (min.= -3 mm) 
  *NO.132 range=0~50mm (Max.=50 mm) 
  *NO.133 range= -206~0mm (min.=-206mm) 
 
14. Set No.129=456,  

 
   Run “M109 A456. T25” for bush less type.  
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Main spindle will move to right side  

 
 

Then set Z-axis reference position and + / - Z stroke limit automaticlly after power off 
twice. 

 
Note: argvment:  
“A”=MODE ,  
A123.=with bush;  
A456.=bushless type. (DECIMAL POINT IS NECESSARY!) 
 
“T”=torque limit when z-axis is moving. (unit=%, range=1~30%); if “ t ” < 1 or “ t “ > 30 
or “ t” missing, machine will move z-axis with 10%(default) torque limit. 
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*IF “ T “ is too low or collision occur during z-axis moving, an alarm “MC3071 SET 
TORQ TOO LOW OR COLLISION” will display on screen. 

 

*If “A” is not match to set value in NO.129 of [TOOL PARA], an alarm “mc3072 argv. A 
is set incorrect” will display on screen. 

 

*After M109 Axxx Tnn is performed success, it is necessary to turn OFF then turn ON 
NC power twice for setting new reference position. 
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9.2.2. Bushless type Change to Bush type 
1. Turn off the power. 
2. Dismantle the rear covers ○A  and ○B  of machine. 

 

3. Dismantle bushless unit (LC-11D0) 

 
4. Clean the hole of column. 
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5. Assemble the bush unit into the hole. 
5-1. Put the bush unit into column. 
5-2. Tighten the four M8 screws. 

 

6. Install the belt.  

 
7. Use a M6 torque wrench to wrench the bush unit, and set to 340 pounds. 
8. Install the flange (LC-1160D). 
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9. Assemble the belt ○5  to pulley. 
10. Assemble the belt ○3 . 
11. Assemble covers ○1 , ○2 , ○4  and ○7 . 
12. Assemble the flange ○6 (LC-1151D) by M6 spanner. 

 
13. Assemble the rear covers ○A  and ○B  of machine. 
14. Turn on the power. 
15. Set bush type on NO.129 of [TOOL PARA] of head 1. (123=bush type / 

456=bushless type). 
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16. Make sure the Z-axis limit parameter for both bush type and bushless type on 
NO.130~No.133 

  *NO.130 range =100~120mm (Max.=120mm) 
  *NO.131 range= -3~0mm (min.= -3 mm) 
  *NO.132 range=0~50mm (Max.=50 mm) 
  *NO.133 range= -206~0mm (min.=-206mm) 

 
17. Set No.129=123,  

 
   Run “M109 A123. T25” for bush type. 

 
Main spindle will move to left side with T% torque. 

 

Then set Z-axis reference position and + / - Z stroke limit automaticlly after power off 
twice. 
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Note: argvment:  
“A”=MODE ,  
A123.=with bush;  
A456.=bushless type. (DECIMAL POINT IS NECESSARY!) 
 
“T”=torque limit when z-axis is moving. (unit=%, range=1~30%); if “ t ” < 1 or “ t “ > 30 
or “ t” missing, machine will move z-axis with 10%(default) torque limit. 
 
*IF “ T “ is too low or collision occur during z-axis moving, an alarm “MC3071 SET 
TORQ TOO LOW OR COLLISION” will display on screen. 

 
*If “A” is not match to set value in NO.129 of [TOOL PARA], an alarm “mc3072 argv. A 
is set incorrect” will display on screen. 

 
*After M109 Axxx Tnn is performed success, it is necessary to turn OFF then turn ON 
NC power twice for setting new reference position. 
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9.3. Installing and Adjustment the Guide Bush 
The guide bush is the heart of the Swiss type automatic lathe and that is a part for 
affecting the machining accuracy most. Therefore, handle the guide bush very 
carefully. 
 
Check whether the gap between the guide bush and a bar is adequate. If the guide 
bush is excessively tightened, it may cause seizure of bar, or a fire. Lapping the inner 
diameter of the guide bush with a bar is recommended to prevent burning and 
inconsistencies machining dimensions that are causes by the wide vary of the bar’s 
outer diameter dimension. Perform the reference point return of all axes before 
starting this work. 
 

A. Stationary guide bush 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Open the door of headstock room or cutting room when machine stops at 

emergency stop or main power OFF. 

2. Insert the guide bush ○7  in accordance with the key ○3  of the sleeve ○5 , 

and turn the adjusting nut ○2  to fix it. 

3. Insert the sleeve ○5  in the bush body ○4 , and fix the sleeve ○5  by 

tightening the screw ○6 . Make sure that the screw ○6  contacts the flat 

surface on the outer diameter of the sleeve ○5 . 

4. Use the adjusting nut ○2  to adjust a gap between the guide bush ○7  and 

bar. Let a bar pass through in the guide bush ○7  and turn and sway the 

bar manually up to feeling a resistance (rather strongly). The adjusting nut 

○2  is turned with the pipe ○1 . The clearance between the guide bush and 

bar are made smaller as the bar diameter becomes smaller. 

5. Loosen the screw ○6 , move the sleeve ○5  to left and right and adjust the 

longitudinal position of the guide bush ○7  equals to the length shown in 

the drawing. 

6. Fix the sleeve ○5  with the screw ○6 . 
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B. Revolving guide bush 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Open the door of headstock room or the cutting room when machine stops 

at emergency stop or main power OFF. 

2. Loosen four screws ○3  and moves the clamp ring ○4 . 

3. Insert the guide bush ○7  in accordance with the key ○6  of the sleeve ○8 , 

and turn the adjusting nut ○5  to fix the guide bush. 

4. Attach the clamp ring ○4 . (Keep four screws ○3  removed.) 

5. Insert the jig ○2  into the adjusting nut ○5 , fix the jig ○2  with knob screw 

○1  and fix the rotation of the adjusting nut ○5 . 

6. Let bar pass through the guide bush ○7 . 

7. Adjust the clearance of the guide bush ○7  and a bar by passing the 

material through the guide bush ○7 , moving the bar left and right by hand 

with rotating it, and adjust the adjusting nut ○5  so that a resistance (tightly) 

is left. 

Adjust the adjusting nut ○5  by turning the sleeve ○8 . Generally, as the bar 

diameter becomes smaller; the clearance is adjusted to a smaller value. 

8. After clearance adjustment is completed, tighten four screws ○3  and fix 

the adjusting nut ○5  with clamp ring ○4 . 
 

 Sometimes four screws ○3  cannot be tighten with installing the jig ○2

according to the position of the clamp ring ○4 . In this case, tighten the 

couple of screw ○3  first, remove the jig ○2  once, and then turn the 

sleeve ○8  in 90 degree. And install the jig ○2  again and then tighten 

the remaining screws ○3 . 
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9. Confirm the clearance of the guide bush ○7  and a bar again. 

Adjust the clearance of the guide bush ○7  and a bar by passing the 

material through the guide bush ○7 , moving the bar left and right by hand 

with rotating it, so that a resistance (rather tightly) is felt. 

Generally, as the bar diameter becomes smaller, the clearance is adjusted 

to a smaller value. 

10. Finally, be sure to remove the jig ○2  so that the sleeve ○8  can rotate. 
 

 Confirm the safety and then press either of the MAIN SPINDLE ON 

key or SUB SPINDLE ON key to turn the light on, or press the 

CYCLE START button or RESET key. 
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9.4. Installing and Adjustment the Sub Collet 
Pay special attention to avoid injury by touching an edge of tool during this work. Be 
sure to check whether the gripping force of the collet is correct. When the gripping 
force of the collet is insufficient, there is a possibility that a bar is projected from the 
spindle and it is very dangerous. 
The structure of the main collet section is shown below. Install the collet and adjust 
the gripping force by following the instruction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Tighten the sleeve ○3  and the bush ○5  firmly. If the bush ○5  is loosened during 

the machining, it may cause a damage to the machine. 
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1. Put the machine into the machine ready state. 

2. Close the doors of the machine body. 

3. Execute the reference point return of all axes. 

4. Turn the DOOR INTERLOCK key switch to OFF, and open the cutting room 

door under the supervision of the machine controller. 

5. Loosen two knob screws ○18  and remove the cover ○17 . 

6. Loosen the screw ○16  and remove the cover ○15 . 

7. Remove the cap ○1  (right-handed screw), insert the spring ○4  and the collet 

○2  into the inner diameter of the sleeve ○3 , and then tighten the cap ○1 . To 

attach and the cap ○1 , hook a hook spanner on the cap ○1  and insert the 

handle ○19  into the hole ○A  of the toggle holder ○13 . 

8. Insert the bar into the collet, loosen the screw ○14  and then release the fixing of 

adjusting nut ○24 . 

9. Let the jig ○23  pass through the hole ○E  of main unit ○22 , and insert the hole ○D  

of adjusting nut ○24  and then fix the adjusting nut ○24  on the direction of 

rotating. 

10. Loosen the screw ○9  and pull out the shaft ○8 . Insert the handle ○19  into the 

hole ○B  of shifter lever ○10 , move the shifter lever ○10  by hand and confirm the 

gripping force. To strengthen the gripping force, turn the adjusting nut ○24  in 

direction of sub spindle rotation (toward inner), and to make the gripping force, 

turn it in reverse direction (toward front) of sub spindle rotation. 

Alarm No. 1121 will be displayed while confirming the gripping force. After 

confirming, press the RESET key to release the alarm. If not wanting to 

display alarm No. 1121 during confirmation, press the DRY RUN key to turn 

the light on. 

11. After confirming completion, tighten the screw ○14  and fix the adjusting nut ○24  

to sub-spindle. Insert the shaft ○8  and tighten the screw ○9 . 

12. Attach the cover ○15 with the screw ○16. 

13. Press the MODE key JOG to turn the light on. 

14. Press the SUB COLLET key to turn the light off, to be the collet clamp state. 
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15. Turn the piston ○12  to adjust the position so that the toggle ○21  rises above the 

slant line part F of the shifter ○20  securely, as well as the tip of toggle ○21  does 

not contact the shifter ○20 . (The clearance is 1~22mm). Turning the piston ○12  

to the direction of operation side moves the shifter ○20  to the right, and turning 

the piston ○12  to the direction of back side moves the shifter ○20  to the left. 

Turn the piston ○12  after loosen the nut ○11 . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

16. Tighten the nut ○11  to fix the piston ○12 . 

17. Press the SUB COLLET key to turn the light off to be the main collet unclamp 

state. 

18. Confirm that the toggle ○21  rises above the slant line part G of the shifter ○20 . 

(Be sure that the toggle ○21  does not touch the slope portion.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

19. Press the MODE key MDI to turn the light on, and press the PROGRAM key to 

display the program (MDI) screen. 

20. Press the HEAD key HEAD2 to turn the light on. 
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21. Execute the sub collet command (HEAD2 side, M10) and check whether the 

operation is completed. When the adjustment of the proximity switch ○7  is 

failed, the alarm message No. 1121 will be displayed on the screen with M10. If 

this occurs, loosen two screws ○6  in the sub collet clamp state, and adjust the 

proximity switch ○7  in the left and right direction so that the proximity switch 

○7  turns on. 

1121 SQ260 SIG. IS DISCONNECTED 

22. Attach the cover ○17  with two-knob screw ○18 . 

23. Close the cutting room door. 
 

 Confirm the safety and then press either of the MAIN SPINDLE ON key or 

SUB SPINDLE ON key to turn the light on, or press the CYCLE START 

button or RESET key. 
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9.5. Handling the Parts Ejector Attachment 
9.5.1. Installing the Push Rod 

Always perform this work when machine stops at the emergency stop or main breaker 
OFF. Perform the reference point return of the ZB and XB axes before starting this 
work. 
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1. Open the door of headstock room and the cutting room when machine stops at 

emergency stop or main breaker OFF. 

2. Remove five screws ○2  and the cover ○1 . 

3. Remove two knob screws ○5  and the cover ○6 . 

4. Loosen the screw ○4  and remove the cover ○3 . 

5. Remove the cap ○7  (right-handed screw) and sleeve ○10 . To attach and detach 

the cap ○7 , hook a hook spanner on the cap ○7  and insert the handle into the 

toggle holder. 

6. Insert the push rod ○12  into the sub spindle from the machine right side (the 

cover ○1  side) after removing two screws ○14  and dog ○13 . 

7. Insert the spring ○15  from the sub collet side and attach the dog ○13  with two 

screws ○14 . 

8. Insert spring ○11  and collet ○9  into the sleeve ○10 , insert then into the spindle 

in accordance with the key of the spindle and tighten the cap ○7 . 

9. Attach the cover ○3  with the screw ○4 . 

10. Attach the cover ○6  with two knob screws ○5 . 

11. Attach the cover ○1  with five screws ○2 . 
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9.5.2. Changing the Ejector Pin 
The drawing of ejector pin as below, the outside diameter of ejector pin D= PS-1 (mm). 
Replace the ejector pin according to the chucking diameter (PS) of a product by 
following instruction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Always perform this work when machine stops at the emergency stop or 

main breaker OFF. 

 Tighten the ejector pin ○8  and the push rod ○12  firmly. If the ejector pin ○8  

is loosening during machining, it may cause a damage to the machine. 

 Perform the reference point return for ZB and XB axes before starting this 

work.  
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1. Open the cutting room door when machine stops at emergency state or main 

breaker OFF. 

2. Remove two knob screws ○5  and the cover ○6 . 

3. Loosen the screw ○4  and remove the cover ○3 . 

4. Remove the cap ○7  (right-handed screw) and the sleeve ○10 , and pull out the 

ejector pin ○8  until the edge of sub spindle. To attach and detach the cap ○7 , 

hook a hook spanner on the cap ○7  and insert the handle into the toggle 

holder. 

5. Change the ejector pin ○8 . 

6. Insert spring ○11  and collet ○9  into the sleeve ○10 , insert them into the sub 

spindle in accordance with the key of the sub spindle. And tighten the cap ○7 . 

7. Attach the cover ○3  with the screw ○4 . 

8. Attach the cover ○6  with two knob screws ○5 . 
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9.5.3. Parts Ejection Detector 
Error of pickup / ejection of parts with the sub-spindle will cause machine collision or 
malfunctions. This unit will detect those errors, and will put the machine into feed hold 
state at the time. The unit ejects the maximum parts diameter is φ20 mm, and the 
maximum parts length is 80 mm. 

 Command 

Parts ejection detection command： M27 (HEAD2): Available in the 

sub-collet unclamp state 

Parts pickup detection command：  M27 (HEAD2): Available in the 

sub-collet clamp state 

 Adjustment of switch position 

1. Put the machine into the machine ready state. 

2. Close the doors of the machine body. 

3. Execute the reference point return of all axes. 

4. Turn the DOOR INTERLOCK key switch to OFF, and open the cutting 

room door under the supervision of the machine controller. 

5. Loosen two screws ○4 . 

6. Press in the ejector pin ○2  with finger and fit the ejector pin ○2  to the end 

face of the cap ○1 . 

7. Adjust the proximity switch ○3  in the longitudinal direction so that the 

warning lamp of the proximity switch ○3  goes off at this position. Set the 

dimension A of the proximity switch ○3  to 14.0 mm. Tighten the torque of 

the installation nut of the proximity switch with 11.8Nm. 

8. After adjustment, tighten two screws ○4 . 

9. Make the ejector pin ○2  free and check whether the warning lamp of the 

proximity switch ○3  lights. 
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 Parts pickup detection 

1. Remove the part from the sub-spindle in state of emergency stop or the 

main breaker OFF. 

2. Put the machine into the machine ready state. 

3. Close the doors of the machine body. 

4. Execute the reference point return for all axes. 

5. Press the MODE key JOG to turn the light on. 

6. Press the SUB COLLET to turn the light on, to be the collet unclamp state. 

7. Press the MODE key MDI to turn the light on. And press the PROGRAM 

key to display the program (MDI) screen. 

8. Press the HEAD key HEAD2 to turn the light on. 

9. Execute the parts pickup/ejecting detection ON command (HEAD2: M27). 

At this time, check that the machine enters the feed hold state, and the 

following alarm message will be displayed on the screen. 

 1126 PART PICK UP ERROR  

 Parts ejection detection 

1. Insert a bar and the main collet into the main spindle when machine is in 

emergency stop state or machine breaker is OFF. 

2. Protrude the bar from the surface of the guide bush about 40~50mm. 

3. Put the machine into the machine ready state. 

4. Close the doors of the machine body. 

5. Execute the reference point return for all axes. 

6. Press the MODE key JOG to turn the light on. 

7. Press the MAIN COLLET key to turn the light on, to be the collet clamp 

state. 

8. Press the SUB COLLET key to turn the light off, to be the collet unclamp 

state. 

9. Press the AXIS DIRECTION key and feed the ZB-axis to the 160.0±1.0. 

10. Press the MODE key MDI to turn the light on and press the PROGRAM to 

display the program (MDI) screen. 

11. Press the HEAD key HEAD2 to turn the light on. 

12. Execute the parts pickup/ejecting detection ON command (HEAD2: M27). 

At this time, check that he machine enters the single block stop state, and 

the following alarm message will be displayed on the screen. 

 2077 PART EJECT ERROR  
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 Alarm message  

When error of parts ejection or product pickup is detected by M27 command, 

the following alarm message will be displayed on the screen.  

Part pickup error： 1126 PART PICK UP ERROR  

Part ejection error： 2077 PART EJECT ERROR  

When parts ejection failure is detected, the machine enters the single block 

stop state. When a product pickup failure is detected, the machine enters 

the feed hold state and the main spindle motor, sub-spindle motor, 

power-driven tool motor, and coolant motors are stopped. 
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9.5.4. Long Parts Ejector 
The unit installs a guide tube inside the sub spindle to eject the long parts outside 
machine after machining. Use of a push system, and permits only simply shaped 
parts to pass smoothly through the guide tube.  
 
Select the inside diameter of the tube so as to prevent components from overlaying 
each other in the bush and guide tube. Some components may not be ejected by this 
unit depend on the shape of it. It is available to eject the component of which overall 
length shorter than applicable part length depending on the part shape. 
 
This unit cannot use with the Parts Ejector Detector, when the long parts ejector is 
installed, remove four screws ○5  and remove the cover ○6  and fix this unit ○7  with 
two screws ○4  to the position as shown below. 
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 Installation of the long parts ejector 

1. Open the cutting room door when machine stops at the emergency state 

or main breaker OFF. 

2. Remove five screws ○2  and the cover ○1 . 

3. Remove two knob screws ○3  and the cover ○4 . 

4. Remove four screws ○6  and the cover ○5 . 

5. Loosen the screw ○10  and remove the cover ○9 . 

6. Remove the cap ○7  and sleeve ○11 . To attach or remove the cap ○7 , 

hook a hook spanner on the cap and insert the handle into the toggle 

holder. 

7. Remove the parts ejector detector if it is being installed. 

8. Remove three screws ○14  and the holder ○15 . 

9. Remove two screws ○17  and nut ○16 . To attach or remove the nut ○16 , 

hook a hook spanner on the nut ○16  and insert the handle into the toggle 

holder. 

10. Remove the push rod and Parts Ejection Unit. 

11. Install the nut ○16  (LC-9623A, internal diameter: φ27 mm) to fix with the 

two screws ○17 . 

12. Attach the exclusive bush ○13  (LC-9699X) of the long parts ejector to the 

sleeve ○11 . The shape of bush ○13  may differ according to the inner 

diameter. 

13. Insert the sleeve ○11 , spring ○12  and collet ○8  into the sub spindle and 

tighten the cap ○7 . 

14. Attach the cover ○9  and tighten the screw ○10 . 

15. Fix the holder ○15  with three screws ○14 . 

16. Insert the sleeve ○19  (LC-9650) into the holder ○15  by turning the split 

toward above, at this time align the edge of both holder ○15  and the 

sleeve ○19 . 

17. Insert the tube ○20  (LC-9651X) that fit the diameter of parts into the 

sleeve ○19  with the notch up to the stop ring position. 

18. Fix the tube ○20  with two screws ○17 . 

19. Attach the cover ○5  with four screws ○6 . 

20. Attach the cover ○4  with the knob screws ○3 . 

21. Attach the cover (LC-8492) to instead of the cover ○1  with six screws. 
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9.6. Installing and Adjusting the Tool Unit 
If undesignated tool unit would be used, it may cause as defective machining or 
machine collision. Be sure to sure a tool unit in the section 2-5. Tooling Information. 
Install tool units and attachments in the machine correctly. Otherwise, damage or 
accident may be caused. 
 

9.6.1. Installing and Adjusting the Tool 
A. Attaching the tools and inputting the geometry offset 

Always stop the machine before starting inspection or adjustment of the 
machine. Be sure to close all the doors before the machine operation. A work in 
a state of turning the DOOR INTERLOCK key switch to OFF and leaving the 
doors opened shall be operated under supervision of the machine controller. Be 
careful of the moving parts of the machine. Pay special attention to avoid injury 
by touching an edge of tool during this work. 
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1. Put the machine into the machine ready state. 

2. Close the doors of the machine body. 

3. Execute the reference point return of all axes. 

4. Press the MODE key MDI to turn the light on, and press the PROGRAM 

key to display the program (MDI) screen. 

5. Press the HEAD key HEAD1 turn the light on. 

6. Command tool selection (T100; etc) for attaching the tool. 

7. Command the bar diameter. (G0 X material diameter;) 

8. Turn the CONTROL MODE key switch to SETTING, and open the 

cutting room door under the supervision of the machine controller. 

9. Pull out the bar from the guide bush. 

10. Loosen two screws ○3  and then insert the cutting tool ○2  into the 

tool-attaching groove of the tool holder ○1 . For installation in the 

overhang tool adapter ○6 , loosen two screws ○7 , and then insert the 

cutting tool ○5  into attaching groove of the tool holder ○6 . 

11. Let the tool ○2  or ○5  slightly touch the outer diameter of the bar to 

determine the position of each tool in the diameter direction. Then lightly 

tighten the screw ○3  or ○7  so that tools do not fall out. 

12. Press the MODE key JOG to turn the light on. 

13. Press the AXIS DIRECTION key to move the cutting tool in diameter 

direction and then tighten the screws ○3  or ○7  to fix the tool. 

14. Press the CUSTOM key to display the menu screen. 

15. Press 2, INPUT key to display the geometry-offset screen. 
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16. Pres the MODE key MDI to turn the light on. 

17. Move the cursor to the Y offset data position of the tool number to be 

adjusted. And input –0.5 soft key [INPUT] to lower the upper surface of 

the cutting tool. 

18. Command the tool selection other than too; number being adjusting 

once. And then command the tool selection being adjusting again so that 

the geometry offset will activate. 

19. Cut the end face of the bar while the cutting room door is being closed. 

And measure the diameter of the dowel after opening the door. Consider 

the diameter of the dowel as “Incremental data”, and press the 

[(measured data)] data key, the [+INPUT] soft key to input it into the Y 

offset data position. 

20. Execute the step (6)~(19) to install all necessary tools. 

21. Close the cutting room door. 
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B. Removal of tools 
Be sure to do this work in state of the emergency-stop or main breaker power 
OFF. Pay special attention to avoid injury by touching an edge of tool during this 
work. Perform the reference point return for X, Y, ZB and XB-axes before 
starting this work. 

 
 

1. Open the cutting room door when machine stops at emergency stop or 

main power OFF. 

2. Loosen the screws ○3  or ○7 . 

3. Remove the tools ○2  or ○5  from the groove. If the fixture ○4  has been 

cut into the installation groove and cannot remove the tool, use one of 

the screw ○3 , insert it into the screw hole ○A  and lift the fixture ○4 . If the 

fixture ○8  has been cut into the installation groove and can not remove 

the tool, loosen two screws ○7  and remove fixture ○8 . 
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C. Attaching of overhang tool adapter 
Be sure to do this work in state of the emergency-stop or main breaker power 
OFF.  
 
If the overhang tool adapter ○6  has been cut into the installation groove of tool 
holder ○1  and cannot remove it, insert one of the screws ○9  into the screw 
hole ○C  and lift the overhang tool adapter ○6 . Perform the reference point 
return of X, Y, ZB and XB axes before starting this work. To attach two overhang 
tool adapters, attach them to T400 and T600. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Attach the overhang tool adapter to the standard tool holder by following the 
instruction. The attaching position is T400~T600. 

1. Open the cutting room door when machine stops at emergency stop or 

main power OFF. 

2. Remove two screws ○10  and the fixture ○11  from the installing position of 

the overhang tool adapter ○6 . 

3. Match the E portion of the overhang tool ○6  to D portion of tool holder, 

and fix them with two screws ○9 . 

4. Insert the tool ○5  between the fixture ○8  and overhang tool adapter ○6  

and then temporally fix them with two screws ○7 . 

5. After determine the position of the tool ○5 , fix the tool ○5  with two 

screws ○7 . 
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D. The relational dimension of the overhang tools and the back 4-spindle unit 
Install the overhang tools (incl. Drill holder) with consideration of relational 
dimension for the back 4-spindle unit. If the installation dimension exceeds the 
range, it will cause a tool collision. 
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9.6.2. Installing and Adjusting the Power-Driven Tool 
Be sure to do this work in state of the emergency-stop or main breaker power OFF. 
Pay special attention to avoid injury by touching an edge of tool during this work. 
Always cover or install the cartridge type power-driven unit ○1  or the cover ○2  to 
T3400 and T3500. If not, a coolant or cutting chips will enter inside and may lead a 
malfunction of power-driven attachment. Perform the reference point return for X. ZB 
and XB-axes before starting this work. 
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A. Attaching and adjusting the milling unit ER16 
A cutting of the milling unit ER16 is clamped and fixed the collet. The reference 
point: (that is the tool position at the center of the guide bush in Y0.0) from the 
end face of the cap, and the maximum protrusion length (X0.0, Y0.0 at T3100 
tool selection) is shown in the drawing below. Set the protrusion length of a 
cutting tool less than the length shown in the drawing below. Follow the 
instruction to attach the milling unit ER16. 

1. Open the cutting room door when machine stops at emergency stop or 

main power OFF. 

2. Insert the power-driven tool ○1  in the installation hole with making a 

drain hole face down like the drawing. 

3. Fix the power-driven tool ○1  with four screws ○2 . 
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B. Attaching and adjusting the 2/3-spindle front drilling unit ER16 
A cutting tool is clamped and fixed by the collet. It shows the maximum 
protrusion length from the end face of the cap in the drawing below. (X0.0, Y0.0 
at T3412 tool selection) Please refer to the drawing to set the protrusion length. 
 
To keep the accuracy of the groove ○A  of the installing part of tool unit is 
important to attach the tooling unit accurately. Attach or remove the tool unit 
carefully so as to prevent the groove ○A  from deformation due to excessive 
force applied to it. Follow the given instruction to attach the 2/3-spindle front 
unit ER16. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Open the cutting room door when machine stops at emergency stop or 

main power OFF. 

2. Insert the power-driven tool ○2  in the installation hole. At this time, the 

pin ○4  of the power-driven tool ○2  should match with the groove ○A  of 

installing part of tool unit. 

3. Fix the power-driven tool ○2  with two screws ○1  and the two screws○3 . 
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4. When gripping a cutting tool by the collet, hook an Allen-wrench to the 

B-portion and hock a LEGO-cap spanner to the cap ○5 . The portion B 

can be found after detaching the plug ○6 . Be sure to attach the plug ○6  

after tightening. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Be sure to attach the plug ○6  after tightening. If not, the coolant goes into 

a hole of the plug ○6  and that has a bad influence on the gear, the bearing 

in the unit. In a situation above, there is a possibility of breaking the unit. 
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9.6.3. Installing and Adjusting the Sleeve to the 4-Spindle Sleeve Holder 
A sleeve for the 4-spindle sleeve holder can be installed to the 4-spindle sleeve holder. 
Sleeve can be largely categorized as that drilling, tapping, die cutting and boring. 
 
Always stop the machine before starting inspection or maintenance. Be sure to close 
all the doors before the machine operation. A work in a state of turning the DOOR 
INTERLOCK key switch to OFF and leaving the doors opened shall be operated 
under the supervision of the machine controller. Be careful of the moving parts of the 
machine. Pay special attention to avoid injury by touching an edge of tool during this 
work. 
 

 When the door is opened and DOOR INTERLOCK switch in OFF 

position, the following operator message is always displayed. 

No. 2050 SETTING MODE 

No. 2051 DOOR IS OPEN 

 Be sure to close the doors when an operation of reference point return, 

MDI, MEMORY and MACRO is performed. The machine does not 

start-up in a state of the doors opened. 
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1. Put the machine into the machine ready status. 

2. Close the doors of the machine body. 

3. Execute the reference point return of all axes. 

4. Press the MODE key MDI to turn the light on, and press the PROGRAM 

key to display the program (MDI) screen. 

5. Press the HEAD key HEAD1 to turn the light on. 

6. Execute the tool selection command (T1100~1400). If installing the die 

holder, command T100. 

7. Turn the DOOR INTERLOCK key switch to OFF, and open the cutting 

room door under the supervision of the machine controller. 

8. Loosen the cap ○2  (loosen setting screws for the die/boring sleeve.) 

before attaching the sleeve 3 to the 4-spindle sleeve holder ○4  and then 

attach the cutting tool ○1  to the sleeve ○3 . The protrusion length of 

cutting tool ○1  from the end face of cap ○2  is determined by condition 

of machining depth and cutting chips. 

9. Tighten the cap ○2  (tighten setting screws for the die/boring sleeve.) 

and then fix the cutting tool ○1  to the sleeve ○3 . 

10. Loosen the screw ○5  and insert the sleeve ○3  to the 4-spindle sleeve 

holder ○4 . 

11. Move the sleeve ○3  to the direction of longitudinal, and adjust the 

longitudinal position of the cutting tool ○1 . 

12. Fix the sleeve ○3  with the screw ○5 . 

13. Close the cutting room door and turn the DOOR INTERLOCK key switch 

to ON. 
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9.6.4. Installing and Adjusting the Back 4-Spindle Unit 
The following drawing shows the reference dimension of the installation part of 
sleeves, power-driven tool, and back 4-spindle sleeve holder and sub spindle. 
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 When performing off-center machining with this unit and if end face of 

sub spindle advances to the position beyond nose of adjacent tool in 

+ZB direction, sub spindle may collide with adjacent tool (Refer to the 

drawing below). 
 If off-center amount between tool and sub spindle (=X) is out of 

allowance range shown in the formula below, sub spindle may collide 

with adjacent tool. Off center amount (=X) ≦ 4 – (D/2) 
 If off-center amount between tool and sub spindle (=X) is out of 

allowance range above mentioned, execute off-center machining by 

using a method either ○1  or ○2  shown in diagrams below. And if 

off-canter machining is executed with T2400, off-center amount (=X) 

toward ejection chute must be 7mm or less (X≦7mm), to avoid the 

collision. 
 Off-center machining must be executed by T2100 or T2400 (the tool 

is shifted in the direction which a figure shows. Two tools can be 

used for off-center machining.) 
 Remove tools and unit from T2200 or T2300. Note that a direction of 

off-center machining should be set 180° reversely for adjacent 

tools. In this case, three tools can be used for off-center 

machining. 
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Always perform this work when machine stops at the emergency stop or main breaker 
OFF. Perform the reference point return for X, ZB and XB-axes before starting this 
work. Follow the given instruction to attach and adjusting the sleeve. 

1. Open the cutting room door when machine stops at emergency stop or main 

power OFF. 

2. Fix the sleeve ○4  with two screws ○3 . 

3. Loosen the cap ○2  (setting screws for the boring sleeve.) and attach the 

cutting tool ○1  to the sleeve . The protrusion length of cutting tool ○1  

from the end face of cap ○2  is determined by condition of machining depth 

and cutting chips. 

4. Tighten the cap ○2  (setting screws for the boring sleeve.) and then fix the 

cutting tool ○1  to the sleeve ○4 . 
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9.7. Handling the other Accessories 
9.7.1. Adjusting the Broken Cutoff Tool Detector 

This unit detects a damage of the cutoff tool by mechanically detecting existence of 
material after cutting-off. Breakage of the cutoff tools will cause the machine damage 
or fires. Be sure to operate this unit after the cutting-off process is completed. When 
the cutting-off process is performed at a tool position other than T100, this unit does 
not function. 
 

 Specifications 

1. Pneumatic pressure：0.1~0.3MPa 

2. Minimum parts detection length：5mm 

3. Minimum parts detection diameter：2mm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Adjustment of detection probe 

1. Open the cutting room when machine stops at emergency state or 

main breaker OFF. 

2. Loosen two screws○2 . 

3. Adjust the length of the detection probe  fits to the edge of the T100 

cutting tool. 

4. Fit the tip of the detection probe○1  in the direction of the Z-axis overall 

length of the product and adjust the detection probe○1  by turning. 

5. Tighten two screws○2 . 
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 Alarm message 

When the broken cutoff tool detection detects breakage or 

malfunctions of itself, following alarm messages will be displayed on the 

screen. In this case, the machine will enter the feed hold state, and the 

main/sub spindle motor, power-driven tool motor, and coolant motor will 

stop. 

 1006 CUTOFF TOOL BROKEN 

1. Breakage of cutoff tool was detected. 

2. Auto switch of the broken cutoff tool detector is damaged or 

mounting position is impropriety. 

 1007 SQ454 SIG. IS SHORT-CIRCUITED 

Auto switch of the broken cutoff tool detector is damaged or mounting 

position is impropriety. 

 1010 SQ453 SIG. IS SHORT-CIRCUITED 

Auto switch of the backward end of the broken cutoff tool detector is 

damaged or mounting position is impropriety. 

 1024 T100 IS NOT SELECTED 

Broken cutoff tool detection ON (HEAD1: M27) was commanded when 

T100 tool is not being selected. 
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 Operation check of safety function 

1. Turn the main breaker OFF. 

2. Remove the cutoff tool from T100 position. 

3. Turn the coolant nozzle toward the guide bush to prevent inference in 

case of the broken cutoff tool works. 

4. Turn the main power ON. 

5. Put the machine into the machine ready status. 

6. Close the doors of the machine body. 

7. Execute reference point return for all axes. 

8. Turn the DOOR INTERLOCK key switch to OFF, and open the 

headstock room door under the supervision of the machine controller. 

9. Press the MODE key JOG to turn the light on. 

10. Press the MAIN COLLET key to turn the light off, and to be the collet 

unclamp state and then insert a bar into the guide bush until it 

protrudes about 20mm from the surface of the guide bush. 

11. Press the MAIN COLLET key to turn the light on, and to be the collet 

clamp state. 

12. Close the headstock room door. 

13. Press the MODE key MDI to turn the light on, and press PROGRAM 

key to display the program (MDI) screen. 

14. Press the HEAD key HEAD1 to turn the light on. 

15. Key in and execute the following program. 

T100； 

G00 X-2.0； 

M27； 

16. If the following alarm is displayed after the movements of broken 

cut-off tool detection is completed, the detection is considered to be 

finished normally. 

1006 CUT-OFF TOOL BROKEN 
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9.7.2. Adjusting the Parts Ejection Detector 
Error of pickup/ejection of parts (products) with the sub spindle will cause machine 
collision or malfunctions. This unit will detect those errors, and will put the machine 
into feed hold state at the time. 
 

 Specification 
1. Maximum applicable parts diameter：ψ20mm 

2. Maximum applicable parts length：80mm 
 

 Adjustment of switch position 
1. Put the machine into the machine ready state. 
2. Close the doors of the machine body. 
3. Execute the reference point return of all axes. 
4. Turn the DOOR INTERLOCK key switch to OFF, and open the cutting 

room door under the supervision of the machine controller. 
5. Loosen two screws○4 . 
6. Press in the ejector pin○2  with finger and fit the ejector pin○2  to the 

end face of the cap○1 . 
7. Set the dimension A of the proximity switch○3  to 14.0mm. 
8. Adjust the proximity switch○3  in the longitudinal direction so that the 

warning lamp of the proximity switch○3  goes off at this position. 
9. After adjustment, tighten two screws○4 . 
10. Make the ejector pin○2  free and check whether the warning lamp of 

the proximity switch○3  lights. 
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 Operation check 

A. Parts pickup detection 

1. Remove the part from the sub-spindle in state of emergency stop or 

the main breaker OFF. 

2. Put the machine into the machine ready state. 

3. Close the doors of the machine body. 

4. Execute the reference point return for all axes. 

5. Press the MODE key JOG to turn the light on. 

6. Press the SUB COLLET to turn the light on, to be the collet 

unclamp state. 

7. Press the MODE key MDI to turn the light on. And press the 

PROGRAM key to display the program (MDI) screen. 

8. Press the HEAD key HEAD2 to turn the light on. 

9. Execute the parts pickup/ejecting detection ON command (HEAD2: 

M27). At this time, check that the machine enters the feed hold 

state, and the following alarm message will be displayed on the 

screen. 

1126 PART PICK UP ERROR 
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B. Parts ejection detection 

1. Insert a bar (that is smaller than the inner diameter of sub collet) 

and the main collet (that is fitted to the bar) into the main spindle 

when machine is in emergency stop state or machine breaker is 

OFF. 

2. Protrude the bar from the surface of the guide bush about 

10~50mm. 

3. Put the machine into the machine ready state. 

4. Close the doors of the machine body. 

5. Execute the reference point return for all axes. 

6. Press the MODE key JOG to turn the light on. 

7. Press the MAIN COLLET key to turn the light on, to be the coolet 

clamp state. 

8. Press the SUB CPLLET key to turn the light off, to be the collet 

unclamp state. 

9. Press the AXIS DIRECTION key and feed the ZB-axis to the 160.0±

1.0 (6.2992±0.04inch). 

10. Press the MODE key MDI to turn the light on and press the 

PROGRAM to display the program (MDI) screen. 

11. Press the HEAD key HEAD2 to turn the light on. 

12. Execute the parts pickup/ejecting detection ON command (HEAD2: 

M27). At this time, check that he machine enters the single block 

stop state, and the following alarm message will be displayed on 

the screen. 

2077 PART EJECT ERROR 
 

 Alarm message 

When error of parts ejection or product pickup is detected by M27 

command, the following alarm message will be displayed on the screen. 

When parts ejection failure is detected, the machine enters the single 

block stop state. When a product pickup failure is detected, the machine 

enters the feed hold state and the main spindle motor, sub-spindle motor, 

power-driven tool motor, and coolant mottoes are stopped. 

1126 PART PICK UP ERROR：Part pickup error 

2077 PART EJECT ERROR：Part ejection error 
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9.7.3. Handling the Coolant Flow Detector 
This is a safety device that watches the coolant flow amount, and if the flow amount 
becomes shortage, puts the machine unto the feed hold status. If coolant is not 
discharged to the cutting point sufficiently, there is a possibility of a fire. Coolant flow 
rate has been dropped less than the rated value, the message 1017 COOLANT 
FLOW ALARM is displayed. 
 
Be sure to check the operation of the coolant flow sensor once every 6-months. For 
proper operation, it is often required to re-set the coolant flow sensor after adjusting 
the coolant cock, changing coolant oil and/or changing the coolant nozzle directions, 
while might affect the flow rate of coolant. 
 
When open the cutting room door, turn the DOOR INTERLOCK key switch to OFF 
and the COOLANT 1 key switch to OFF under the supervision of the machine 
controller. The discharge amount of coolant changes by the kind of cutting oil or the 
environment of machine situation (Temperature) etc. Therefore be sure to confirm and 
set max./min. discharge rate of the flow sensor and switch position sensor. Open the 
coolant cocks both of the main and machining position same degree, and adjust the 
discharge of coolant. 
 
Reset the flow sensor when the all the red LED No.0 to 9 flash, after completing each 
setting. Follow the instruction to adjusting the coolant flow detector. 

1. Set the machine for a machine-ready state. 

2. Set the coolant nozzles to the cutting point. 

3. Initial setting of the flow sensor switch point. Set the sensor switch point 

at 10% for initial setting. (Decrease the % to avoid an alarm message 

when setting a maximum and minimum flow rate.) 

a. Press the MODE/ENTER button briefly. 

b. Press the LEARN/SET button within 5 seconds and keep it pressed 

until the red LED is displayed at the 10% position. For precise 

adjustment, press the LEARN/SET button briefly once at a time. 

Position the slow red LED at the No.1 and the fast red LED at the No.0. 

(Fast move LED is for 1% setting; slow move LED is for 10% setting) 

c. Press the MODE/ENTER button briefly within 20 seconds after 

adjusting the switch point and releasing the LEARN/SET button. The 

red LED will flash on the No.1. After setting, the yellow LED takes 

place instead of the red LED during operation. 

4. Setting the maximum flow rate 
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a. Discharge coolant by M25, coolant ON command, with the coolant 

cock fully opened. This condition is its maximum flow rate. 

b. After discharging for a while, press the LEARN/SET button for 6~8 

seconds. 

c. Release from button to finish the set when the green LED lamp starts 

to move from left to right step by step. All LED from the No.0 to No.9 

will be lit in green. 

5. Initial setting of the minimum flow rate. 

a. Make sure to set the initial minimum flow rate after setting the 

minimum flow rate. 

b. Close the coolant cock to stop discharge. This condition is the initial 

minimum flow rate. 

c. Press the LEARN/SET button for 11~15 seconds after the coolant is 

stopped. 

d. Release when the green LED lamp start to move from right to left 

step by step, after lighting from left to right. 

6. Setting the minimum flow rate 

a. Make sure to set the minimum flow rate after initial setting of the 

minimum flow rate. 

b. Discharge coolant with the coolant cock fully opened. 

c. Close the cock to make the green LED lamp will flash from No.0 to 

No.6 after discharging coolant for a while. This condition is the 

minimum flow rate. 

d. Press the LEARN/SET button for 11~15 seconds after discharging 

coolant for a while. 

e. Release the button when the green LED lamp from right to left step 

by step after lighting from left to right. 
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7. Setting the sensor switch point 

For initial setting, the switch point has been set at 10% in step 3. 

a. Discharge coolant with the coolant cock fully opened. 

b. Close the cock to become the coolant discharging point lower from 

each cutting point. Verify the green LED flashing position. (The flow 

rate position for stopping the machine with the alarm message on) 

c. Set the switch point after discharging coolant for a while. 

Press the MODE/ENTER button briefly. 

Press the LEARN/SET button within 5 seconds and keep it pressed 

until the slow red LED is displayed at the green LED position. 

Follow the step-d after setting the display position of red LED even 

the machine may or may not stop with an alarm message on. 

E.g.) Position the slow red LED at the No.7 and the fast LED at the 

No.0 when the green LED flash from the No.0 to No.7. 

For precise adjustment, press the LEARN/SET button briefly once at 

a time. (Fast move LED is for 1% setting; slow move LED is for 10% 

setting.) 

d. Press the MODE/ENTER button within 20 seconds after adjusting 

the switch point and releasing the LEARN/SET button. 

Release the alarm message if displayed. The yellow LED takes place 

instead of the red Led during operation after setting. 

8. Ensuring the sensor switch point 

a. Discharge coolant with the coolant cock fully opened. 

b. Close the cock to become the coolant discharging point lower from 

each cutting point after discharging coolant for a while. (The flow rate 

position for stopping the machine with the alarm message on). Check 

the switch point set in step-7 under this condition for 10~15 seconds. 

c. When the switch point setting is not proper, the alarm message will 

appear and the machine will stop. 

d. If not, you need to re-set and re-check the switch point. 

Check the switch point by every 5% change. E.g.) 70%→65% 

 See step-3 for setting. 
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 In case that the alarm message is displayed and the machine 

stops when starting discharging coolant or even the coolant is 

being discharged onto the each cutting point, set the switch point 

position on the left (smaller %). 

 In case that the alarm message is not displayed and the machine 

does stop even the coolant is being discharged greatly lower than 

the each cutting point, set the switch point position on the right 

(larger %). 

9. Checking after each setting of the sensor. 

a. Discharge coolant with the coolant cock fully opened after completing 

each setting of the flow sensor. 

b. Verify the flashing condition of green LED after discharging coolant 

for a while. 

c. In case the green LED from No.0 to No.9 do not flash the stable. 
 Even there is no problem for discharging coolant with the cock 

fully opened, the machine may stop with the alarm message on 
because the green LED flash differently. If so, check and adjust 
the setting of sensor switch point. 
When the switch point setting has been appropriately set, re-set 
and re-check the procedures from step-1. 
However, in the step-6 setting the minimum flow rate, close the 
cock to set the minimum flow rate to flash the green LED from 
No.0 to No.4. (Enlarge the detecting range between the maximum 
and minimum flow rates.) 

 The machine does not stop with the alarm message on, even 
there is no problem to discharge coolant with the cock fully 
opened and the green LED flash differently. 
However, in case of closing the cock to lower the coolant 
discharging point from each cutting point, the settings and 
checking will be completed by machine stop with the alarm 
message on. 
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9.7.4. Changing the Window of Cutting Room 
Observation window is made with polycarbonate. When the window becomes so dirty 
with discoloration and deterioration by long-time coolant use that the operator cannot 
see inside, replace the window to new one. When the observation window has 
damages such as cracks or dents according to conditions in use, replace the window 
to new one immediately. 
 
Life cycle of the observation window is approximately 5 years, so that 5 years are 
followed as a guide of replacement even if no doubt of visibility. 

1. Be sure to execute the work in a state of machine main breaker OFF. 

2. Open the door of cutting room. 

3. Loosen 8 nuts○1  and remove the window○2 . 

4. Replace a new window and tighten 8 nuts○1 . 
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9.7.5. Changing the Work Lamp 
The machine is equipped two lamps for the cutting room and headstock room. Follow 
the instruction to replace the work lamp.  

Cutting room work lamp type：NLE-13SF-DC-S 10W/24V 

Headstock room work lamp type：NLE-13SF-DC-S 10W/24V 

 
 

Attach the overhang tool adapter to the standard tool holder by following 

the instruction. 

1. Be sure to execute the work in a state of machine main breaker OFF. 

2. Take off work lamp set. 

3. Loosen four screws○1 . 

4. Remove the work lamp, and replace it to new one. 

5. Assembly the lamp base with four screws○1 . 
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9.7.6. Handling the Signal Tower 
The signal tower is installed on the machine to inform operator about machine 
conditions. 
 

 Specifications 

Lighting type：Incandescent bulb, lighting/flashing. 

Color：Red, Yellow and Green. 

Warning buzzer： Valid/Invalid selectable 

 

 Lighting conditions 

 Red 

While an alarm is displayed on the screen(The fallowing conditions are 

excluded)： 

○1 under the lighting conditions in Item Yellow, 

○2 when the alarm 2081 CNC BATTERY ALARM is displayed,  

the light will go off when the alarm message will be disappeared. 

 Yellow 

When the following alarm messages are displayed： 

○1 Alarm 2070：When the part counter counts up. 

○2 Alarm 2074：When the machine stop at M00 due to bar empty in the 

single bar feeder. 

○3 Alarm 2075：When the machine stops at M00 due to all barstock 

completion of the automatic bar feeder.  

○4 Alarm 2085：When the tool life management counter counts up. 

○5 Alarm 2086：When Run hour/part number display counts up. The 

light will go off when the alarm message will be disappeared. 

 Green 

During automatic operation (Bar exchange of the automatic bar feeder 

is included.) 
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 Installing 

Be sure to do this work at the state of the emergency stop or main 

breaker power OFF. Refer to the circuit diagram for details. 
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9.7.7. Installing the Ferrite Core for RS-232C Interface Cable 
This machine is provided with Electro-Magnetic Compatibility (EMC) for noise 
measure. But user should attach a ferried core to the RE-232C interface cable to 
reduce a noise and adapt the machine to the International Standard Level. Attach the 
split core to the RE-232C interface cable very close to the machine side. 
 
Ferrite core：Type ZCAT3035-1330 (TDK) or equivalent 
RS-232C interface cable：Outer diameter φ8 mm or less. 
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10. Maintenance 

Always perform the following maintenance and inspection regardless of whether a 

fault has occurred, to ensure that this machine can be used in a favorable condition 

for a long time.  

 

Designate the personnel familiar with the machine as a machine controller, and 

always secure the person’s approval before inspecting or adjusting the machine. 

Place a clear sign no notify the work to the third party when inspecting or adjusting a 

machine. Do not leave the used operation tools or tool units, etc. for maintenance on 

the machine, as if will lead to work inefficiency and unexpected accidents. 

 
10.1. Monthly Maintenance 

In addition to daily inspections, the monthly inspection is done to predict and 

diagnose hard-to-find faults. Always designate a monthly inspection data, and 

perform the following inspection. 
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10.1.1. Bearing Heating Maintenance 

If malfunction is found on the bearing, the temperature of the bearing may be 

abnormally high. Be careful when confirming the temperature. Pay special attention 

to avoid injury by touching an edge of tool during this work. Always perform this work 

machine stops at the emergency stop or main breaker OFF except for the following 

steps (1)~(3). 
1. Pay the machine into the machine ready state. 

2. Close the doors of the machine body. 

3. Perform reference point return of all axes. 

4. Execute air cut for the main/sun spindle, revolving guide bush and cross/back 

power-driven tool with 3000min-1 in 15 minutes. 

5. Open the headstock room door ○1  and cutting room door ○2  when machine 

stops at emergency state or main breaker OFF. 

6. Confirm that the temperature of each sections (bearing housing sections) 

indicated with arrows are “room temperature + 20℃ or less” (the degree that 

can be touched by hand in several seconds.) 

7. If the temperature of these sections is abnormally high, the bearings must be 

replaced. 
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10.1.2. Cleaning the Guide Bush 

Always perform this work when machine stops at the emergency stop or the main 

breaker off ( ). Pay special attention to avoid injury by touching an edge of tool 

during this work. Perform the reference point return of all axes before starting this 

work. 
 

A. Stationary guide bush 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Open the door of headstock room or the cutting room when machine stops at 

emergency state or main breaker OFF. 

2. Remove the adjustment nut ○2  with the pip ○1 , and pull out the guide bush ○6  

from the sleeve ○4 . 

3. Remove the screw ○5  and the sleeve ○4  from the bush body ○3 . 

4. Clean the guide bush ○6 , sleeve ○4  and adjustment nut ○2 . 

5. Clean the inside of bush body ○3 . 
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B. Revolving guide bush 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Open the door of headstock room or the cutting room when machine stops at 

emergency state or main breaker OFF. 

2. Insert the jig ○2  to the adjustment nut ○5  and fix them with the knob screw ○1  

so that the rotation of the adjustment nut ○5  is fixed. 

3. Loosen several screws among 4 screws ○3 . 

4. Remove the jig ○2 . Turn the adjustment nut ○5  by 180 degree and then insert 

the jig ○2  again. Fix them with the knob screw ○1 . 

5. Tighten remained screws among 4 screws ○3 . 

6. Turn the sleeve ○7  to the left with the pipe ○9 , and loosen the adjustment nut 

○5  and the guide bush ○6 . 

7. Loosen the knob screw ○1  and remove the jig ○2 . 

8. Remove four screws ○3  and the clamp ring ○4 . 

9. Remove the adjustment nut ○5  by turning left from the guide bush. 

10. Remove the guide bush ○6  from the sleeve ○7 . 

11. Remove the cover ○8  by removing its four fixing screws. 

12. Clean the cover ○8 , the guide bush ○6  and the adjustment nut ○5 . 

13. Clean the inside of the sleeve○7  and installation parts of the cover○8 . 

14. Attach the cover ○8  with four fixing screws. 
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10.1.3. Cleaning the Collet 

Always perform this work when machine stops at the emergency stop or main 

breaker OFF. Perform the reference point return of all axes before starting this work. 

Open the main/sub collet before starting this work. 
 

A. Main collet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Open the headstock room door when machine stops at the emergency state or 

main breaker OFF. 

2. Remove two knob-screws ○2  and the cover ○3 . 

3. Remove the cap ○8  (right-handed screw). To attach or remove the cap ○8 , 

insert the hook spanner into the cap, and insert the handle ○1  into the hold ○A  

of the toggle holder ○4 . 

4. Remove the spring ○5 , the sleeve ○6  and the collet ○7  from the spindle. 

5. Clean the spring ○5 , the sleeve ○6 , the collet ○7  and the cap ○8 . 

6. Clean the inside of the spindle and installation surface of the cap ○8 . 
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B. Sub collet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Open the cutting room when machine stops at emergency state or main breaker 

OFF. 

2. Remove two knob-screws ○7  and the cover ○8 . 

3. Remove the screw ○4  and the cover ○3 . 

4. Remove the cap ○1  (right-handed screw). For attaching or removing the cap 

○1  insert the hook spanner into the cap ○1 , and insert the handle  into the 

hole ○A  of the toggle holder ○9 . 

5. Remove the collet ○2 , the sleeve ○5  and the spring ○6  from the spindle. 

6. Clean the cap ○1 , the collet ○2  and the cover ○3 , the sleeve ○5  and the 

spindle ○6 . 

7. Clean the inside of spindle, installation portion of the cap ○1  and the cover ○3 . 
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10.1.4. The Maintenance of Hydraulic Unit 

A. Confirmation of pressure gauge operation 

When the hydraulic pressure is not correctly, it may cause a failure or malfunction of 

the hydraulic power unit, Be sure to set the hydraulic pressure to 3.4MPa. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check the operation of pressure gauge by the following instruction. 
1. Put the machine into the machine ready state. 

2. Loosen the lock nut ○2 . 

3. Turn the pressure adjustment screw, and confirm that pointer of pressure gauge 

moves. Turning the pressure adjustment screw to the right. The pressure will 

increase and turning it to the left, the pressure will decrease. If the pointer of 

pressure gauge moves abnormally, turn the main breaker OFF and replace the 

pressure gauge. 

4. Adjust the pressure adjustment screw so that the pressure gauge indicates 

3.4MPa. 

5. Tighten the lock nut ○2 . 
 

B. Inspection of oil leakage 

Always perform this work when machine stops at the emergency stop or main 

breaker OFF. Periodically inspect the hydraulic tank gauge, and confirm whether the 

decrease of the hydraulic is normal or not. If the hydraulic oil decreases abnormally, 

there will be leakage. Check the periphery of the hydraulic power unit, the piping, 

the hydraulic hose and the cylinder to find the leakage portion, if the part is damaged 

or broken, replace it. 
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10.1.5. The Maintenance of Pneumatic Unit 

A. Confirmation of pressure gauge operation 

When the pneumatic pressure is not correct, it may cause a failure or malfunction 

of the pneumatic unit. Be sure to set the pneumatic pressure to 0.5MPa. Check 
the operation of the filter regulator of pneumatic pressure gauge ○5  with the 

following steps. 

1. Put the machine into the machine ready state. 
2. Pull up the pressure adjustment handle ○4  to release the lock. 

3. Turn the pressure adjustment handle ○4 , and confirm that the pointer of 

pressure gauge ○5  moves. 

4. Turning the pressure adjustment handle ○4  to the right, the pressure will 

increase and turning it to the left, the pressure will decrease. If the pointer of 
pressure gauge ○5  moves abnormally, separate out from the air source and 

replace the pressure gauge ○5 . 

5. Adjust the pressure adjustment handle ○4  so that the pressure gauge ○5  

reads 0.5MPa. The correct pressure cannot be obtained by turning the 
pressure adjustment handle ○4  only. After adjusting the pressure, check it by 

turning one of the solenoid valves ON/OFF once. 
6. Push the pressure adjustment handle ○4  to lock. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B. Inspection of air leakage 

Always perform this work when machine stops at the emergency stop or main 

breaker OFF. Periodically inspect the hydraulic tank gauge, and confirm whether 

the decrease of the hydraulic is normal or not. If the hydraulic oil decreases 

abnormally, there will be leakage. Check the periphery of the filter regulator, the 

piping, the pneumatic hose and the cylinder to find the leakage portion, if the part 

is damaged or broken, replace it. 
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10.1.6. The Maintenance of the Cooling Fan 

Damaged cooling fan may cause another damage to the unit and malfunction. 

1. Turn the machine main power (main breaker) ON. 
2. Please your hand near the fan ○1 , ○2 , ○3 , ○5 , ○6 , ○8 , ○9 , ○10 , to ensure if wind 

flows. Verify there is no abnormal noise from the fans. 

3. Turn the machine main power (main breaker) OFF. 
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10.1.7. The Maintenance of the Tooth Face of the Power-Driven Tool Unit 

Our recommended grease is “Multemp LRL No3” by KYODO YUSHI CO. LTD. 

Never mix the grease with different brand because the efficiency of its function will 

drop. Note that there may be a collision between the power-driven tool units if you 

mistakenly re-install the power-driven tool unit in the other tool No. position after 

putting the grease on it. 

 

1. Turn the DOOR INTERLOCK key switch to OFF, and open the cutting room 

door. 

2. Remove the power-drive tool units from the gang tool post and the turrets. 

3. Put some grease on the gear tooth face of the power-driven tool units. 

4. Re-install the power-driven tool units in their original tool positions. 

5. Confirm that the power-driven tool units have been installed appropriately. 
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10.2. Six Month Maintenance 

Six-month inspection is done to predict and diagnose often-overlooked faults, and to 

replace consumable parts. Always designate a periodic inspection data, and 

perform the following inspections. 
 
10.2.1. The Maintenance of Main/Sub Spindle Shifter Wear 

Always perform this work when machine stops at the emergency stop or the main 

breaker OFF. Excessive wear of the shifter section will cause the grip of the 

main/sub-collet to be insufficient. The material may fly off the spindle and cause a 

very dangerous situation. 
A. Toggle ○1 &○4  

Replace it when the wear is greater than the slanted line in the diagram. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B. Shifter ○2 &○3  

Replace it if the boundary of the arrow in the diagram cannot be visually 

confirmed. 
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10.2.2. The Maintenance of Belt 

Damage of the belt will lead to the machine damage and malfunctions. Excessive 

belt tension will lead to the belt damage, shorten the belt/bearing life, and increase 

the noise. Insufficient tension will lead to the belt damages, slipping and jumping of 

the belt. Always perform this work when machine stops at the emergency stop or the 

main breaker OFF except the case of X-axis feeding motor belt’s step 1&2 and 

ZB-axis feeding motor belt’s step 1~4. Always perform the work under the 

supervision of the machine controller. Be careful of the moving parts of the machine 

sufficiently.  

 

Check the appearance of the belt in detail, and if there is any abnormality such as 

cracking or peeling is found, replace the belt. Check the belt tension. Press the back 

of the belt at the center of the span between two pulleys, and confirm the pressing 

load F when the belt is slackened to the slack amount “d”. If the pressing load “F” is 
not within ±20% of the range shown below, the belt tension must be adjusted. 

 

Application F d 
Main spindle-counter shaft belt 6.0 N 7.0 mm
Revolving guide bush-counter 
shaft belt 6.0 N 7.0 mm

X-axis feed unit motor belt 7.0 N 2.0 mm
ZB-axis feed unit motor belt 9.0 N 3.0 mm
Sub spindle motor belt 10.0 N 3.0 mm

 
 
 

A. Main spindle-counter shaft belt 

1. After executing the reference point return of all axes, put the machine into the 

emergency stop or main breaker OFF. 

2. Open the headstock room door. 
3. Remove three screws ○8  and the cover ○10 . 

4. Check the main spindle-counter shaft ○9 . 

5. Attach the cover ○10  with three screws ○8 . 
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B. Revolving guide bush-counter shaft belt 

1. Execute the reference point return of all axes. And put the machine into 

emergency stop or main breaker OFF. 
2. Remove six screws ○2  and the cover ○1 . 

3. Remove four screws ○4  and the cover ○5 . 

4. Remove four screws ○7  and the cover ○6 . 

5. Check the revolving guide bush-counter shaft belt ○3 . 

6. Attach the cover ○6  with four screws ○7 . 

7. Attach the cover ○5  with four screws ○4 . 

8. Attach the cover ○1  with six screws ○2 . 
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C. X-axis feed unit motor belt 

1. Execute the reference point return of all axes and put the machine into the 

emergency stop or main breaker OFF. 
2. Remove the four screws ○5  and the cover ○4 . 

3. Remove the four screws ○3 , loosen the two screws ○1  detach the cover ○2 . 

4. Remove the lughole installation plug ○6 . 

5. Check the tension of X-axis feed motor belt ○7 . 

6. Attach the lughole plug ○6 . 

7. Attach the cover ○2  with the two screws ○1  and the four screws ○3 . 

8. Attach the cover ○4  with the four screws ○5 . 
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D. ZB-axis feed unit motor belt 

1. Put the machine into the machine ready state. 

2. Execute the reference point return of all axes. 

3. Press the MODE key JOG to turn the light on. 

4. Press the AXIS DIRECTION key to that ZB-axis moves to the 100.0 position. 

5. Put the machine into the emergency stop or main breaker OFF. 
6. Remove four screws ○2  and the cover ○1 . 

7. Remove two top screws ○6  and loosen two bottom screws ○6 , then remove 

the cover ○5 . 

8. Confirm the appearance of ZB-axis feed motor belt. 
9. Remove the rubber plug ○4 . 

10. Confirm the tension of ZB-axis feed motor belt ○3 . 

11. Put the rubber plug ○4 . 

12. Install the cover ○5  with four screws ○6 . 

13. Install the cover ○1  with four screws ○2 . 
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E. Sub spindle motor belt 

1. Execute the reference point return of all axes. 

2. Put the machine into the emergency stop or main breaker OFF. 

3. Open the door of cutting room. 
4. Remove four screws ○4  and cover ○5 . 

5. Remove four screws ○3  and cover ○2 . 

6. Remove the rubber plug ○6 . 

7. Check the sub spindle motor belt ○1 . 

8. Install the rubber plug ○6 . 

9. Attach the cover ○2  with four screws ○3 . 

10. Attach the cover ○5  with four screws ○4 . 
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10.2.3. The Maintenance of Wiring and Piping 

Always perform this work when machine stops at the emergency stop or the main 

breaker OFF. Inspect the cables, hydraulic hoses and pneumatic hoses in the 

periphery of the headstock, the tool post and the back attachment with minding the 

following items.  

 

Check the appearance of the cable and hoses in detail, and if there any abnormality 

such as cracking or peeling is found, replace to new one. 
A. Are the movable cables or hoses rubbing against the machine structure, 

etc.? 

→If they are, correct the wiring and piping. 

 

B. Are the cable and hose terminals securely fixed? 

→Securely fix when the bundling bands or screws, etc. are loose. 

 

C. Are any cutting chips accumulated at the cable and hose sections? 

→Remove if there is any accumulated. 
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10.2.4. The Maintenance of Safety Device 

A. Confirmation of door interlock unit operation 

Door interlock unit detects the opening doors of the headstock room and the 

cutting room. Check the operation of the unit by the following instruction. 

1. Set the machine for a machine ready state. 

2. Turns the DOOR INTERLOCK key switch to OFF. 

3. Open only the headstock room door, and close the cutting room door. 

4. Turns the DOOR INTERLOCK key switch to ON. 

5. Verify the machine enters the emergency stop state. 

6. Close the headstock room door. 

7. Press the CNC POWER OFF button, then press the ON button to set the 

machine for the machine ready state. 

8. Ensure the headstock room door is locked up and cannot opened. 

9. Follow the steps (1)~(8) for the cutting room door. 
 

B. Confirmation of coolant level detector operation 

Insufficient coolant discharge rate may cause a fire. The coolant level detector 

detects the insufficient amount of the coolant in the tank. Check the operation of 

the switch by the following instruction. 
1. Confirm that the required amount of coolant is filled in the coolant tank. 

2. Put the machine into the machine ready state. 

3. Lower the float of level switch to the lower limit by hand, and confirm the 

following alarm is displayed on the screen. 

2071 LOW LEVEL OF COOLANT OIL 

Confirm the float of level switch comes up to the upper limit, and then press RESET 

key to release the alarm. 
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C. Confirmation of coolant flow detector operation 

An insufficient coolant discharge rate may cause a fire. The coolant flow detector 

detects the insufficient of discharge rate of the coolant. Check the operation oh 

the switch by the following instruction. 
1. Confirm that the required amount of coolant is filled in the coolant tank. 

2. Put the machine into the machine ready state. 

3. Turn the DOOR INTERLOCK key switch to OFF, and open the cutting room 

door under the supervision of the machine controller. 

4. Open the coolant cocks fully. 

5. Closing the cutting room door. 

6. Press the MDI key to turn the light on. 

7. Command the coolant ON (HEAD1: M25), and confirm that the coolant is 

being discharged. 

8. Open the cutting room door. 

9. Turn the coolant cock to the close direction gradually, and confirm that the 

following alarm will be displayed on the screen when the discharge rate of the 

coolant drops. 

1017 COOLANT FLOW ALARM 

10. Open the coolant cocks fully. 

11. Press RESET key to release the alarm. 
 

D. Operation check for the lubricant level detector 

Insufficient lubricant level may cause a machine fault and malfunction. Be careful 

that any rubbish not go into a tank. The lubricant level detector detects the lack of 

lubricant in the tank. Check the operation of this unit by following the instruction. 
1. Put the machine into a machine ready status. 

2. Hold the lubricant tank not to drop off. Remove the four screws and slowly 

lower the tank. 

3. Lower the float of level switch to the lowest limit, command M20 on HEAD1 

and confirm the following alarm is displayed on the screen. 

2073 LOW LEVEL OF LUBRI. OIL 

4. Install the lubricant tank with the four screws. 

5. Press RESET key to release the alarm. 
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10.2.5. Checking the Equipment for the Cutting Room Door Falling Down Prevention 

The cutting room door is controlled by the function of the equipment for falling down 

prevention so as not to fall down naturally. Check the function of the equipment for 

the cutting room door falling down prevention by following procedure. 
1. Open the cutting room door when main breaker OFF. 

2. Lift the hand from the door at any point on the inclined face. 

3. Check the fall down rate of the cutting room door as 100mm/Sec. Or less. 

In case of malfunction of the cutting room door, please contact GOODWAY 

MACHINE CORP. 
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10.3. Twelve Month Maintenance 

12-month maintenance is carried out to foresee and/or find out damage that is often 

hard-to-find, also to replace consumed parts. To avoid an accident and malfunction, 

set up the maintenance data once every six-month, and make sure to execute the 

following maintenance. 

 
10.3.1. Change the Battery for Back-up 

A. Changing the Battery for the CNC Memory back-up 

When the voltage of battery for the CNC memory back-up lowers, the following 

alarm will be displayed on the screen. 
      2081 CNC BATTERY ALARM 

However, you can operate the machine even this alarm occurs. Stop the machine 

(with one cycle stop, etc.) and follow the steps below to replace the battery within 

one week. Spare battery is provided with the machine; however, call GOODWAY 

MACHINE CORP. to order the new battery on the second time you need one. 

Refer to the parts list for the type of battery. 

 

Do not drop and/or draw the CNC unit by force. Be sure to execute the step 2~6 

in a state of the machine main breaker OFF. Complete the replacing steps 5 and 

6 within 30 minutes. To incomplete the step 5 and 6 within 30 minutes may result 

in the CNC memory lost. If the memory has been lost, a system alarm of RAM 

PARITY will occur and the CNC cannot be used even the CNC POWER is ON. 

Contact your dealer if this occurred. 

1. Keep the condition of CNC POWER ON more than 30 seconds. 

2. Press the NC POWER OFF button, and turn the machine main breaker OFF. 

3. Prepare the new battery. 
4. Unscrew the four screws○1  and take the CNC unit○2  out to the operator side. 

Do not pull out the CNC unit by force because cables are connected. 
5. Remove the connector○4  and pull the battery○3  out of the battery case. 

6. Change the battery○3  with the new one, then connect the connector○4 . 

7. Install the CNC unit○2  in, then fix with the four screws○1 . 
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B. Changing backup battery for absolute pulse coder 

When the voltage of the backup battery for the absolute pulse coder lowers, the 

following alarm is displayed on the screen. 
307 APC alarm: □th-axis battery low1 

Above □ shows one of the number from 1 to 7 according to the axis in which the 

voltage of the battery lowers. When this alarm is displayed, always replace all 
batteries for servo amplifiers ○1 , ○2  and ○3 . Refer to the part list for the type of 

battery and order new battery from your dealer. 

 

Be sure to execute this work in state of CNC POWER ON and keep the cabinet 

door of machine rear side open. Be sure to execute this work under the 

supervision of the qualified serving personnel and prevent from getting an electric 

shock.  

 
When the battery ○9  is took away from the servo amplifier in state of CNC 

POWER OFF, the absolute position data of the machine will be lost. Un this case, 

it is necessary to adjust the reference point of the machine once again. Please 

contact GOODWAY MACHINE CORP. if this occurred while taking special care 

against electric shocks. When this alarm is displayed on the screen, keep CNC 

POWER ON. Change the battery within a week after this alarm displayed. Within 

changing the battery, the absolute position data of the machine will be lost. In this 

case, it is necessary to adjust the reference point of the machine once again. 

Please contact GOODWAY MACHINE CORP. if this occurred. 
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1. Turn on the CNC POWER. 

2. Press the EMERGENCY STOP button on the operation panel to put the 

machine unto the emergency top state. 
3. Remove the cabinet door of machine rear side ○7 . 

4. Take the battery cases ○4 , ○5  and ○6  away from the front of the servo 

amplifier ○1 , ○2  and ○3 . 

5. Remove the connector ○8  attached to each battery ○9  from the servo unit. 

6. Replace the each battery ○9  to new one and connect the connector. 

7. Attach the battery cases ○4 , ○5  and ○6 . 

8. Install the cabinet door of machine rear side ○7 . 
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11. Troubleshooting 
11-1 Troubleshooting Procedures 

When alarm will be appeared during operating, investigate the cause in 

accordance with following method. Moreover, refer to 11-6 Alarm Table and 

Analysis or FANUC operation manual for detail of alarm. After canceling and 

dealing with the cause of alarm and in resuming, please grasp the position 

relation of each part of a machine enough, and check and start operation without 

a problem. 

1. What is the machine type, machine serial number (plate No.), and CNC unit 

name? 

2. What is the mode? 

HEAD：HEAD1, SIMUL, HEAD2 

MODE：EDIT, MEMORY, MDI, MACRO, JOG, STEP, ZERO RETURN 

3. In which operation does the trouble occur? 

4. Are there any alarm number and message displayed? 

5. Where are the absolute position and the machine position of each axis when 

the trouble occurs? 

6. What is the position if there is a positioning error? 

7. How many times has the trouble occurred in the past? What is the frequency? 

8. What is the program before and behind of machine stoppage in case of 

automatic operation? 

9. Is the spindle rotating? 

10. Is the CYCLE START or FEED HOLD button lit on? 

 

Check the above items and then contact GOODWAY MACHINE CORP. 
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11-2 Check the DGN 
Display the DGN check screen (PMC SIGNAL STATUS screen) according to 

the following procedure. 

1. Press the SYSTEM key. 

2. Press the key     . 

3. Press the soft key [PMC]. 

4. After pressed the soft key [STATUS], press the key     for several times until 

[PCDGN] 

5. Press the soft key [PMCDGN]. 

6. Input the address number and press the soft key [SEARCH]. 
7. Refer to the “Self Diagnosis Function (DGN) Table” and FANUC operation manual 

for mare information. 
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Self Diagnosis Function (DGN) Table 

A. Machine → Power circuit sequence 

Diagnosis of division A is possible only when the CNC power is turned on ON. 

Perform division B diagnosis after machine ready status. 
No. Name Signal DGN No. Bit Check method Div
1 Main collet clamp CCFIN X0005 0 1 when commanding “MAIN SPINDLE” B 

2 Main spindle clamp PINFW X0005 1 1 when commanding “MAIN SPINDLE 
CLAMP” B 

3 Main spindle unclamp PINBW X0005 2 1 when commanding “MAIN SPINDLE 
UNCLAMP” A 

4 Broken cutoff tool 
detection retract CUTBWL X0005 3 1 when BROKEN CUTOFF TOOL 

DETECTOR is at the retract end A 

5 Broken cutoff tool 
detection advance CUTBRK X0005 4 1 when BROKEN CUTOFF TOOL 

DETECTOR is at the advance end B 

6 Fuse check 3 FUSE3 X0005 6 0 when fuse of safety relay blew. B 

7 Magnetic contact 
function check TACTCK X0005 7 1 = turning the CNC power-ON, 0= in the 

MACHINE READY status B 

8 Sub collet clamp BCCFIN X0006 0 1 when commanding “SUB COLLET 
CAMP” B 

9 Parts ejection detection PEDET X0006 1 1 during parts ejection A 
10 Sub spindle clamp PINSFW X0006 2 1 when commanding “sub spindle clamp” B 

11 Sub spindle unclamp PINSBW X0006 3 1 when commanding “sub spindle 
unclamp” A 

12 Parts ejector advance 
end 

WKEJF
W X0006 4 1 when the parts ejector is at the advance 

end B 

13 All bar stock 
completion *BFNS X0007 0 Normally 1. 0 when all bar stock of 

automatic bar feeder is completed. A 

14 Automatic bar feeder 
error signal *FBALM X0007 1 Normally 1. 0 when Automatic bar feeder 

has trouble A 

15 Bar stock feed out 
completion BFST X0007 2 Normally 0. 1 by feed out of bar stock in 

automatic bar feeder A 

16 Automatic bar feeder 
ready signal *BFRDY X0007 3 1 when automatic bar feeder is ready A 

17 
NO BAR STOCK signal 

*WELS X0007 4 
0: NO BAR STOCK during K12-bit2=0 
1: NO BAR STOCK during K12-bit2=1 

A 

18 
Fire extinguisher 
broken line alarm 
signal 

*AFDES X0007 5 Normally 1. 0 when the sensor is broken A 

19 
Watt hour meter 

PPULS X0007 7 
Normally 0. 1 by short-circuiting between 
“352” ← → “+24A” in terminal block 
XT782. 

B 

20 Coolant shortage 
detection *CFS X0008 0 0 when Coolant becomes low level A 

21 Coolant flow detection FLOWO
N 

X0008 1 0 → 1 when turning the coolant 
motor-ON 

B 

22 Lubricant shortage *LFS X0008 2 0 when Lubricant becomes low level A 
23 Spare M20 stop signal M20DI X0008 3 Normally 0. 1 when perform short circuit 

between “406” ←→ “+24A” in terminal 
board XT782 

A 

24 +24W detection *ESP X0008 4 0 at Emergency-stop A 
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No. Name Signal DGN No. Bit Check method Div
25 Machine ready signal 24WDET X0008 5 1 when +24v of switching regulator A061 

is outputted 
A 

26 Machine ready signal MRDY X0008 7 1 during the machine-ready status. B 
27 Door interlock 

(Headstock room) 
DORSW

1 
X0009 0 0 when the headstock door is opened A 

28 Door interlock (Cutting 
room) 

DORSW
2 X0009 1 0 when the cutting room door is opened A 

29 Chip conveyor error 
detection signal CHPAL X0009 4 Normally 1. 0 when having a trouble B 

30 Fuse check 1 FUSE1 X0010 4 1 when either of FU702, FU703 on P.C.B 
(A201)blows B 

31 Fuse check 2 FUSE2 X0010 5 1 when either of FU021-FU023 on P.C.B 
(A201)blows B 

32 Tool setter SQ401 F0122 0 0 when the tool pressed the tool setter B 
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B. Power circuit sequence → Machine 
Diagnosis of division A is possible only when the CNC power is turned on ON. 

Perform division B diagnosis after machine ready status. 
No. Name Signal DGN No. Bit Check method Div

1 
Main spindle clamp 

PINON Y0000 0 
It is set to 1 by C0, and 0 by M59 in MDI 

mode on HEAD1. 
B 

2 
Parts ejector 

WKEJCT Y0000 1 
It changes to 0->1->0 by M130 in MDI on 

HEAD2. 
B 

3 Warning light (Red) PATR Y0000 2 It is set to 1 in emergency stop state. A 

4 
Air blow 

AIRBLW Y0000 3 
It is set to 1 by m14, and set to 0 by M15 

command in MDI on HEAD2. 
B 

5 
Air purge 

AIRPER Y0000 4 
It is set to 1 by turning the CNC 

POWER-ON 
A 

6 
Broken cutoff tool 

detection 
CUTDET Y0000 5 

Displays 1 in a moment by T100->M27 in 

MDI on HEAD1 
B 

7 Lubrication motor LUBON Y0001 1 1 during automatic operation B 

8 Warning light (yellow) PATY Y0001 2 1 by counting-up the counter B 

9 Servo brake BRAKE Y0001 3 1 in MACHINE READY state B 

10 
Chip conveyor 

ON/OFF 
CHIPON Y0001 4 

(Under the K06-bit0=0) It is set to 1 by 

M64, 0 by M65 in MDI on HEAD1. 
B 

11 
Parts conveyor motor 

WCON Y0001 5 
It is set to 1 by M84, 0 by M85 in MDI on 

HEAD2. 
B 

12 
Coolant motor 1 

COL Y0001 6 
It is set to 1 by M25, 0 by M26 in MDI on 

HEAD1. 
B 

13 

Extra emergency stop 

*AEMG Y0001 7 

It is set to 1 normally. 0 by m00 under 

keep relay K00-bit3=1 after completing all 

bar stock of automatic bar feeder. 

B 

14 
Main collet clamp 

CC Y0002 0 
It changes to 0->1->0 by M10 in MDI on 

HEAD1. 
B 

15 
Main collet unclamp 

CUC Y0002 1 
It change to 0->1 by M11 in MDI on 

HEAD1 
B 

16 
Sub collet clamp 

BCC Y0002 2 
It change to 0->1->0 by M10 in MDI on 

HEAD2 
B 

17 
Sub collet unclamp 

BCUC Y0002 3 
It change to 0->1 by M10 in MDI on 

HEAD2 
B 

18 
Gripping unit close 

GRIP Y0002 4 
It is set to 1 by M12, and set to 0 by M13 in 

MDI on HEAD1 
B 

19 
Do spare 4 

DOR4 Y0002 5 
It is set to 1 by M156, and set to 0 by 

M157 in  MDI on HEAD1 
B 
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No. Name Signal DGN No. Bit Check method Div

20 
Warning light (green) 

PATG Y0002 6 
It is set to 1 in ten seconds by G04U10.0 

in MDI on HEAD1 
B 

21 Buzzer PATBUZ Y0002 7 1 by lightening red or yellow lamp when 

warning light with buzzer is installed 
B 

22 M00 signal M00 Y0003 0 It changes 1->0 in one second by M00 in 

MDI on HEAD1 
B 

23 Automatic bar feeder 

feed bar retract signal 

BMODE Y0003 0 It is set to 1 by M75, and set to 0 by M00 in 

MDI on HEAD1 
B 

24 Automatic bar feeder 

feed bar wait signal 

BFODE Y0003 2 Displays 1 in a moment by M76->M75 in 

MDI on HEAD1. 
B 

25 Feed torque stop signal BFWAIT Y0003 3 It is set to 1 by M62, and set to 0 by M63 in 

MDI on HEAD1 
B 

26 Main collet clamp 

/unclamp signal 

TORQUE Y0003 4 It is set to 1 by M10, and set to 0 by M11 in 

MDI on HEAD1 
B 

27 Rotary magic guide 

bush 

CCSGN Y0003 5 It is set to 1 by M150, and set to 0 by 

M151 in MDI on HEAD 
B 

28 
DO spare 1 

DOR1 Y0003 6 
It is set to 1 by M152, and set to 0 by 

M153 in MDI on HEAD1 
B 

29 
DO spare 2 

DOR2 Y0003 7 
It is set to 1 by M154, and set to 0 by 

M155 in MDI on HEAD1 
B 

30 
Sub spindle clamp 

PINSON Y0055 4 
It is set to 1 by C0, and set to 0 by M59 in 

MDI on HEAD2 
B 

31 
AUTO SHUT-OFF 

AUTOFF Y0055 6 
It is set to 1 when  AUTO SHUT-OFF 

works. 
A 

32 
WORK LIGHT ON 

WLON Y0055 7 
It is set to 1 when AUTO SHUT-OFF 

works. 
B 

33 Coolant motor 2 valve 

1 

HPVAL1 Y0057 1 It is set to 1 by M125, and set to 0 by 

M126 in MDI on HEAD1 
B 

34 Coolant motor 2 valve 

2 

HPVAL2 Y0057 2 It is set to 1 by M145, and set to 0 by 

M147 in MDI on HEAD1 
B 

35 Coolant motor 2 valve 

4 

HPVAL3 Y0057 3 It is set to 1 by M147, and set to 0 by 

M148 in MDI on HEAD1 
B 

36 Coolant motor 2 HPCOL Y0057 4 It is set to 1 by M125, and set to 0 by 

M126 in MDI on HEAD1 
B 

37 DO spare 4 DOR4 Y0001 0 It is set to 1 by M152, and set to 0 by 

M153 in MDI on HEAD1 
B 
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11-3 Check the Alarm 
A. Display of alarm screen 

1. Press the MESSAGE key to display the ALARM MESSAGE screen. 

 
2. Press the soft key [MESSAG] to display the OPERATOR MESSAGE 

screen. 
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B. Display of alarm history screen 
1. Press the MESSAGE key. 
2. Press the soft key [HISTRY] to display the ALARM HISTORY screen. 
3. Use the PAGE key or to display another screen of alarm history. 

 
 

The alarm history records up 25 alarms being occurred in the CNC. When the 

records exceed 25, the data will be automatically deleted in the occurrence 

order. 

 

C. To erase all alarm history 

1. Press the soft key [(OPRT)]. 

2. Press the soft key [CLEAR]. The alarm will be erased. 
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11-4 Check the Parameter 
1. Press the SYSTEM key. 

2. Press the soft key [PARAM] to display the PARAMETER (SETTING) screen. 

3. Refer to the parameter list distributed with the machine. 
4. To display the parameter on the HEAD1 side, press the HEAD key HEAD1 or 

SIMUL. To display the parameter on the HEAD2 side, press the HEAD2. For further 

details, refer to the FANUC operator’s manual. 
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A. PMC PRM [TIMER] screen 

Press the SYSTEM key → press    → soft key [PMC MAINTENCE] → 

press    →press [TIMER]. 

 
B. PMC PRM [KEEP RELAY] screen 

Press the SYSTEM key → press    → soft key [PMC MAINTENCE] → 

press    →Press [KEEPRL] for detailed keep relay content, refer to Keep 

Relay Table. 
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C. PMC PRM [DATA] screen 
Press the SYSTEM key → press    → soft key [PMC MAINTENCE] → 

press    →press [DATA]. 

 
 

 

 

11-5 Change the Parameter 
Refer to the section 6-18. Parameter Display and Change Method in this manual. 
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11-6 Alarm Table and Analysis 
No. Message Contents 

1000 EMERGENCY STOP In a state of the emergency stop. 

1001 MAIN SPINDLE SPEED DETECTION 

The main spindle RPM exceeded the permissible 

deflection rate R in G26, the alarm: “704 OVER HEAT” 

will be displayed. 

1002 BAR FEEDER ALARM Detects abnormality in the automatic bar feeder. 

1003 MAIN SPINDLE ALARM Detects abnormality in the main spindle. 

1005 LACK OF COMMAND M05 
M12 (Gripping on) or M06 (Clamp on) was commanded 

without commanding M05 (Main spindle stop). 

1006 CUT-OFF TOOL BROKEN 
A broken cut-off tool was detected or the wire is 

disconnected. 

1007 SQ304 SIG. IS SHORT-CIRCUITED 
A wire of  broken cut-off tool detector signal is 

disconnected. 

1011 SQ250 SIG. IS DISCONNECTED 

A wire of main collet close confirming signal is 

disconnected, or a proximity switch entered the 

non-proximity state even through the open command was 

not issued. 

1012 SQ250 SIG. IS SHORT-CIRCUITED 
A wire of main collet clamp confirming signal is 

short-circuited. 

1013 LACK OF COMMAND M13 OR M63 

When using Automatic bar feeder  

During bar Automatic (K0.0=1) CYCLE START button 

was pressed without commanding M13 or M63 after 

alarm No. 1011 has been displayed. 

1014 Y AXIS JOG FEED 
During T100~T600 selections, the CYCLE START button 

was pressed after moving Y-axis with JOG mode. 

1015 X AXIS JOG FEED  
During T3100~T3400 selection, the CYCLE START 

button was pressed after moving X-axis with JOG mode.

1016 MODE IS NOT MACRO 
Another mode was selected during program execution in 

MACRO mode. 

1017 COOLANT FLOW ALARM Coolant flow amount is lower than standard. 

1020 COOLANT 2 PRESSURE ALARM High pressure coolant unit abnormally. 

1021 PARITY ERROR The signal of an override switch is not proper. 

1022 MACHINE IS NOT READY 
The machine is not ready. Press the MACHINE READY 

button. 

1023 MAIN M-FIN SIGNAL ALARM 
M code command completion signal is not returned on 

HEAD1 side yet, or illegal M code was commanded. 

1024 T100 IS NOT SELECTED 
M27 (Broken cut-off tool detection ON) was commanded 

without selecting T100. 
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No. Message Contents 

1025 CUCLE TIME OVER 
After commanding M20, one cycle is not completed even 

after the elapse of the time set in timer 1~3. 

1027 LACK OF COMMAND M09 (HEAD1) 
Tired to rotate main spindle during main C-axis is ON 

(HEAD1: M08). 

1030 MAGNETIC CONTACTOR ERROR 
One of the magnetic-contacts does not function because 

of fusion. 

1031 M20 STOP The machine enters the one cycle stop condition. 

1033 CHIP CONVEYOR ALARM Detects abnormality in chip conveyor. 

1043 FUSE1 IS BLOWN 
Either of fuses FU702 and FU703 on P. C. B 

(EMISW000001B) is blown. 

1044 FUSE2 IS BLOWN 
One of the fuses FU021~FU023 on P. C. B. 

(EMISW000001B) is blown. 

1046 FUSE3 IS BLOWN Fuse disconnection on the safety relay module. 

1047 POWER SUPPLY IS BROKEN Detects abnormality in the power supply. 

1050 DOOR LOCK SYSTEM ERROR Malfunction of door lock system 

1053 BAR FEEDER SETTING MISMATCH 

○1 When using the Automatic Bar Feeder, aircut mode is 

not available. Refer to Alarm Analysis for details.  

○2 In spite of the Automatic Bar Feeder cable connected, 

Keep Relay K0.0 is not set as ”1”. 

1055 HYDRAULIC PRESSURE ERROR Hydraulic pressure is not enough (SW20/SW32/SW42) 

1101 LACK OF COMMAND M07 (HEAD1) 
Main spindle rotation command was executed when the 

main spindle was clamp. 

1102 MAIN SPINDLE INDEX ALARM Main spindle indexing command is not completed. 

1120 SUB SPINDLE ALARM Sub spindle works unusually. 

1121 SQ260 SIG. IS. DISCONNECTED 

A wire of sub collet close confirming signal is 

disconnected or a proximity switch entered the 

non-proximity state even through the open command was 

not issued. 

1122 SQ260 SIG. IS SHORT-CIRCUITED 
A wire of sub collet clamp confirming signal is 

short-circuited. 

1126 PART PICK UP ERROR There was a failure to pick up the parts. 

1131 BACK M-FIN SIGNAL ALARM 
M code command completion signal is not returned on 

HEAD2 side, or illegal M code was commanded. 

1132 LACK OF COMMAND M07(HEAD2) 
Tried to rotate the sub spindle during the sub spindle 

indexing. 

1133 SPINDLE SYNCHONOUS ALARM 

Spindle synchronous rotation error 

○1 There is speed difference in synchronous rotation 

between main and sub-spindle. 
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No. Message Contents 

○2 Commanded main spindle becomes higher than max. 

of sub spindle when M82 was commanded. 

1134 LACK OF COMMAND M83 

Main or sub spindle indexing command was executed 

during spindle synchronous control command, or M08 

(HEAD1, main C-axis ON) was commanded. 

1135 EXECUTE ZB-AXIS ZERO RETURN 
Manual reference point return of XB-axis was executed 

before the ZB-axis completed reference point return. 

1140 XB AXIS JOG FEED 
The CYCLE START button was pressed after moving the 

XB-axis manually when T2000~T2900 was selected. 

1141 ZB AXIS FEED INTERLOCK ZB axis travel enters interference area 

1142 REWIND TO TOP OF PROGRAM 

After changing the mode or pressing the RESET button 

during automatic operation (SIMUL), the START button 

was pressed without rewinding the program to the head.

1143 TORQUE LIMIT ALARM The torque limit was applied o none of the servo axes. 

1144 TORQUE LIMIT INTERLOCK 

○1 TORQUE LIMIT command was issued during Z-ZB 

axes synchronous rotation 

○2 Z-ZB synchronous command was issued during torque 

limit ON. 

1145 SUB SPINDLE INDEX ALARM Sub spindle indexing command is not being completed. 

1146 SUB SPINDLE SPEED 

The sub spindle RPM exceeded the permissible 

fluctuation range R in G26, the alarm: “704 OVER HEAT”

will be displayed. 

1147 PART EJECTION UNIT INTERLOCK 
M120 or M121 was executed when XB-axis was in 

prohibiting area. 

1151 XB-AXIS FEED INTERLOCK (HEAD2) XB-AXIS FEED INTERLOCK 

1153 LACK OD COMMAND M05 
Executed sub spindle clamp (M06) command without sub 

spindle stop (M05) command. 

1154 LACK OF COMMAND M09 (HEAD2) 
Tried to rotate main spindle during sub C-axis is ON 

(HEAD2: M08). 

1180 SUB SPINDLE SIGNAL ALARM 
Command to close the sub collet could not execute 

because of not outputting the sub spindle signal correctly.

1300 SQ301 SIG.. IS SHORT-CIRCUITED A wire of main spindle clamp signal is short-circuited. 

1301 SQ302 SIG.. IS DISCONNECTED   A wire of main spindle unclamp signal is broken. 

1302 SQ301 SIG.. IS DISCONNECTED A wire of main spindle clamp signal is broken. 

1303 SQ302 SIG.. IS SHORT-CIRCUITED A wire of main spindle unclamp signal is short-circuited.

1304 LACK OF COMMAND M08 (HEAD1) 
Executed C-axis command without M08 command 

(HEAD1). 

1305 LACK OF COMMAND M07 (HEAD1) Executed C-axis command in a state of M07 command 
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No. Message Contents 

(HEAD1) executed. 

1500 SQ311 SIG.. IS SHORT-CIRCUITED A wire of sub spindle clamp signal is short-circuited. 

1501 SQ312 SIG.. IS DISCONNECTED   A wire of sub spindle unclamp signal is broken. 

1502 SQ311 SIG.. IS DISCONNECTED A wire of sub spindle clamp signal is broken. 

1503 SQ312 SIG.. IS SHORT-CIRCUITED A wire of sub spindle unclamp signal is short-circuited. 

1504 LACK OF COMMAND M08 (HEAD2) 
Executed C-axis command without M08 command 

(HEAD2). 

1700 THE DOOR IS OPEN 
A door was opened during operation when the control 

mode key switch is in setting mode. 

2050 DOOR LOCK KEY IS OFF Door is not close completely. 

2051 THE DOOR IS OPEN  
A door was opened when the control mode key switch is 

in setting mode. 

2070 THE WORKPIECE COUNT UP  The counter has counted up. 

2071 LOW LEVEL OF COOLANT OIL The coolant oil level has dropped. 

2073 LOW LEVEL OF LUBRI. OIL The lubricant oil level has dropped. 

2074 NO STOCK ON SINGLE BAR FEEDER The signal bar feeder is out of stock. 

2075 NO STOCK ON AUTOMATIC BAR FEEDER The automatic n\bar feeder is out of stock. 

2076 AUTOMATIC BAR FEEDER NOT READY The ready signal of automatic bar feeder is OFF. 

2077 PART EJECT ERROR There was a failure to eject the parts. 

2080 POWER-DRIVEN TOOL AUTO KEY IS OFF
The ATSRT button was pressed when the POWER 

DRIVEN TOOLS key was OFF. 

2081 CNC BATTERY ALARM  
The battery voltage for CNC backup is lower than the 

specified value. 

2083 COOLANT 1 AUTO KEY IS OFF 
M25 was commanded when the COOLANT 1 key switch 

was OFF. 

2084 MAINTENANCE TIME OVER 
One of the maintenance timers (1-5) has reached the set 

time. 

2085 TOOL LIFE COUNTER COUNT UP The tool life counter has counted up. 

2086 COUNT UP (NC-OPTION) 

Part quantity reached to the specified value with M code 

that has been set on CNC part quantity and running time 

display function. 

2092 X-AXIS FEED INTERLOCK Prohibit movement of X-axis to a plus direction. 

2094 ABS SERVO BATTERY ALARM 
The battery voltage of absolute pulse coder backup is 

lower than the specified value. 

2095 ARE YOU SURE OF “AIR-CUT” MODE? Operation was attempted in DRY RUN mode. 

2097 ARE YOU SURE OF HEAD2 MODE? 
You are going to execute HEAD2 single operation in 

MEMORY mode. 

3000 MACRO MODE IS NOT READY MACRO MODE or SIMUL MODE is not selected 
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No. Message Contents 

3010 COOLANT AUTO KEY IS OFF 
The cutting-off program was executed when the 

COOLANT key-switch was OFF. 

3012 
EXECUTED G120 COMMAND WITHOUT Z 

AXIS SELECTED 

Change program 

3019 Z STROKE IS NOT ENOUGH  Over Z axis travel 
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11-7 Keep Relay Table 
When changing keep relay, turn the MEMORY INPUT key switch ON. 

(bit)  
 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

K00 WOFS.P BZ.P M80.P  EMG.P M00.P SBK.P BF.P 
 

K01  SPHS.P  OCY.P     
 

K02   CC.P ALM.P M59.P TIMER.P RWD.P  
 

K03         
 

K04         
 

K05     WKEJ.P    
 

K06        CHIP.P
 

K07 RGDS.P RGDM.P  POL.P    T200R.P
 

K08    FD12.P SLOT.P PTEJ.P SIF5.P SIF4.P
 

K09    FD23.P PDTB.P FD13.P SEP.P FD22.P
 

K10         
 

K11         
 

K12 SYOF.P    SBF.P WEL.P   
 

K13         
 

K14         
 

K15  BDRL.P       
 

K16     DOLK.P    
 

K17 DTBL.P        
 

K18         
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K19  BUSH.P      
H2.SP.T
H.AIR.W

A 
 

K21        SD20.P
 

K25   
COL1CO
L2SEP

COL2DR
CHK 

MPS    

 
K26 XZRN.P       M20Y.P

 

K27 
CYLIND.

P 
 

HYCHK.
P 

    
BBUSH.

P 
 

K28 ADOR.P 8IO.P 
CARMR.

P 
 

ER20_1
6.P 

 PWEN.P  

 
K29        PGRIP.P

 
K56 ESR.P       TRQ.P

 
K60        T8.P 

 

K81        
SUBSP.

P 
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A. Keep relay applications 

BF.P (K0.0) Set 1 when using the automatic bar feeder (option). To use 

this function, set the keep relay to K12.3=0. 

SBK.P (K0.1) Set 1 when single block stop is to be applied instead of feed 

hold when the coolant level in the tank drops. In this case, 

set the keep relay to K1.4=0. 

M00.P (K0.2) Set 1 when the spindle is not to be stopped with the M00 

command. 

EMG.P (K0.3) Set 1 if the emergency stop is to be applied at M00 stop after 

all material has been fed. 

M80.P (K0.5) Set 1 when the M80 command is to be waited for. 

OCY.P (K1.4) Set 1 when one cycle stop is to be applied instead of the feed 

hold when the coolant level in the tank drops. 

SPHS.P (K1.6) Set 1 when synchronous phase control is to be executed. 

RWD.P (K2.1) Set 1 to invalidate the alarm (No.1142) that occurs when 

reset is applied during automatic operation (SIMUL) mode or 

when the CYCLE START button is pressed after changing 

modes. 

TIMER.P (K2.2) Set 1 to delete the tome up display (No. 2084) of 

maintenance timer. 

M59.P (K2.3) Set 1 when not wanting to stop power-driven tool with M59. 

ALM.P (K2.4) Set 1 to invalidate the alarm (No. 1014, 1015 AND 1140). 

CC.P (K2.5) Set 1 to apply the main collet clamp/unclamp state on the 

CNC POWER ON as same as the one on CNC POWER 

OFF. 

WKEJ.P (K5.3) Set 1 to skip the /“ code between M75~M76 blocks when 

where is no parts detected by parts ejection detector (in the 

non-proximity state). 

CHIP.P (K6.0) Set 1 when the run signal of chip conveyor, which is 

prepared by user, is constantly kept turning on. (It is turned 

off when emergency stop occurs). 

T200R.P (K7.0) Set 1 when command T2000 executing the reference point 

return of the ZB axis. 

SIF5.P (K8.1) Set 1 when using the overhang tool adapter on T5. 
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PTEJ.P (K8.2) Set 1 when using the pneumatic parts ejection detector. 

FD12.P (K8.4) Set 1 when a 2-spindle front drilling unit ER16 or a threading 

whirling unit is installed on T34. 

FD22.P (K9.0) Set 1 when a 2-spindle front drilling unit ER16 is installed on 

T35. 

FD13.P (K9.2) Set 1 when a 3-spindle front drilling unit ER16 is installed on 

T34. 

FD23.P (K9.4) Set 1 when a 3-spindle front drilling unit ER16 is installed on 

T35. 

WEL.P (K12.2) Set 1 when the no barstock signal of the automatic bar 

feeder inference adopts a on tact type “b”. 

SBF.P (K12.3) Set 1 when using the single bar feeder. To use this function, 

set 0 to the keep relay K0.0. 

SYOF.P (K12.7) Set 1 to stop the main and sub-spindle rotation when the 

spindle synchronous rotations control is released. 

BDRL.P (K15.6) Set 1 when a counter-face drilling unit ER16 is used. 
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B. How to change the keep relay 

1. Turn the MEMORY INPUT key switch ON. 

2. Press the MDI key to turn the light on. 

3. Press OFFSET key. 

4. Press the soft key [SETTING]. 

5. By pressing the PAGE key to change the setting (HANDY) screen. 

6. Set to the parameter write=1 so that the parameter writing is possible. The 

alarm message 100 PARAMETER WRITE ENABLE will be displayed at this 

time. 

7. Press the SYSTEM key. 

8. Press the soft key [PMC]. 

9. Press the soft key [PMCPRM]. 

10. Press the soft key [KEEPRL]. 

11. The data indicated by cursor is possible to rewrite. There are two methods 

to more the cursor, one is press the CURSOR key to the desired data 

position, another is press the CURSOR key to the desired bit position. 

12. Press the DATA key 1 or 0. 

13. Press the INPUT key. The soft key [INPUT] is also possible. 

14. Press the OFFSET key. 

15. Press the soft key [SETING]. 

16. Display the setting screen (HANDY) by PAGE key. 

17. Set to the PARAMETER WRITE=0 so that the parameter writing is 

impossible. 

18. Press the RESET key to release the alarm. 

100 PARAMETER WRITE ENABLE. 

19. Turn the MEMORY INPUT switch OFF. 
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